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EDITORIAL 
Editors send Christian greetings to readers old and new on the five continents of the 
world. The letters received, expressing appreciation of articles and requesting 
continued reception of the magazine are an encouragement to editors. 
In the will of God it is planned that the main series of articles for the year 2000 should 
be Twentieth Century Review. The introductory article which appears this month 
deals with some of the many changes which have taken place this century. 
Reference is made to changes which have a bearing on God's purposes as revealed 
in Scripture. Major changes were brought about as a result of two world wars. 
Following World War II, a Jewish home was established in Palestine. As the century 
progressed, the rate of change accelerated through advances in technology and the 
rapid expansion of knowledge in many fields. 
Future articles will feature impressions of the high profile Scripture has commanded 
in this century, despite attempts to discredit it by unbelieving theological scholarship. 
The gospel's continuing relevance to all mankind's spiritual need will be emphasized. 
The Word of God will be brought to bear on some of the major religious movements 
of the century. 
'It is written'...How? A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
This is the title of a second series of articles the objective of which is to increase 
readers' interest in studying the Word of God. The writer aims to achieve this by 
illustrating the effectiveness of the communication tools used by the Spirit of God. It is 
intended that readers will see how the challenges of Scripture are made even more 
forceful by the style in which they are recorded. Hopefully, readers will become even 
more convinced of divine authorship as a result of a fuller appreciation of the Spirit's 
work in conveying the message in such effective ways as are discussed in the 
monthly topics. 
A third series of articles The New Millennium contrasts the uncertainty which clouds 
the outlook of many with the certainties of the Christian revelation.  
FOCUS 
The centrespread will continue to FOCUS the Word of God on current world issues, 
offering a Christian perspective.  
Resignation of R.A. Parker 
After nearly seventeen years of dedicated service as an editor of Needed Truth. Reg 
Parker of Stoke-on-Trent retired at the end of December 1999 because of declining 
health. 
Reg's administrative skills have been of great value in secretarial and programming 
activities which promoted prompt fulfilment of assignments by writers and editors. His 
accurate proof-reading was complemented by a detailed knowledge of Scripture and 
spiritual understanding of its principles. 
Editors thankfully acknowledge their appreciation of the labour our brother has so 
willingly expended and the resulting benefits; this appreciation will doubtless be 
shared by many among our readership. David Hyland  
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 

A Century of Drastic Change 
By P.L. Hickling, Cromer, England 
 In retrospect: stability and optimism 
In the 19th century the gospel of human progress had come to be accepted 
throughout the civilized world. Following the publication of Darwin's Origin of Species 
in 1859 a biological model came to replace a mechanical model as the basic pattern 
of social development. Evolutionism implied that society was progressing inevitably in 
an organic way towards a better and more advanced state. Alongside this, 'liberal' 
theologians were casting doubt on the origin of the Scriptures, representing them as 
a record of man's search for God, which included some ideas such as Christ's return, 
which later Christians discarded. Thus people found no difficulty in reconciling a 
Christian profession with a belief in human progress; they thought that the kingdom of 
God on earth would come through the efforts of men of goodwill.  
Collapse 
The 20th century began, in Britain, with the brief Edwardian summer, which in 
retrospect appears to be a golden age, but it was not to last. The winter of war came 
suddenly, and the first half of the century saw the obliteration of the old order. The 
Lord Jesus had prophesied that 'wars and rumours of wars' characterize human 
history until His return. (1) Cynics might say that there have always been wars, and 
this is true, but until World War I there had been   nothing   which   fundamentally 
overturned the very foundations of society. It involved four years of unprecedented 
carnage, taking directly some 8,500,000 lives and wounding another 21.000,000. The 
demographic damage done by the shortage of young, virile men over the next 20 
years was incalculable. Faith and hope themselves fell to doubt and cynicism. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica comments: 'In World War I, Europe lost its unity as a 
culture and polity, its sense of common destiny and inexorable progress. It lost much 
of its automatic reverence for the old values of country, church, family, duty, honour, 
discipline, glory, and tradition... The damage wrought by war would live on through 
the erosion of faith in 19th-century liberalism, international law, and Judeo-Christian 
values'.(2) 
The period between the wars gave little respite. Some prospered in the twenties, as 
the 'gay young things' put a brittle gloss on their pleasure-loving lives, but the 
Depression was just ahead, and beyond that, in twenty short years from the last, 
another and longer World War. Since the mid thirties Hitler, with his delusive yet 
compelling oratory, had been embossing his evil sense of superiority on the German 
people, and they had acquiesced in his acquisition of power. Having annexed Austria, 
Czechoslovakia and the Sudetenland, he finally turned   on   Poland,  which   brought   
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Britain and France into the war. Eventually, at the cost almost of the exhaustion of 
Britain, he was overcome. In this even more widespread turmoil still more of the old 
certainties were broken down. Little deference came to be shown to any kind of 
authority, whether human, moral or spiritual. Subsequently Paul's words to Timothy 
have been seen as particularly apposite: "For men will be lovers of themselves, 
lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, 
unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of 
good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, 
having a form of godliness but denying its power'.(3) 
God's purposes in Israel  
By the end of the nineteenth century there were substantial Jewish populations in 
eastern Europe and Russia, but in the last decades of the century virulent anti-
Semitism arose again. The tendency of Jews of the Haskala (enlightenment) 
movement, had been to seek assimilation by adapting to European life and thought, 
but this seemed to be impossible, and so thoughts turned to the re-establishment of a 
Jewish nation in Israel. This was in spite of the fact that a conference of Reformed 
rabbis in America promulgated the Pittsburgh Platform in 1885, declaring that the 
Jews should no longer look forward to a national return to Israel. The first Zionist 
Congress was called in 1897, seeking 'to create for the Jewish people a home in 
Palestine', and in 1917 Great Britain made the Balfour Declaration, promising    
support    for    a    Jewish homeland, and this was included in Britain's League of 
Nations mandate of 1922 over Palestine. Following this, the Jewish population built 
up in Palestine, but until the rise of Nazism immigration was comparatively slow. 
World War II produced one of the blackest episodes in the history of mankind. After 
Hitler attained power in Germany in the mid thirties, he inaugurated systematic 
persecution of the Jews, and by the time World War II broke out in 1939, Jews were 
no longer citizens, and could not use any public facilities. As the victories of the 
German armies in the early years of World War II spread, so Jews in the conquered 
countries were deprived of human rights. Within the area under Nazi rule Jews' 
property was confiscated, and most of them were herded into ghettos and 
concentration camps, whence many went to death in the extermination camps. The 
total number of Jews murdered by the Nazis was approximately 5,700,000, about 
12% of the estimated 46,000,000 people killed world-wide in World War II. 
After the war many European Jews sought refuge in Palestine, and the state of Israel 
was created in 1948. Thus 50 years after the first Zionist congress and 30 years after 
the Balfour declaration Zionism achieved its aim of establishing a Jewish state in 
Palestine. This was a remarkable fulfilment of Scriptural prophecy; 'I will bring them 
again into the land that I gave unto their fathers' (see Jer.16:14-17). 'I will say... bring 
my sons from far, and my daughters from the end of the earth' (4) A hundred years 
ago this would have seemed politically impossible; Palestine  
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was ruled by the Ottoman government, which rejected Jewish requests, and in any 
case assimilation in Europe, on the American model, seemed more likely. 
Paradoxically, the very evils to which the Jews were subjected drove them towards 
Palestine, and so the purpose of God was fulfilled in spite of men's actions. Of 
course, in most cases this return is not religiously motivated. The Encyclopaedia 
Britannica says: 'Zionism has come to occupy roughly the same place in Jewish life 
as the "social gospel" - according to which the Kingdom of God is to be achieved in 
economic and social life - for Christians; the involvement in Israel as the new centre 
of Jewish energies, creativity, and renewal serves as the secular religion of many 
Diaspora Jews'. (5) To the unbelieving nation Jesus the Messiah will return, 'and they 
shall look unto him whom they have pierced'. (6) 
'Knowledge shall increase'  
The later 19th century was the age of industry: the 20th century has been the age of 
science and technology. This has had its beneficial effects, of course; for instance, 
advances in medical science and conditions of life and work have meant that the 
expectation of life in North West Europe and North America, which was only 48 for 
men in 1901, became 73 by 1991. Travel has become very much easier - life without 
cars and aeroplanes is unimaginable -and increase in real personal incomes has 
meant that many more can take advantage of it. Unfortunately, reception of the 
benefits of applied science has not been paralleled by thanks to God for them, or, 
indeed, by 
 any understanding of the fundamental nature of science. Few seem to understand 
the limitations of the scientific method, which by its very nature is limited to the 
observable; the scientist as such has no authority to pronounce on metaphysics. 
Daniel's description of the 'time of the end' was that 'many shall run to and fro, and 
knowledge shall be increased'; (7) this seems appropriate to the present time.  
A smaller world 
Perhaps the greatest revolution of the 20th century has been in communications. At its 
beginning mail to distant areas, conveyed by sea, took weeks or even months. The 
Wright brothers developed the aeroplane in the first decade; in 1866 the first 
transatlantic telegraph cable was laid, but only in 1956 the first transatlantic 
telephone cable. Today telephone calls around the world are common and not very 
expensive, and I will use the computer at which I am typing this article to send it to 
Canadian Editors instantly, by e-mail on the Internet, for the price of a local call. 
Again, rapid communication is a benefit; it permits quicker action and the spread of 
knowledge, and prevents misunderstandings springing up through lack of contact. On 
the other hand, it provides a means for national and international commercial and 
political consolidation. Both the State and businesses hold a great deal of information 
about individuals, which can be used for control and manipulation, and there is the 
ever-increasing threat of a European superstate. The world-wide control over trade 
possessed by the 'beast' of Rev.13 (8)   no longer seems an  
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implausible bogey, the means exist, and it is not unimaginable that someone will use 
them. 
'The same... for ever' (9) 
It would not be right to end this article on a note of gloom. God says, 'I the LORD 
change not" (10) And His promises are sure. He has given us some indications in 
prophecy of things that will happen, which may shape our perception of the times, but 
the one that we wait for is the coming of our Lord Jesus: 'For the Lord himself shall 
descend from heaven... and the dead in 
 Christ shall rise first: then we that are alive... shall together with them be caught up in 
the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord'. (11) 
References: (1) Matt.24:6 (2) Encyclopaedia Britannica: 20th Century International 
Relations: The collapse of the old order. (3) 2 Tim. 3:2-5 NKJV (4) Isa.43:6 (5) 
Encyclopaedia Britannica: THE HISTORY OF JUDAISM: Modern Judaism: Zionism 
(6) Zech.12:10 RVM (7) Dan.12:4 (8) Rev.13:16.17 (9) Heb.13:8 (10) Mal.3:6 (11) 1 
Thess.4:16.17. 
 

COMMUNION WITH GOD 
By George Prasher, Manchester, England 

Daily, personal communion with God lies at the heart of Christian experience, and the 
privilege of communion with Him is open to every one of us. The Lord Jesus pointed 
the way when He said, 'If a man love me, he will keep my word: and my Father will 
love him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him' (Jn 14:23). 
These are golden words of promise about our communion with God, showing that 
through the indwelling Holy Spirit the presence of the Father and the Son may be 
made real to the heart. Our realization of God's presence is linked with our attitude to 
His Word. If we have His commandments and keep them we are seen to love the 
Lord. Here is the key to the believer's communion with God, a communion made so 
real by the Holy Spirit that we shall feel conscious of God the Father and God the 
Son making their abode with us. 
This communion of the Spirit with both Father and Son is the birthright of each 
believer in Jesus, and it is intended that each of us should be daily enriched by the 
experience. Service springing from this communion will be fragrant and spontaneous. 
For we cannot be in vital touch with God and remain unaffected. 'Moses wist not that 
the skin of his face shone by reason of his speaking with him' (Ex.34:29), but others 
were amazed at this evidence of their leader having been in communion with God. 
Carelessness or unholiness will deprive us of this blessing. Disciples in the Church of 
God in Laodicea had lost the sweetness of communion with Christ. Self-satisfied, 
continuing in a routine of assembly service, they were spiritually impoverished 
through neglect of this heart communion with Him. Yet He stood at the door and 
knocked, promising to any who opened the door, 'I will come in to him, and will sup 
with him, and he with me' (Rev.3:20). Restored communion! How meaningful the 
closing desire of Paul's second letter to Corinth, The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit, be with you all". 
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FOCUS 
 

MILLENNIUM PERSPECTIVES 
By George Prasher, Manchester, England 

It would be counted odd by many people if this issue of Needed Truth made no 
reference to Year 2000 as celebratory of a significant milestone in human affairs. 
'Millennium fever' has caught the imagination of millions. Politicians and business 
interests find it advantageous to foster the excitement and multitudes welcome an 
opportunity for indulgent celebration. 
Popular perceptions of the new millennium tend to be upbeat and optimistic. Ever 
increasing technological progress will be harnessed for the material betterment of all. 
Wider international cooperation will reduce the gap between richer and poorer 
nations. Educational development will bring about greater ethnic and religious 
understanding, so promoting mutual respect and less occasion for conflict. Everyone 
is being urged to grasp the opportunities which the new millennium is expected to 
bring. 
Problems in society remain 
Yet the reality of today's world situation is far from such idealistic hopes. Things will 
not basically change just because we pass a date in the calendar. The same deeply 
embedded problems remain - corrupt trends in society, ethnic hatreds, religious 
extremism, economic complexities, international conflicts of interest and much more. 
To what extent does Scripture give help in adjusting our perception of the new 
millennium? How does this point in history relate to the progress of divine purpose 
towards the coming again of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ? Moses the 
man of God wrote impressively: 
LORD, thou host been our dwelling place 
In all generations. 
Before the mountains were brought forth, 
Or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world, 
Even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God... 
For a thousand years in thy sight 
Are but as yesterday when it is past. 
And as a watch in the night (Ps.90:1-4). The apostle Peter echoes the same thought: 
But forget not this one thing, beloved, that one day is with the Lord 
as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day (2 Pet.3:8). 
God's redemptive plan 
Such  passages help us to stand back and review with awe the majestic, unhurried 
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development of God's redemptive plan. There were two millenniums from Adam to 
Abraham during which God-fearing people clung by faith to fragments of divine 
promise about the Saviour who would eventually emerge - the seed of the woman 
(Gen.3:15); the seed of Abraham (Gen.22:18). In the course of two further 
millenniums from Abraham to Christ the prophetic revelation was expanded, so that 
'beginning from Moses and from all the prophets' the Lord Jesus could interpret 'in all 
the scriptures the things concerning himself (Lk.24:27). To many who waited patiently 
throughout those four millenniums, longing for the promised Saviour, the time must 
have seemed long. Circumstances of trial and tragedy on occasions prompted such 
passionate outbursts as in Isaiah 64:1: 
Oh that thou wouldest rend the heavens, that thou wouldest come down, that the 
mountains might flow down at thy presence...  
But throughout all the generations godly men and women died in faith, not having 
received the promises, but having seen them and greeted them from afar (Heb.11:13). 
A further two millenniums have run their course since the Lord's first appearing. 
Prophetic scriptures in both Old and New Testaments are rich in promise of His 
second appearing. Even in the first century AD mockers had arisen, deriding the 
promise that the Lord Jesus would return again (2 Pet.3:3). In this connection the 
apostle steadied the faith of saints at that time by the reminder that a thousand years 
is with the Lord as one day. How powerfully relevant that reminder becomes at the 
dawn of another millennium! 
For yet a very little while, 
He that cometh shall come, and shall not tarry. 
But my righteous one shall live by faith: 
And if he shrink back, my soul hath no pleasure in him (Heb.10:37-38). 
According to God's scripturally revealed agenda the coming again of the Lord Jesus 
is the central objective towards which He is shaping world affairs. The indications are 
deeply impressive: the evident spirit of antichrist (1 Jn 4:3); the ascendancy of 
materialism, corruption and violence (Gen.6:5,11,12; Matt.24:38,39); the astonishing 
re-establishment of Israel in national strength. These are among the portents of end-
time conditions which Scripture predicts at the time of Christ's return. It is that great 
climax of divine purpose which must dominate the believer's expectation for the new 
millennium. 
The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, 
as some count slackness; but is longsuffering 
to you-ward, not wishing that any should perish, 
but that all should come to repentance (2 Pet.3:9). 
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IT IS WRITTEN... HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points 
1. Audio-visual Lessons: Drama Described 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Canada 
 If you have attended a school play, you know such performances are captivating. 
Despite occasional failure of a participant to remember a line, or awkward 
pronunciation, the audience is generally very happy with the players. Loud applause 
is common. We listen carefully to everything the children say, not missing a word. 
Months, even years, later the performance can be called to mind. Acting out a set of 
events is a powerful way to build a relationship with the intended audience and get 
one's message across. Thus Shakespeare brought lessons from history. And thus 
Dickens's character Ebenezer Scrooge reminded the world of a deep social 
responsibility shared by all Christians. Such images doubtless left indelible 
impressions on many a mind. Not only does live drama stir our minds, the written 
word using graphic illustrative language can have similar effect. God has Himself 
used drama (though not for our entertainment we hasten to add!) And we have the 
written depiction of such dramatic events (which is our primary focus here) to convey 
His important messages to us. It is no surprise that even spiritually unenlightened 
men have copied His effective methods. In contrast, God understands our thoughts 
(Ps.139:2; Matt.9:4). And He surely intends that we should appreciate and remember 
what He says with no less clarity than we do a school play! 
Power of communication 
When reading the Bible have you been struck by the power of its communication? 
Perhaps you have become absorbed by an historical account, able almost to close 
your eyes and picture the scene. But others may have read the same chapter and 
wondered why so much circumstantial, narrative detail is provided instead of just a 
stating of the 'obvious' point. Evidently some people learn best by gaining a 
subjective view, a feel for the issue, while others are far happier being provided with a 
simple, logical list of facts to digest. Our Maker knows we are different and learn in 
different ways. Therefore He has used a variety of styles in His communications, 
enabling us all to take in His message. In this series we shall attempt to consider the 
Bible from that perspective. We shall want to see how its many writers from various 
backgrounds have been guided by the Spirit to use different writing styles, all 
reinforcing God's message. 
After reading more of this article, please test its statements by reading the Bible itself, 
looking for examples of God's use of dramatization. But first test yourself now to see 
which portions of the Bible you are best able to remember. Make a note of a few. You 
may well find that there is a link  
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between those well-remembered portions and the graphic way God speaks in them. 
(Of course, drama is only one of several ways God uses to reinforce His message). 
Another suggestion: if you are a Christian disciple trying to pass on God's message 
effectively to your fellows, consider the wealth of word-pictures in Scripture that you 
can use to support your statements, and richly illustrate the truth you are trying to 
pass on. Let us look at some concrete examples from the Word of God itself. We 
shall choose some that seem less well known as well as some more familiar 
passages to make the point that God consistently uses drama to make His message 
clear to people of all ages and circumstances.  
Momentous events  
There is certainly no shortage of examples of God's powerful accounts of dramatic 
events. For instance consider the momentous events depicted in the narrative of the 
Flood, and visualize the impact of the subsequent rainbow (Gen.6-9); these have an 
enduring message about both the blind self-reliance of the unbelieving and God's 
grace in binding Himself to provide salvation (Lk.17:26,27: 1 Pet.3:20; 2 Pet.2:5). The 
effectiveness of a model to illustrate a bigger reality is seen in Ezek.4. We cannot do 
justice to the account here; you will just have to read it for yourself! And when you do 
you will see how the prophet was directed painfully to act out in miniature what must 
happen to Jerusalem. The drama evidently held people's interest; they would stop 
and watch, and perhaps some came to understand the deeper 
 meaning. Then consider the effect of the appearance of a hand writing on a wall, so 
frightening Belshazzar (Dan.5); it was so powerful in its dramatic force that even non-
Christians use 'seeing the writing on the wall' as a statement of inevitable judgement 
to come. Then think about the way God records the eventful circumstances 
surrounding His dealings with Jonah and Nineveh (Jon.1-4), with all that the account 
still expresses to an unbelieving world about the significance of the burial and 
resurrection of Christ (Matt.12:39-41). So we see that we can move from simple 
accounts of dramatic events, which were a picture of immediate bigger issues, to 
biblical accounts that have far-reaching messages about the unfolding purpose of 
God. Let us look in more detail at a couple of examples. If you turn to 2 Kgs.13:14-19 
you will see a drama unfold. One of God's mighty prophets, aged and at the point of 
death, receives a visit from the king of Israel. There is an enemy threatening. The 
king is perhaps shaking in his shoes, and obviously concerned about what might 
happen when he can no longer turn for help to the visionary man of God. Who will 
guide him in the future? What does the future hold? Elisha, possessing knowledge of 
the will of God, gives king Joash (Jehoash NIV) the opportunity to act out a model of 
the future. If Joash gets the message and sticks carefully to the instructions, he will 
see a favourable future. But if he fails in the acting, that failure will be seen in what 
actually comes to pass too. What happens? In the first scene Joash follows the 
prophet's directions precisely, shooting an arrow powerfully  
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as a symbol of early battlefield victory. Then Joash is told to take arrows and beat the 
ground with them. What would you do in response to that command? The king does 
as he was told, beating the ground once, twice, three times, then stops. But the 
prophet had not told him to stop. Elisha explains to him that he stopped too soon, and 
this was to be reflected in his limited success in defeating the Syrian enemy of the 
time. 
Now, would the lessons found in this narrative have been as forceful if God had 
chosen instead to replace these accounts by a one-line command? What if He had 
simply said, 'To enjoy blessing you must be faithful'? There is a value in the use of 
imagery, at least to a good many people who are visual learners. The issue is 
important. If we fail to recognize the warnings and promises that God has made, we 
are the losers. The grace of God is displayed to Joash, and to us, in the clarity and 
forcefulness of His communication. Such drama results in the audience becoming 
more involved mentally. So too, we are invited in the Word of God to deepen our 
appreciation for the situations presented. We then should not miss the lessons that 
apply so directly to us as well as the original audience. We need to learn like Joash 
that God has a plan for us, and is fully capable of carrying it out (Jer.29:11; 
Eph.3:20).  
Graphic illustration  
Now turn to the account of Peter's vision in Acts 10. Which Sunday School or youth 
group teacher would not find this a rich storehouse of graphic illustration, so 
appealing to young minds?  Of course, an appreciation of 
 Jewish dietary law helps us feel for Peter's predicament (see Lev.11). If Peter was to 
see the amazing purpose of God in calling the Gentiles to salvation, he would need a 
striking lesson: 'What God has cleansed, no longer consider unholy' (v. 15). He was 
at the fulcrum of dispensational change, a turning point in history. God graciously 
gave Peter His word in a very graphic way, for the lesson was so hard for him to 
learn, against so many of his cultural expectations. Now return in thought to the 
Sunday School classroom or youth group setting, and appreciate anew the marvel 
that those of us who are Gentiles by birth may receive sanctifying new-birth. It is 
simply too amazing to take in without some very graphic description (Eph.2:12,13; 
4:17,18; Col.1:21,22). 
The constant sight of the poor and destitute in city streets might perhaps act as a 
visual reminder to us of the Lord's words, 'the poor you have with you always' 
(Matt.26:11). As in the case of Ezekiel's drama, we may see not only the model, but 
the important deeper message too. The Lord's words were given in the context of a 
visual display of love: the woman who dedicated her valuable perfume to Him. The 
occasion was pivotal. In the heart of Judas, the woman's sacrifice was an untoward 
loss, and his greed swelled at the thought, so that he went out to betray the Lord. 
Thus the sequel is full of meaning: 'but you do not always have Me'. Do we, so to 
speak, walk by a living drama every day, seeing the deprived and spiritually bankrupt 
without recognizing the time of opportunity that God is giving us (Eph.5:15.16), or the 
consequences of  
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our sin (|as.2:14-17; Jas.5:1-5)? 
The written record lights up with these visual displays that reinforce the word God has 
for us. And we may apply them ourselves, in our witnessing and teaching. But a word 
of caution. Drama, as we have used it here, is obviously a worthwhile aid in our 
communication. But this is a far cry from the world's use of acting, or the 
inappropriate introduction   into   the 
 presentation of the Gospel of such things as 'miracle plays' and other imaginary 
material designed simply to stir the emotions. Therefore, we need to exercise care in 
our use of dramatization not to indulge the excitement desired by the 'old man', or 
irreverently mimic holy subjects. You see what we mean?  
Biblical references from the New American Standard Bible. 
 

 THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
(1) Certainty in the face of Change 

By B.D. Johnston, Leigh, England 
For some people the future has never seemed so uncertain. While the British public 
has been presented with the Millennium Dome; in Israel another project was dubbed 
'the Millennium Doom'. During the approach to the new millennium, media reports 
were anticipating that Israel would use computer technology to thrill millions of 
millennium pilgrims expected to flock to the biblical site of Armageddon, the world's 
ultimate battlefield. This proposal for multimedia visitor centres using virtual reality 
features led cynics to snipe that the end of the world may be virtually nigh. The 
location in the valley of Jezreel, overlooked by the Mount of Megiddo, stands astride 
the old trunk route from Egypt to Syria, and has been the scene of mighty battles 
throughout history. 

The last book of the Bible, the Revelation given by Christ to his beloved 
disciple, John, is a book of awesome apocalyptic visions of the future; with 
Armageddon being the scene of a final battle. The writings of the apostle John are 
well accepted as being among the last New Testament documents to be written. 
They are generally accepted as being written towards the close of the first century, by 
which time John would have been an old man in his nineties. No doubt uncertainties 
abounded as the first century came to its close, much in the same way as anxieties 
and fears shroud the minds of a great many people at the turn of this millennium. 
John's writings were timely then for countering the views of heretics, which were 
gaining ground. One thing that is fascinating as you read John's letters is that some 
of the unorthodox and even bizarre notions that were around then are once again in 
vogue after almost two thousand years. 

To read John's letters is to enter another world altogether, a world whose 
characteristic marks are assurance, confidence and boldness. If today, people 
around us are being swept up in a current of anxiety, it is here in John's writings that 
we can fall back on a stockpile of assurances.    To read these letters again, against 
all the  
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background of hype, and even panic, which has surrounded the advent of this year 2000, 
what is impressive is the resounding theme of Christian certainty that comes across. If 
ever there was a time we needed to hear it surely that time is now. 

As John presents it in the first of his letters, Christian certainty is a double 
certainty. First, the certainty that Christianity itself is true.  What we are considering 
here are objective facts: things rooted in history. Which brings us back to the whole 
idea of a new millennium. Across the world people may have been celebrating the 
arrival of the year 2000, but what actually happened approximately two thousand 
years ago? The answer, of course, is that a baby was born in the obscure Middle 
Eastern town of Bethlehem. There was no great public fanfare announcing His birth, 
but He would grow up to become the most famous man in history. Jesus Christ was 
born of a virgin. He lived an absolutely perfect life.   He had power over nature.  He 
healed people and raised the dead. He claimed to be the Son of God. He rose again 
after being put to death.  His followers claimed, and still claim, that forgiveness with 
God is only to be found in Him, that is in Jesus Christ. The historical facts that underpin 
the Christian faith are hard evidence that is unchanging even as we enter a new 
millennium. This is where we can draw our certainty from, John reminds us. He opens 
his first letter by saying: 

That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen 
with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, 
concerning the Word of Life - the life was manifested, and we have seen, and 
bear witness, and declare to you that eternal life which was with the Father and 
was manifested to us - that which we have seen and heard we declare to you, 
that you also may have fellowship with us; and truly our fellowship is with the 
father and with His Son Jesus Christ. And these things we write to you that 
your joy may be full (1 Jn 1:1-14.) 

According to John, certainty is not to be found in novelty. Faith with which to face our 
future must draw on 'that which is from the beginning,' those defining events which took 
place back at the beginning of these two millennia. And John goes on to comment on 
the purpose that lay behind the fact of Jesus' coming 2,000 years ago: 'For this 
purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil' 
(1 Jn 3:8). It is not surprising then that evil spirits opposed and still do oppose Him, 
leading John to say next: 'Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the 
flesh is of God, and every spirit that does not confess that Jesus Christ has come in the 
flesh is not of God' (1 Jn 4:2,3). Finally, John writes: 'Jesus... the Son of God... is He 
who came by water and blood - Jesus Christ; not only by water, but by water and 
blood' (1 Jn 5:5,6). And then with equal confidence by the Spirit of God, he sums his 
message up in a verse that reads like a creed: 
And we know that the Son of God has come and has given us an understanding, that we may 
know Him who is true; and we are in Him who is true, in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the 
true God and eternal life' (1 Jn 5:20). 

It is vital at the passing of these two millennia to consider how they began, and 
who they began with. We date our birth by the calendar, but Jesus Christ dated the 
calendar by His birth. Knowing Him, the Man behind the millennium, is essential for our 
salvation and ongoing life of service for God. It is time to refresh our knowledge of 
someone whose life was so powerful that it reset the clocks.  Only the certainty of 
knowing Him   
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can take us safely forward into whatever time is left.  Which brings us to the other 
certainty. 
The other certainty that the apostle John writes of in his letters, especially the first 
letter, concerns the Christian's assurance of personally belonging to God's family and 
being the possessor of eternal life. So there is a beautiful balance in the double 
certainty presented by John in his letters, covering on the one hand, the objective 
truth of the Christian faith with its historic basis; while at the same time also 
recognizing the realm of subjective experience that is the Christian believer's 
personal convictions.  
Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 
 

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND 
By Roy Dickson, Melbourne, Australia 

In Rom.14, 1 Cor. 8 and 1 Cor.10:14-33, the apostle Paul discusses, amongst other 
things, whether Christians should eat animal meat which has originally been 
sacrificed in pagan temples. Not relevant today? Look at the principle which 
underpins Paul's words. His teaching applies to our day too. Our aim is to learn from 
the Scriptures so that we can even emulate Abram, to whom God said, 'Walk before 
me and be blameless' (Gen.17:1). 
'an idol is nothing' 
Firstly, what does Paul say? We know that an idol is nothing at all in the world' (1 
Cor.8:4). 'As one who is in the Lord Jesus I am fully convinced that no food is unclean 
in itself (Rom.14:14). 'All food is clean' (Rom.14:20). 'Everything is permissible' (1 
Cor.10:23). 
This sounds as though the disciple of the Lord is free to act, whether to eat meat 
sacrificed to idols or whatever he or she wishes to do. However, Paul's concern is not 
for meat, but for the minds and souls of people, saved and unsaved. Thus the 
disciple of the Lord must weigh up carefully whatever it is proposed to do, because, 
whether we like it or not, others may be affected; there is therefore some truth in the 
old maxim "no man is an island'. Paul's argument continues: 
...no food is unclean in itself. But if anyone regards something as unclean, then for 
him it is unclean. If your brother is distressed because of what you eat, you are no 
longer acting in love. Do not by your eating destroy your brother for whom Christ 
died. Do not allow what you consider good to be spoken of as evil. For the kingdom 
of God is not a matter of eating and drinking, but of righteousness, peace and joy in 
the Holy Spirit (Rom.14:14-17). To the Corinthians he said, '"Everything is 
permissible" - but not everything is beneficial' (1 Cor.10:23). 

In 1 Cor.8 Paul differentiates between the disciple who knows that an idol is 
nothing, and who can therefore eat sacrificed meat with a clear conscience, and the 
weaker brother (also a disciple) who does not know this. The disciple stronger in faith   
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is not to ride roughshod over the weaker one, because in wounding that person's 
conscience 'you sin against Christ" (1 Cor.8:12). Some translations including the 
Revised Version say that 'the kingdom of God is not eating and drinking' (Rom.14:17). 
The point is not whether (or what) we eat and drink, or whether we refrain from eating 
and drinking, but whether we are acting in love. This is the hub of his argument. If we 
know that our actions may trouble or embolden another's conscience, we should take 
stock. That's why Paul says in 1 Cor.10:27-30 that if meat is put in front of them, they 
can eat freely, and no one can condemn them, nor can anyone's conscience be 
affected. But as soon as they know that it is from an idolatrous sacrifice, then they must 
evaluate what effect their liberty to eat will have upon others; although you will note 
that he advises the Corinthians not to eat sacrificed meat because of its associations 
with demonic activity (1 Cor.10:20). 
'seek... the good of others' 
The answer to the dilemma of 'what to do?' is given in 1 Cor.10:24: 'Nobody should 
seek his own good, but the good of others', and it is echoed in Rom.14:19-21, 
beginning, 'Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to 
mutual edification...'. Note verse 21 especially 'it is better not to... do anything else 
that will cause your brother (or sister) to fall'. Each one of us needs to examine the 
'anythings' of our lives in the light of these words. 
We often sing a hymn based on the Lord's words in Jn 8:36 '...if the Son sets you free, 
you will be free indeed". A few verses earlier He says, 'If you hold to my teaching, you 
are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free' 
(Jn 8:31,32). Is our liberty in Christ now limited because of another's conscience? 
Yes it is, but in so doing we are keeping the royal law of Jas.2:8 and following 
faithfully in the steps of Him who 'did not please himself (Rom.15:3). Remember to 
whom you now belong and at what great price! 
Thus our freedom in Christ is not to cause another to stumble. By the same token let us 
not be easily stumbled by trivial things. Our consciences can perhaps grow a little more 
robust. There can be grace on all sides. Nor should we feel that we are walking on 
egg shells, fearing that our every act will destroy a fellow disciple's life. Love should 
be our motivation in all things. 
Shall we give specific examples of what is 'in' and what is 'out'? No, because Paul 
says that all things are permissible (with the exception of those things which are 
expressly forbidden in the Scriptures), therefore it is a personal judgement before the 
Lord. Phil.4:8 is an excellent guide as to how we should order our lives, whilst 
remembering Paul's words in 1 Cor.10:32: 'Do not cause anyone to stumble, whether 
Jews, Greeks or the church of God'.  
Biblical quotations from the NIV except where otherwise stated. 
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EDITORIAL 
The race of man both in the days of Adam and of Noah was instructed to be fruitful 
and multiply and replenish the earth (Gen.1:28; Gen.9:1). Although the way of man 
became corrupted, yet God preserved a godly seed. Moreover, in the seed of 
Abraham, namely the Christ who should come, the apostle saw the final fulfilment of 
the name which Abraham was given by God, that is by interpretation, father of a 
multitude; the multitude being those who should put faith in the Word of God even as 
Abraham did. John could say, 'But as many as received him, to them gave he the 
right to become children of God, even to them that believe on his name' (Jn 1:12). 
The knowledge of the Name of God is foreseen by the Psalmist as ultimately 
permeating the earth, where the sun, as it constantly rises in fresh lands, witnesses 
the continuance of this progress throughout all generations (see Ps.72:17). Here the 
Hebrew word nun is used as a verb 'be continued', just as the fish (also nun in 
Hebrew), known to be prolific, would symbolize for many, the multiplying of the good 
seed of the Word in believing hearts, and so the gospel of the kingdom was to spread 
among 'all nations' (Matt.28:19). 
The Spirit and the Word change lives 
The Word of God is presented in the Main Series article as true, divinely inspired and 
ever-abiding. Through the Spirit's power men's lives are changed by it, and no-one 
who has trusted in the divine Word will be put to shame, though the Adversary would 
sow doubt or seek to blind men's minds to the message. The transmission of the 
Word down the centuries is a cause for wonderment, and accordingly it is fitting that 
we handle the Scriptures with reverence. The insatiable demand for God's Word in 
many parts of the world today is an evidence of the Spirit's power to fulfil the divine 
purpose. This month in Adding Some Feeling: Poetry it may be seen how poetical 
effects make the Word memorable and vivid, and enlist the interest of readers or 
hearers; not only preserving the truth of what is presented, but ensuring its full impact 
through poetical forms as well as figures like allegory or parable. 
The Adversary opposes witness to divine truth 
Focus shows how readily the moral high ground in the policy of this world is 
exchanged for expediency in pursuing commercial or political ends. Though the 
Adversary still seeks to exploit the course of this world to oppose ail witness to divine 
principles, yet faithful hearts can rest their confidence in the knowledge that world 
authority will be in the hands of Christ, when He comes back to reign supreme, and 
govern the world in righteousness. 
The article in The New Millennium series demonstrates that many of the concepts 
that characterize New Age teaching, also underlay the heresies of the first century 
AD.      Eric Archibald 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

(2) Certainty in the Face of Change 
By Brian D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 
One man's nightmare is often another man's dream come true. In advance of the 
arrival of the year 2000 there were different attitudes to the varying forecasts as to 
what it would bring. On the one hand there was the fear of massive high-tech melt-
down with malfunctioning microchips, randomly flashing traffic lights and zero-
balance bank accounts. On the other hand, for those who had any degree of back-to-
the-earth mentality, that kind of digital apocalypse was music to their ears. 
In rural America, long before the arrival of the year 2000, some groups with New Age 
beliefs had begun to do brisk business in selling non-perishable bulk foods: dried 
blueberries and other chaos-resistant delicacies. They were looking to the collapse of 
the information age so loathed by them, and its replacement with a new Golden Age. 
That brings us to what is, perhaps, the defining idea underpinning all the other beliefs 
and values characterized today as 'NewAge'. It is the idea that claims we are close to 
a breakthrough into a new age, that we are on the verge of evolving a new global 
consciousness. A lot is talked up about the passage from the so-called Age of Pisces 
to the Age of Aquarius. This spiritual evolution is bound up with the claim that 
humankind will reach its full potential when sufficient people personally discover their 
self-divinity: that is the god within them, or so they believe.  Then, they claim, a new 
age 
will dawn: a golden age free from violence and disease, a perfect world where we all 
live as one. 
New Age philosophy regards Jesus as the most advanced human ever to have lived. 
They would say He manifested Christ-consciousness, as though the Christ spirit had 
descended to reveal divine truth to people in Jesus. In many ways there is nothing 
really new about any of this. Very similar heretic views about the person of Jesus 
Christ were already being expressed around the turn of the first century. Whatever 
else we say about them at the turn of a new millennium, one thing we cannot say is 
that they are new! 
The existence in his day of these heresies was surely one reason why the apostle 
John was so keen to stress Christian certainties, especially when writing the first of 
the Bible letters which bears his name. His writing in our Bibles has the ring of real 
assurance about it as he emphasizes that Jesus is the Son of God and throws out the 
challenge: 'Every spirit that does not confess that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh 
is not of God'. That verse, found in 1 Jn 4:3, is a very interesting one. There is an old 
reading of the verse that gets a mention in the margin of some Bible versions (e.g. 
RV) in which 'not to confess Jesus' is regarded as 'annulling or loosing Jesus'. It 
seems that this matter of failing to confess Jesus, was once, long ago, understood as 
separating Jesus from the Christ, 
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instead of identifying them as one and the same. This certainly fits with what we know 
of the heretics' views at the close of the first century. They taught that the Christ, a 
divine spirit, descended upon the man Jesus at His baptism and withdrew from Him 
before His death. To counteract this heresy, the apostle John's language is so 
precise. It was not that the Christ, or Christ spirit, had come into the flesh of Jesus, 
but that Jesus was the Christ come in the flesh. Jesus and the Christ are to be 
absolutely identified. What is at stake here is the truth of the incarnation. 
In   the   incarnation,   the   Word becoming flesh as John put it in opening his   
Gospel,  we  have  the  truth  of Immanuel: God with us. We also have one of the 
great historical events of the Christian faith, which leads the apostle John to close his 
first letter with words that ring with Christian certainty: And we know that the Son of 
God has  come   and  has  given   us  an understanding, that we may know Him who 
is true; and we are in Him who is true, in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God 
and eternal life (1 Jn 5:20). What reasons can we find in John's letter for this 
tremendous conviction that Jesus is the Son of God, that Jesus of Nazareth was God 
come in the flesh? There are at least three. The first is what we have just been 
describing: historical events such as the birth, baptism and death of Jesus Christ. 
Then there is the witness of the apostles. John, you remember, has opened this letter 
by speaking of the direct experience of the apostles in seeing and hearing Jesus 
Christ.  The  life was manifested, and we have seen, and bear witness', he could say 
(1:2). And thirdly, John mentions the 'anointing from the Holy One' (2:20) by means of 
which Christian believers are enabled to know the truth, especially the truth about 
Jesus Christ. In this way, John is referring to the gift of the Holy Spirit which every 
believer on the Lord Jesus Christ receives at conversion. He is the Spirit of truth and 
guides us into all the truth, even as the Lord promised, and as recorded by John in 
his Gospel (16:13). 
Christianity is therefore firmly anchored to historical realities. Christian certainty is 
confirmed not only by the contemporary testimony of the Holy Spirit within Christians, 
but also by the eyewitness report of the apostles who had actually been with Him and 
could vouch for the reality of events like the resurrection. Those are the three great 
assurances John gives for the truth of Christianity: the assurance of history, of the 
apostles, and of the Holy Spirit. Preserving the real truth about Christ was an issue 
that greatly concerned John. He comes back to it again in his second letter when 
emphasizing the need to remain 'in the doctrine of Christ' (2 Jn 9). The historical 
basis for his convictions about the person of Jesus Christ surface again in the 
challenge: 
Who is he who overcomes the world, but he who believes that Jesus is the Son of 
God? This is He who came by water and blood - Jesus Christ: not only by water, but 
by water and blood. And it is the Spirit who bears witness, because the Spirit is truth... 
there are three that bear witness on  
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earth: the Spirit, the water, and the blood; and these three agree as one. If we receive 
the witness of men, the witness of God is greater, for this is the witness of God which 
He has testified of His Son (1 Jn 5:5-9).  
Why does John insist that Jesus came 'by water and blood'? What does this     mean 
anyway? An old interpretation which makes sense of the background, understands 
the water and blood as standing for the historical experiences the Lord passed 
through in His baptism and death. Again we ask, why this emphasis?  Why select 
Jesus Christ's baptism?  
It appears there was a man, a contemporary of John's, by the name of Cerinthus. He 
was one of those heretics, perhaps foremost among them, who distinguished 
between 'Jesus' and 'the Christ'. Their opinion was that Jesus was a mere man, born 
naturally of Joseph and Mary, a man upon whom the Christ descended at his baptism 
and from whom the Christ departed before the Cross.  In other words, this heresy 
claimed that the Christ was united with Jesus at his baptism, but that Jesus became 
separated again from the Christ spirit before dying on the cross. 
These false teachings still ring bells today. We still have with us those who deny the 
virgin birth, the reality of the eternal Word becoming flesh; as well as those who say 
that the One who died on the cross was no longer the Christ, that God's Christ could 
never be crucified. The apostle John, the eyewitness, refutes all that in expressing 
Christian certainty for all time. John smashes these heresies to smithereens by 
saying categorically: This is He who came by water and blood - Jesus Christ; not only 
by water, but by water and blood'. 
Anxiety gives way to assurance as we 'remain in the doctrine of Christ', the doctrine 
which the apostle John has expressed with such clarity and certainty for ail time. 
Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 
 

A MESSAGE FOR YOU, FOR ME! 
By R. Darke, Victoria, B.C., Canada 

 
A poet has left this valuable sentiment: 

Keep-me from turning back, 
Ne'er let the reins be slack. 
The handles of the plough with tears are wet! 
Keep me from turning back.  

What a searching, vivid, realistic plea this is! Not words only, but a message to our 
hearts. It causes the Christian to pause and consider. Is there anything sadder than a 
child of God, a disciple of the Lord Jesus, turning back from service for the Lord? 
When it happens, it is sometimes preceded by looking away from the Master because 
of fascination with something else. It is invariably a longing look, a captivating look. Is 
this experience limited to young Christians? No! Mature followers of the Lord Jesus 
are just  
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as liable. The Adversary is no respecter of persons in his busy programme of pulling 
us down, diverting our thoughts, or changing our focus from the Lord's ways to his 
own ways. When did you last feel the Adversary's pull? How did you get the better of 
his strategy? 
Keep the judgement seat in view 
It is sad to see a Christian endangering the future. We must always keep the 
judgement seat of Christ before us; when the Lord will assess and reward our service 
for Him. Our Adversary uses many devices seeking to divert our Christian walk and 
work. Subtlety is one of his strong points. Are we aware, alert, on guard? 
Christians who are overcomers, know the Lord's nearness in their lives, and they 
convey it by a Christ-like demeanour which is recognizable to others. As a young 
Christian I was deeply touched by the consistent testimony of two aged saints in the 
Church of God where I was numbered. Their demeanour was Christ-like, unchanging. 
Closeness to the Lord was a reality in their lives. Their look was onward, upward. The 
one went to serve the Lord overseas. The other revealed a consistent life of 
closeness to his Lord and Master. Turning back would be far from the thoughts of 
either. They were too close to Him on a daily basis. These two souls had the same 
Lord and Saviour as I did. They had the same access to His fellowship day by day. 
Our Bibles were similar. What then was the difference? They put the Lord first in their 
lives consciously, and knew communion with Him daily. There was no turning back 
with them. They ploughed a straight furrow. There was a definite decision made to 
walk in His steps. No looking back, no turning back. The Lord was their companion 
every day. Closeness to Him was the prime issue of their lives. 
Eyes on the Lord! 
We can learn from the experience of Demas, obviously a good man, who was linked 
with  Lk.the beloved physician in greetings from the Colossian assembly (Col.4:14). 
But Paul has to record later that 'Demas forsook me'; literally, left him in the lurch. 
What happened? 'Demas... loved this present world' (2 Tim.4:10). Luke also records: 
'Remember Lot's wife' (Lk.17:32). A three-word warning. Lot escaped the holocaust 
which destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah. His wife looked back and became a pillar of 
salt (Gen.19:26). The lesson for the Christian is to keep his eye, her eye, upon the 
Lord. Do not encourage diversion. 
Let us pray for a change of vision if that is what we need. Make sure there is no more 
turning back or reins that are slack. The Lord is waiting to help to make this possible. 
 
For it is the God who commanded light to shine out of darkness, who has 
shone 
in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face 
of Jesus Christ (2 Cor.4:6 NKJV).  
The same God who brought forth light in the beginning of time, has shined into our 
hearts! The same depth of desire, the same power, the same willingness to give of 
Himself. What a thought this is, that the Eternal God, who dwells in light 
unapproachable, has shone His light into such as we! How we should praise Him for 
His grace, mercy and love, for such kindness to creatures of dust.     

Golden Bells Calendar 
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FOCUS 
 

ETHICAL IDEALS IN A MERCENARY WORLD 
By George Prasher, Manchester, England 

'Whether you live in Africa or Central Europe or any other place, if somebody comes 
after innocent civilians and tries to kill them because of their race, their ethnic 
background or their religion, if it's within our power to stop it, we will stop it'. 
This declaration by the President of the United States last summer, is typical of the 
ethical policies which well intentioned statesmen would ideally wish to implement. 
They desire to be seen by their own people and internationally as concerned to 
occupy high moral ground in their attitudes to unjust oppression and violence so 
rampant in many parts of the world. 
In similar strain the present British Foreign Secretary has been at pains to emphasize 
his concept of an 'ethical' foreign policy deprecating even indirect support of 
oppression in countries with an adverse human rights record. For instance, the sale 
of military hardware which might be used for unjust suppression of dissident groups. 
Idealism versus realism 
Yet time and again such ideals are shattered by the realities of political expediency 
and commercial gain. China forcibly subdued Tibet, exiling the Dalai Lama; Chinese 
Christians who cannot conscientiously associate with the state-supervised church are 
penalized; political oppression abounds. However, China now presents an immense 
commercial opportunity. With a fifth of the world's population and fast economic 
growth lucrative markets are opening to such countries as U.S.A. and Britain. This 
consideration readily overrides the ethical issues regarding human rights. Some 
diplomatic pressure may be brought to bear when possible, but not to the detriment of 
economic co-operation. As when the President of China paid a State visit to Britain 
last October, to the exasperation of various human rights groups, whose public 
protests were restrained by the authorities. 
Sale of British military aircraft and other weaponry to Saudi Arabia has doubtless 
been influenced by strategic as well as commercial factors. However, when viewed 
against this oil-rich country's stringent exclusion of the gospel, and its persecution of 
Christian believers, the profitable sales by British armament firms, seem to make a 
mockery of the Foreign Secretary's 'holier than thou' ethical foreign policy. The more 
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so when millions of 'petro-dollars" are made available by the Saudi government to 
promote the cause of Islam in Britain. Witness the mushrooming of lavishly 
developed mosque complexes on prime sites in many British cities.  
 
Satan exploits and manipulates 
Indeed we live in a mercenary world, where vested interests and commercial profits 
so readily take precedence over ethical principle. This derives largely from natural 
inclinations of the unregenerate heart. By nature, through sin, vast numbers of 
mankind are motivated by love of self, love of money and similar 'desires of the flesh 
and of the mind'. Additionally, invisible to us but revealed in Scripture as present in 
awesome power, Satan exploits human weaknesses and manipulates the policies of 
nations. How significantly the Lord Jesus refers to him as 'the prince of this world' (Jn 
12:31; Jn 14:30) and Satan himself boasted that all authority and glory of all the 
kingdoms of the world had been given to him (Lk.4:6). The apostle John was moved 
by the Spirit to write: 'We know that we are of God, and the whole world lieth in the 
evil one' (1 Jn 5:19). Little wonder then that the best ethical intentions are so often 
thwarted for political trends run 'according to the course of this world' or 'according to 
the ways of the world' (Eph.2:2. NIV). 
How salutary for us as disciples of the Lord Jesus to realize the implications of this 
scriptural perspective on world affairs. Our Lord and Master made clear that we are 
not of the world even as He is not of the world (Jn 17:14). His kingdom is not of this 
world (Jn 18:36) and our first responsibility is to bear witness to the spiritual principles 
of His kingdom. In the nature of things those principles will not govern the agenda of 
modern politicians anymore than in the Roman Empire of New Testament times. 
Thankful as we must be for any true Christian influence in the political world, the 
mainstream of human affairs flows on according to the wisdom of this world; a 
wisdom which resulted in the crucifixion of the Lord of Glory through perversion of 
justice in the name of political expediency (1 Cor.2:6-8; Jn 19:12; Acts 3:13.14). 
Most significantly, when the Lord Jesus returns to earth as Son of Man, triumphant 
voices in heaven will proclaim: 
The kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of our Lord, and of his Christ: and 
he 
shall reign for ever and ever (Rev.11:15). 
Blessed transfer of authority from the world to Christ, when God's will shall be done 
on earth as it is in heaven. Then principle will triumph over expediency. 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 
The Enduring Word 

By Greg Nee/y, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
 'Sanctify them in the truth; Thy word is truth' (Jn 17:17). When the Lord Jesus spoke 
those words, He was about to go to Calvary and lay down His life for men and 
women. He was the embodiment of the truth as He was the embodiment of the Word. 
'In the beginning was the Word', John records as he opens his gospel, '...and the 
Word was God'. He was supremely qualified to state, therefore, that the Word of God 
is truth. It was then; it is now! 'All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for 
teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; that the man of God 
may be adequate, equipped for every good work' (2 Tim.3:16,17). So Paul advised 
his young friend and fellow-elder, Timothy, in Paul's last letter, written a short time 
before his death. When Christ and Paul were each facing imminent death, as they 
prepared to leave this world, their thoughts were centred on the word of God! As the 
Old Testament had been written, so the New Testament was being written as 'men 
moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God' (2 Pet.1:21). No wonder then that Paul 
instructed Timothy to 'preach the word' {2 Tim.4:2). It changed lives then; it does the 
same today! It is 'living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword... and able 
to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart' (Heb.4:12). It is the standard by 
which all else must be  measured,  in spite of changing 
 culture and tradition, in spite of compromise and liberal thinking, in spite of attempts 
to discredit it and dismiss it. For those of us who have 'tasted the good word of God' 
(Heb.6:5), we can attest that whether in spoken or written form, 'Is not My word like 
fire?' declares the LORD, 'and like a hammer which shatters a rock' (Jer.23:29)? It is 
also imperishable seed. Indeed, 'The grass withers, and the flower falls off, but the 
word of the LORD abides forever' (1 Pet.1:24,25). True in Isaiah's day (40:8); true in 
Peter's day. 'Forever' includes our day as well! 
Some would have it otherwise. In Gen.3:1, Satan queried Eve: 'Indeed, has God 
said...?' And Paul cautioned Timothy in 2 Tim.4:3,4: 'For the time will come when they 
will not endure sound doctrine; but wonting to have their ears tickled, they will 
accumulate for themselves teachers in accordance to their own desires; and will turn 
away their ears from the truth, and will turn aside to myths'. The twentieth century has 
brought incessant attempts to discredit God's Word from those who do not accept it 
as such. What was proposed as theory by Darwin in relation to evolution in 1859 in 
his famous book The Origin of Species by Natural Selection has become largely 
accepted as the truth in our education system today! It is unacceptable to one without 
faith in God that a divine Creator must be in 
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control of this creation. The Word of God states it clearly: 'All things came into being 
by Him, and apart from Him nothing came into being that has come into being" (Jn 
1:3). 'God... has spoken to us in His Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, 
through whom also He made the world... and He... upholds all things by the word of 
His power' (Heb.1:2,3). Any study of God's creation should surely include a study of 
the One who brought it all into existence from waste and void, the Lord Jesus, and 
His Word from which we learn of Him. The Word of God is not like mythology. It is 
truth! 
Within the sphere of Bible criticism, some declare that the Bible in its original 
languages and form is not in fact the God breathed Word. If it is not, then those of us 
who do believe it fail into a similar category to those Paul writes about in 1 Cor.15:12-
19. We are, with them, 'of all men most to be pitied'. If the truth of God, as revealed in 
His Word is other than God-breathed then even the resurrection of Christ is in doubt 
as well, and 'our preaching is vain, your faith also is vain' (v. 14). The Psalmist's 
conviction is ours as well: 
Thou art near, 0 LORD, 
And  all  Thy  commandments  are truth. 
Of old  I  have  known  from   Thy testimonies. 
That Thou has founded them forever 
(Ps.119:151,152). 
The Lord Jesus Himself appealed to Scripture to show not only its relevance and 
truth, but even its verb tense, when he quoted Ex.3:6 and Ps.110:1 (Matt.22:32; 
Matt.22:41-45). It is not just the ideas and thoughts of the Bible that are inspired, but 
the very words and forms of words which are inspired. There is no book like it! 
'And they read from the book, from the law of God, translating to give the sense so 
that they understood the reading' (Neh.8:8). Such was the challenge and privilege of 
Ezra and others when the people of God returned from Babylon to Jerusalem after 
their long captivity. Verse 3 implies that some men and women understood and some 
did not, but all listened. Perhaps those born in captivity were struggling with the 
original language. And certainly all were in awe as the very words of God were read 
in their hearing after such a long time without them. Ezra 'was a scribe skilled in the 
law of Moses, which the LORD God of Israel had given... For Ezra had set his heart 
to study the law of the LORD, and to practice it, and to teach His statutes and 
ordinances in Israel' (Ezra 7:6,10). Who better to translate the scriptures so that all 
could understand in their own language? And such has been the challenge and 
privilege of others since then to take the copies of the original texts which remain in 
Hebrew and Greek, and translate them into English and many other languages so 
that all men everywhere can hear and believe. 
Though from the later Medieval period, several Old English, partial translations of the 
Bible were produced, the first full translation into English took place when John 
Wycliffe, in 1382, translated the Bible into Middle English. But it was 1525 before 
Tyndale's New Testament was published. Several other translations followed until, in 
1611, The King James 
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Version was produced. Other versions were produced in years to follow, but The King 
James Version has been predominant until the twentieth century. In our day, a variety 
of versions is available. Some are literal translations, taken word for word and 
translated into English The King James Version (1611). The Revised Version (1881-
5), The American Standard Version (1901), The New American Standard Bible 
(1971). The New King James Version (1982) to name a few. Literal translation is 
considered by many scholars to be the best method of translating because all words 
in the original are translated, even when to do so is awkward in English usage. If 
each word and each letter of the original is God-breathed, then each word and each 
letter must be translated to obtain the formal equivalent in English. 
However, not all modern translations use the literal or formal equivalence method of 
translating. Dynamic equivalence is a method where, in some cases only meanings 
are translated, and in other cases some word-for-word and some meaning-for-
meaning translations occur. The Good News Bible employs meaning-for-meaning 
principles whereas the New International Version employs some word-for-word and 
other meaning-for-meaning principles. As the preface to the NIV records, 'the 
translators... have striven for more than a word-for-word translation. Because thought 
patterns and syntax differ from language to language, faithful communication of the 
meaning of the writers of the Bible demands frequent modifications in sentence 
structure and constant regard 
 for the contextual meanings of words' (Zondervan Bible Publishers, 1978). As a 
result, additions of words not in the original are included to give a sense of the 
meaning and words which are in the original are left un-translated in some cases for 
the same purpose. Critics aver that this detracts from the truth of verbal inspiration. 
Notwithstanding that, the NIV sold millions of copies within the first year of 
publication. 
If dynamic equivalence is criticized by some as a potentially inaccurate translation 
method, a further method of translation is described by some and that is the 
paraphrase style. The Living Bible, by Kenneth Taylor and the J.B. Phillips version fall 
into this category. The caution any reader needs to observe in these versions is that 
important points in a given verse may be missed entirely, while other biases may be 
injected based on the writer's own beliefs and convictions. Since God has preserved 
His Word for us that we might discern His will and not be 'tossed here and there by 
waves, and carried about by every wind of doctrine' (Eph.4:14), we have the 
responsibility to be like workmen who do 'not need to be ashamed, handling 
accurately the word of truth' (2 Tim. 2:15). 
Due to the exhausting but rewarding translation work of those devoted to making 
'...disciples of all the nations' (Matt.28:19). the whole Bible is available in over 360 
different languages (and this number is increasing), the New Testament in over 900 
languages, and portions of it are available in nearly 2200 languages or dialects, 
including Braille and short- 
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hand. Two and a half billion copies (and counting) have been sold. We must read it, 
study it, meditate on it, memorize it and allow the Holy Spirit of God to change us to 
conform to the One of whom it speaks. 
Biblical quotations are from the New American Standard Bible 
 

IT IS WRITTEN... HOW? 
A look at the way the Bible makes its points  

(2) Adding Some Feeling: Poetry 
By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Canada 

'Hold your horses!' Now this figurative expression might have lost some of its 
meaning in these days of cars, planes and even interplanetary travel. With a little 
thought its meaning becomes apparent: be calm; slow down. Sometimes we need 
that advice as we begin to read the Bible. What we read there should not be hurriedly 
dismissed. We need to wait and think about it. One of the things writers use to make 
their readers really take in their message is poetry. Poetry asks its readers to pause 
and really appreciate what has been said. It does this by using arresting verbal 
imagery, metaphors and other figures of speech. 
Just suppose that poetry did not exist. Nursery rhymes would not be used to amuse 
babes. Birthday cards would simply include a factual statement, which might not 
produce either a tear or a giggle. William Shakespeare and his peers would have 
passed from this scene without significant mention, perhaps to the relief of many 
schoolchildren and the grief of many a graduate! Graveyards would be even graver, 
robbed of pithy epitaphs carved in headstones. Life from beginning to end surely 
would be poorer for the loss of poetic expression. Is it not true that there is something 
deep within most of us that appreciates good poetry? That would be one reason why 
the Bible is so full of poetry, and there are others. 
Hebrew poetry: correspondence in thought 
You might, however, say that there is not a lot of rhyming verse in the Bible. You 
would be correct. Nevertheless, the poetry is there. Regular rhythm and rhymes 
appearing, for instance, only in word or line endings, are not characteristic of Bible 
poetry. Pleasing sound patterns in the Hebrew original are no doubt lost to some 
extent in English versions, but other forms of poetic balance are abundant, even in 
translation. The Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Solomon are full of such poetry, and it is 
found in many other portions. The lack of regular meter is not a lack of poetic 
expression. For instance, for the Hebrew poet, a very important aspect was achieving 
correspondence in thought from line to line, not just corresponding sounds at the end 
of each line. This is particularly evident in the couplets that fill the pages of the book 
of Proverbs. So when we say that the Bible is full of poetry, we have to remember the 
objective of the poet. It was certainly not to produce something pleasing to the ear but 
contrary to fact! 
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Biblical poetry never detracts from the doctrinal purity of the truths it presents; it 
reinforces basic doctrine with rounded-out practical expression and heartfelt 
interpretation. 
At least three related reasons can be proposed for why God has used poetry in the 
Scriptures: 
1. It helps towards concise explanation of profound truth. 
2. It brings emotional expression, satisfying the yearning of the human spirit. 
3. It enables readers to memorize, and pass on, important truth effectively. 
Using these propositions as a starting point, we can briefly note some Scripture 
examples. 
Profound Truth 
When we say Bible poetry is profound we do not mean it merely condenses a lot of 
material into a few words, although it certainly does that on occasion. It goes further. 
It gives concise expression to deep meaning, and it opens a window on a difficult 
subject, making it more understandable, not just more abbreviated. Here are some 
examples (and apologies to those whose memory is of an older English version, 
instead of the New King James version quoted here). First, see how Job's poetic 
statements tackle the concept of mortality, and leave us in no doubt about our 
weakness, metaphorically describing our human ability as dust: 

Can a mortal be more righteous than God? Can a man be more pure than his 
Maker? If He puts no trust in His servants, if He charges His angels with error, 
how much more those who dwell in houses of clay, whose foundation is in the 
dust, who are crushed before a moth?  
(Job 4:17-19).  
Now see how he contrasts his frailty of body to his strong confidence in God, 
using rock, iron and lead to convey poetically the permanence of his faith in a 
God who is immortal: 
Oh, that my words were written! Oh, that they were inscribed in a book! 
That they were engraved on a rock with an iron pen and lead, forever! 
For I know that my Redeemer lives, and He shall stand at last on the earth; and 
after my skin is destroyed, this I know, that in my flesh I shall see God. 
(Job 19:23-26).  
Consider the psalmist's stanzas about the Scriptures, and the way his poetic 
song leads our minds to compare physical qualities that we can easily 
understand, like the value of gold and the sweetness of honey, to appreciate the 
lofty spiritual value of knowing and obeying God's commands: 
More to be desired are they than gold 
Yea, than much fine gold; 
Sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb. 
Moreover by them Your servant is warned. 
And in keeping them there is great reward  
(Ps.19:7-11; see also Ps.119:105).  

How would we set out to describe God's intimate knowledge of us? Take a look at 
Ps.139:1 -10 to see how the psalmist uses poetic force to tackle this subject. 
Next time you are reading your Bible, make a point to look for examples of similes, 
metaphors and the kind of symbolism noted above. It is quite likely that when you find   
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them, they will be in passages that were originally written as poetry. Look at the 
surrounding context, to see if there is further evidence of poetic struaure. If we 
approach such passages with a desire to seek out the meaning of the symbols in 
their normal setting, it will help us to appreciate the more profound force of the 
metaphor. You may bask in the glow of their insightful comments on deep truth. 
Remember Job's comparison of man and moth; have you looked at yourself that 
way? Then remember his iron pen illustration of a faith that cannot be erased. How 
would you describe your faith in times of testing?  
Emotional Expression 
God's goodness towards us evidences both His knowledge of our needs and His care 
for us; He knows what we are made of, what drives our inclinations and expectations, 
how we feel about things. Emotions are a necessary part of our makeup; God made 
us with them. And having created us this way, He uses our emotional capabilities as 
reinforcement of His communications with us. He has not limited emotional capability 
to one class of society, or one race, or one gender. Therefore, when He uses 
emotional expression in His Word it is effective in touching people of all types. 
Moreover, in the Scriptures He has addressed many kinds of situations, with very 
different emotional associations like anger, awe, hope, love, sympathy. 
For instance, Jeremiah, with dungeon depression wrote: 'Is it nothing to you, all you 
who pass by? Behold and see if there is any sorrow like my sorrow, which has been 
brought on me, which the LORD has inflicted on me in the day of His fierce anger' 
(Lam.1:12). His poetic expression reaches our emotions as he says: 

/ am the man who has seen affliction by the rod of His wrath. 
He has led me and made me walk in darkness and not in light. 
Surely He has turned His hand against me time and time again throughout the 

day 
(Lam.3:1-4).  

But later in the same passage he draws out our feelings of hope in a God who cares: 
Through the LORD's mercies we are not consumed, because His compassions 

fail not. They are new every morning; great is Your faithfulness. 'The LORD 
is my portion' says my soul, 'therefore I hope in Him!' The LORD is good to 
those who wait for Him, to the soul who seeks Him. It is good that one should 
hope and wait quietly for the salvation of the LORD (Lam.3:22-26).  

The desire to see the purpose in human life is brought out also by the Psalmist: 
My heart was hot within me: While I was musing, the fire burned. 
Then I spoke with my tongue: 'LORD, make me to know my end, 
and what is the measure of my days, that I may know how frail I am' (Ps.39:3,4).  

These poetic thoughts can stir our own feelings, and are certainly more forceful than 
if God had simply written: Life is short, and you have to put up with it. 
Memorization 
Poetry is a powerful aid to memory - and even without the help of rhyme. Why is this? 
Widely available training courses attempt to improve our short-term memory through 
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associating new words with an ordered list of easily visualized objects. By this pairing 
process our minds are better able to store, and retrieve that information - in the short 
term. Poetry can satisfy this need, because of its use of vivid images to draw 
attention to its major points. A problem remains: how do we ensure we will go on 
remembering something over a long period? One of the well-proven ways is simply to 
repeat aloud what is to be remembered. This has been criticized as a learning 
method for its tendency to help us know 'what', but not 'why'. Nevertheless, its power 
in helping us remember is undeniable. Here poetry comes to the fore. And not only 
does it help us to remember because of its ease of repetition, it reinforces the 
memorization by its appeal to our feelings about what is said. That is why we may 
remember 'blank verse' we learned in our school days so well: repetition and feelings 
aroused by its graphic descriptions find a permanent home in our minds. Who made 
our minds work that way? We can attribute to our Creator this human ability. Of 
course, if we do so, it is logical to assume that inclusion of poetry in the Word of God 
was a purposeful act of an all-wise Creator. He knew we would need to learn His 
messages well, to take time to absorb them and ponder over them. 
No wonder God has filled the pages of Scripture with so much poetic language! Let 
us conclude with an example from Ps.23 which illustrates many of these points: 
The LORD is my shepherd; 
I shall not want. 
He makes me to lie down in green pastures; 
He leads me beside the still waters. 
He restores my soul: 
He leads me in the paths of righteousness 
For His name’s sake. 
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, 
I will fear no evil; 
For You are with me; 
Your rod and Your staff, they comfort me. 
You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies; 
You anoint my head with oil; 
My cup runs over. 
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me 
All the days of my life; 
And I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever. 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 
Ecumenism in Christendom 

By J.W. Archibald, Wembley, England 
What is it? 
One of the notable developments in the larger Christian denominations during the 
20th century has been the emergence of the ecumenical movement. Ecumenism is 
the name given to the search for greater unity among Christian churches. The word 
comes from the Greek oikoumene, meaning the whole inhabited earth. The 
ecumenical movement involves leaders and representatives from many 
denominations taking part in dialogues, conferences, studies and projects with the 
short-term objective of achieving greater co-operation between the denominations 
and with the long-term objective of uniting in one world-wide church. It is generally 
reckoned to have begun at a World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh in 1910 and 
has found one of its major expressions in the World Council of Churches established 
in 1948. This Council has come together in conference approximately every seven 
years since then. In the 1960s the Roman Catholic Church swung its weight behind 
the movement as part of its change of direction under the leadership of Pope John 
XXIII in the Second Vatican Council. The activities have become continuous and very 
widespread and there is representation from Roman Catholic, Russian and Greek 
Orthodox, Anglican, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Methodist and Baptist churches as well 
as many others. 
What is the motivation? 
Inevitably there are a number of reasons for the support of such a movement but we 
will indicate here the worthiest reason. There are many Christians involved in the 
ecumenical movement who are very concerned about the fact that the existence of a 
multiplicity of different Christian denominations with diverse teachings and patterns of 
service to God is not what the Lord intended and is displeasing to Him. A key text of 
the movement is from the prayer of the Lord for His disciples in Jn 17:20-23, 'That 
they may all be one... that they may be one, even as we are one... that they may be 
perfected into one'. This is correctly understood to mean that the Lord desires His 
disciples to be gathered together in a united understanding of His teaching and its 
practice, an ecclesiastical unity that is visible to the world. It follows from this that the 
ecclesiastical status quo in Christendom today is manifestly sinful and ought to be 
corrected.  
What are the problems? Progress towards the objectives of ecumenism has been 
limited and slow. At the corporate level a major problem is the wide disparity of belief 
and teaching held by different denominations, which of course could be said to be the 
reason for their separate existence in the first place. For example the Roman Catholic 
teaching about the role and position of the  
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Pope, about the practice of 'indulgences' and about the mother of Jesus have been 
difficult issues with other churches, although certain Anglican leaders have indicated 
a willingness to accept the position of the Pope. 
There are also difficulties arising from different meanings given by different 
denominations to the same word, even in fundamentally important areas of the Lord's 
teaching, for example baptism. Also, fundamental differences of understanding and 
practice apply to what is variously called Mass, Communion Service, Eucharist, 
Breaking of Bread. 
Yet another set of problems in the closing years of the century has arisen from what 
are described as 'liberal tendencies' in some of the major Protestant churches in 
Europe and North America. Examples of this are the departure from the scriptural 
and traditional role of women in divine service and the condoning of homosexual 
practice by some churches. These problems led to the Russian and Greek Orthodox 
churches boycotting the opening ceremony of the 50th anniversary conference of the 
World Council of Churches in Harare in 1998. 
What are the trends? 
The first general observation is that as a result of ecumenical dialogue and study the 
participating churches have worked out some new formulations of their teachings 
which have found greater acceptance with other denominations. This is akin to 
finding agreeable forms of words in any negotiating situation leading to an agreement 
between two parties with differing objectives and perspectives. 
 But the result tends to be a significant change of presentation rather than a major 
change of underlying belief. Nevertheless in this process there can often be a 
discernible increase in tolerance of one another's differing positions, which through 
time reduces the importance attached to the areas of disagreement. It thus becomes 
conceivable that greater corporate unity could be achieved through erosion of 
strongly held points of principle on one or more sides of the debate. 
The second observable trend is towards increased collaboration between churches in 
the practical field of outreach. This is usually accomplished by concentrating on a few 
basic truths that all participating churches can agree upon, and suppressing or 
ignoring the differences of belief in other areas. We cannot accept that either of these 
trends is scripturally sound. 
The third development which has even more sinister overtones is the claim by certain 
church leaders and theologians that the unity sought by the ecumenical movement is 
not confined ultimately to the so-called Christian churches, but extends beyond them 
to embrace all faiths and all mankind. This would make the long-term goal of the 
movement a unity of all faiths in some common world religion containing elements of 
each of the existing diverse systems of belief. To born again Bible students such a 
prospect aligns with the future apostate world religious system incorporated in the 
Babylon of Rev.17, about which God's word is 'Come forth, my people, out of her, 
that ye have no fellowship with  
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her sins'(Rev.18:4). 
What is truth? 
From such a scene of spiritual confusion we turn to the Word of the Lord. In Jn 17, 
where the Lord prayed for the unity of His disciples, the basis of that unity is made 
very specific. Before He asked His Father for unity among His followers He asked 
that they would be sanctified or set apart in the truth and He added, 'thy word is truth' 
(Jn 17:17). We are therefore left in no doubt that the Word of God must be the 
definitive factor and the basis of the unity the Lord desired. It was to be their 
understanding of the Word given by the Spirit of God and their obedience to it that 
should unite those disciples and set them apart from all teachers and teaching at 
variance with the teaching of the Lord. It follows that it is not acceptable to the Lord 
for His disciples to be holding and teaching contradictory interpretations of matters 
that He has clearly spoken about in His Word. It is also clear that He does not desire 
a unity which is the result of human compromise or innovation leading to a set of 
doctrines and practices which are not according to the Scriptures. 
We believe the Scriptures are supreme and must be our complete and exclusive 
guide to the acceptable service of God and to the pattern of church that we should be 
added to. This idea was advanced by the leaders of the Reformation in the 16th 
century and expressed by their motto Sola Scriptura - Scripture Alone. One of the 
prime sources of diversity of teaching and practice in Christendom is the view held by 
many that while the Scriptures are to be heeded and respected, they are not the only 
authoritative guide to church teaching and practice. This view regards the Scriptures 
as an accurate account of the starting point and early history of church order, but 
claims that 'the church' has authority to modify and develop the practices of divine 
service. Hence church tradition and the evolving ideas of church leaders become an 
authoritative input alongside the Scriptures, and the New Testament is not regarded 
as providing a complete obligatory pattern for the collective worship and service of 
God in our times. Partly because of this, many Christians feel that the particular 
church to which one belongs is not a matter of prime importance and that provided 
service is offered to God, the pattern and order of that service is of much less 
consequence. We must boldly differ from such ideas because they are not scriptural. 
We understand from ail the Scriptures that if God is to be served acceptably by men 
and women then He prescribes the manner of that service and clearly reveals it in His 
Word. Deviation from the divinely given pattern of God's service is not acceptable. 
We must always approach and serve God collectively in His way and not according to 
our own ideas. Failure to recognize this has been a besetting problem in the entire 
history of mankind's attempts to please God. The fundamental principle is 
emphatically laid down by God in His clear instruction about the building of the 
Tabernacle and the Temple (Ex.25:40; 1 Chron.28:19). The seriousness of 
disregarding God's guidance is illustrated in the account of Cain's   offering   
(Gen.4:3-5),   the  
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offering of strange fire by the sons of Aaron (Lev.10:1,2) and the transport of the Ark 
of God by cart (1 Chr.13:7,10,12; 1 Chron.15:2,12,13). It is reasserted in the New 
Testament in the letter to Hebrews which teaches us about the collective service of 
the people of God under the New Covenant (Heb.8:5). 
It follows that it is very important for us to render careful obedience to the divine 
pattern of service and worship and not to be involved in any other. This precludes our 
involvement in any scheme of joint collaboration with other churches who are not 
united with us in acceptance of what we believe to be 'the whole counsel of God' 
(Acts 20:27). It also makes us responsible to bring before Christian friends in other 
churches what the Lord has shown us about His desire for disciples to be together 
and serve Him in what Scripture calls Churches of God. for we earnestly believe that 
this is the specific unity that our blessed Lord desires. 
 

UNTIL THE DAY BREAK 
By J. Needham, Nottingham, England 

In the Songs 4:1-5, the lover who depicts the Lord Jesus, speaks of his loved one, 
extolling her virtues and praising her beauty. He concludes this passage of adoration 
with the words, 'until the day break (RVM from Songs 2:17), and the shadows flee 
away, I will get me to the mountain of myrrh, and to the hill of frankincense' (v.6). 
In speaking of his going away he describes his destination as 'the mountain of myrrh 
and the hill of frankincense'. The mountain and the hill, by a transition of thought 
turning our minds to God's house, for David asked 'Who shall ascend into the hill of 
the LORD? And who shall stand in his holy place?' (Ps.24:3). And speaking of the 
millennial reign of the Lord Jesus, Isaiah said 'the mountain of the LORD's house 
shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills' 
(Isa.2:2). We remember also that it was upon mount Moriah that Solomon built the 
magnificent temple of the Lord, as 2 Chronicles 3:1 records. But in what sense are 
myrrh and frankincense associated with the house of God? 
Myrrh, a fragrant gum resin, speaks of death. It was used in embalming the Lord's 
body (Jn 19:39), and was offered to Him, mixed with wine as He hung upon the Cross 
(Mk.15:23). Also, the Hebrew word for myrrh is a derivative of the word meaning 
bitterness. Agag said to Samuel, 'surely the bitterness of death is passed' (1 
Sam.15:32). Might we not discern in the bitterness of death as suggested by the 
myrrh, a link with the death of Christ? And in the mountain of myrrh a link with Moriah 
and the house of God? 
The heavenly sanctuary cleansed 
here is no doubt that God's house today is founded upon the death of the Lord Jesus. 
Each of the churches of God which in aggregate comprise His house, has been 
purchased with His own blood (Acts 20:28). And every time a holy priesthood enters  
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the holy place in collective worship it is by virtue of His body offered and His blood 
outpoured at Calvary. As Moses sprinkled the tabernacle and all its vessels with 
animal blood, so the heavenly sanctuary has been cleansed by the blood of Christ 
(Heb.9:21,23). And as the priests of Aaron's order were consecrated to divine service 
by blood (Ex.29:19,20), so God's holy priesthood today is sanctified 'unto obedience 
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ' (1 Pet.1:2). Preciously then the mountain 
of myrrh carries our thoughts to the bitterness of death the Saviour endured in order 
to open to us the glorious privilege of service in God's house. 
And what of the hill of frankincense? In tabernacle service frankincense was used in 
the meal offering, we remember. 'When any one offereth an oblation of a meal 
offering unto the LORD, his oblation shall be of fine flour; and he shall pour oil upon 
it, and put frankincense thereon;... and the priest shall burn it as the memorial thereof 
upon the altar, an offering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD' 
(Lev.2:1,2). How beautifully this pictures the life of the Lord Jesus, pure as fine flour, 
anointed with the oil of the Holy Spirit (Lk.4:18) and well-pleasing to His Father as a 
sweet-smelling savour (Lk.3:22). 
As we gather Lord's day by Lord's day to speak to God of the beauties of His Son, 
offering the fruit of lips which make confession to His name (Heb.13:15), our heartfelt 
thoughts and expressions of praise rise to God as a sweet-smelling odour. When on 
the Sabbath day the priest placed twelve fresh loaves of shewbread on the golden 
table in God's house he would use the golden spoon to remove the pure frankincense 
from the old bread and present it to God as a sweet fragrance on the golden altar of 
incense. Referring to this weekly service J.L. Ferguson writes in his book The 
Parable of the Tabernacle 'What a moment it is on a Lord's day morning when after a 
brief spell of reverent quiet as we prepare to draw near into the holies, a brother goes 
to the table on behalf of the assembly, gives thanks for the bread, breaks it and it 
passes from hand to hand in a sweet communion of the body of Christ! Then he 
returns to the table and gives thanks for the wine, pours the cup, and as the vessels 
pass from hand to hand we have a precious communion in the blood of Christ. It is 
like taking the frankincense from the pierced cakes and laying it on the fire from the 
copper altar so that the fragrance of Christ may arise. Brethren and sisters, part of 
the holy priesthood, have as it were their golden spoon to offer some frankincense to 
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; some fresh, warm appreciation of the 
excellencies of our Beloved, some things they have made "touching the King'". 
Contemplations of Christ 
Until the day break, when He will appear to call the dead and living in Christ to be for 
ever with Himself, He serves in the heavenly sanctuary, 'now to appear before the 
face of God for us' (Heb.9:24). Great priest over the house of God He perfects and 
offers our worship and praise. Until the day break let us value every opportunity we 
have of ascending 'the mountain of myrrh' as we sorrowfully yet thankfully remember 
what it cost Him to open to us the way into the holies. And as we ascend the hill of 
frankincense may it be that our contemplations of Christ will rise as a sweet savour to 
the One who spared not His own Son, but delivered Him up for us all. 
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FOCUS 

BARTERING IN BODIES AND SOULS 
By Dr.J.D. Terrell, Carlisle, England 

It is the global dimension of human life and activity which seems increasingly to 
dominate the thoughts of people and nations. Certainly in the field of communications 
this is true as we have been reminded several times recently in this magazine. So it is 
also in the world of trade and commerce. 
World trade 
In the last weeks of the year just past the World Trade Organisation held a highly 
publicized conference in Seattle, USA; an occasion which appears to have ended in 
confusion and recrimination. The large, stronger trading nations were accused by 
many of the smaller, poorer 'third world' countries of thinly concealed self-interest and 
neglect of such important issues as human rights, environmental considerations, and 
the longer-term future of sustainable natural resources. Altogether it seemed a hugely 
disappointing and ill-omened conclusion to what aspired to take forward major issues 
in the field of international trade. 
From early days of Scripture, trade within and between the nations of the earth has 
featured and become sometimes the ground of political alliances, sometimes the stuff 
of conflict. The merchants and merchandise of the nations flit across the pages of 
Scripture from Abraham paying 'current money with the merchant' for a burying place 
for Sarah (Gen.23:16) to Solomon's exotic cargoes from Tarshish of 'gold, and silver, 
ivory, and apes, and peacocks' (1 Kgs.10:22). Yet the World Trade Organisation 
controversy in Seattle about priorities in trade was not a new one. Self-interest, greed 
and injustice have never been far away in buying and selling. One day a bold 
Nazareth Preacher stormed the Jerusalem temple courts - 'My house shall be called 
a house of prayer for all the nations but ye have made it a den of robbers' (Mk.11:17). 
Human greed 
One of the most chilling references in Scripture to human trade and merchandise is in 
Rev.18:12,13 where the merchants of the earth weep and mourn in self-pity over the 
Babylon of end-time events. A total collapse is pictured of world trade in spite of the 
richness of the merchandise: 'gold...silver...silk...scarlet...every vessel of 
ivory...marble...horses and chariots... and the bodies and souls of men' (RVM). The 
final reference in the trading inventory to the souls of men strikes awe and fear into 
the human heart. Here is the malignant power of the old serpent dragging human 
trade an  
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commerce down to the gates of hell itself. 
Yet sadly trade in human lives is nothing new, then or now; from Joseph sold to the 
Midianites by his own brothers to his great Anti-type bartered by Judas for thirty 
pieces of silver, only the price of a slave. The slave markets of the world down the 
centuries have borne witness to man's inhumanity to man, and in our own day in 
many nations babies and children are still sold into abuse and prostitution, often 
joining the ranks of the 'disappeared' when of no further use to their owners. 
Divine love 
God, in His heaven, must surely have special loving concern for such victims. This is 
evidenced in Scripture by the laws given to the Israelites through whom, from their 
beginning in Abraham, God willed that all the families of the earth should be blessed. 
Strict limitations were placed on servitude within the nation by the laws of the Jubilee 
(Lev.25); and the instructions of Ex.21 about the bondservant's 7th year 
emancipation. Furthermore, the entire divine concept of Redemption as revealed in 
Scripture, envisages a bringing back from the land of the enemy. Paul recognized 
that he was 'carnal, sold under sin' (Rom.7:14). God's redemption is 'not with 
corruptible things, with silver or gold... but with precious blood... even the blood of 
Christ' (1 Pet.1:18,19). 
Eternal good hope 
Because of sin in the human condition, world commerce in material things cannot 
help but spill over to affect the souls of men. Such is the tragedy of a world that ‘lieth 
in the evil one' (1 Jn 5:19). But the God who says, 'all souls are mine' (Ezek.18:4) 
watches over His purposes of grace, and the cries of the suffering and oppressed still 
enter the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth - the Lord all-sovereign (Jas.5:4) - the King who 
is coming to reign in millennial peace and justice. 

All men shall dwell in His marvellous light.  
Races long severed His love shall unite;  
Justice and truth from His sceptre shall spring,  
Wrong shall be ended when Jesus is King. 

C.S. Horne 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

(3) Certainty in the Face of Change 
By B.D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 We refer to the apostle John's writings as 'end-time writings' because it seems that 
they were the last of the New Testament documents to be written. There is an 
additional sense in which they were end-time writings, and that is because John was 
writing at the close of the era of the apostles: the apostles being those who had kept 
company with Jesus and been specially commissioned by Him. What is more. John, it 
is usually reckoned, was writing in the final years of the first century. So, as John 
wrote, all these things were coming to a close: the first century, the era of the 
apostles and the New Testament itself. 
Since we too are living in changing times, at the turn of another century and 
millennium, it seems meaningful to relate John's writings to our own situation. Indeed, 
what John has to say is powerfully relevant as we explore together his theme of 
certainty: a theme especially strong in the first of his letters. It is good to be assured 
of some certainties whenever we face up to change, and change is all around us at 
the turn of the millennium. 
Political patterns are changing: with a shift to the centre in some places. On an 
international scale, ethnic feuds seem to be redrawing old maps. And how social 
patterns have changed since our grandparents' generation! Today the traditional 
family is considered only one way among others of rearing the next generation. 
Divorce has become much more commonplace and marriage less so, at least 
marriage without some kind of experimentation first. Standards of decency have 
fallen while levels of crime continue to rise. Things which were once considered safe 
to do, like taking an evening walk, are often no longer so. However, it is to be 
doubted if it is all negative. In financial terms at least, a great many are better off than 
in previous generations; but respect for authority and a sense of community have 
definitely been eroded. Furthermore, there seems to be a culture abroad now that 
distrusts absolutes. 
This last point can easily affect Christians too. If we have begun to speak our 
message softly, shyly, and without conviction, then we could do a lot worse than read 
once again the writings of the apostle John, for they are just brimming over with 
confidence, boldness and assurance, as any study of the main verbs and nouns he 
uses would show. He has much to say about 'knowing' the certainty. 
Already we have explored how he presents a double certainty. He expresses 
certainty about Christianity itself, and also, for the believer on the Lord Jesus, 
certainty about possessing eternal life. For John, what may be known for certain 
about Christianity finds three supports which we identified as being its historical 
foundation, the apostolic witness, as well as the contemporary witness and 
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confirmatory witness of the Holy Spirit in changed lives. In John's first letter he also 
gives three assurances for the second certainty he presents: is the certainty of 
knowing, that through faith, we personally have been born into God's spiritual family, 
and as a result possess eternal life. John's repeated message is that those who 
'believe' may 'know'. He speaks of knowing Him, Jesus Christ (1 Jn 2:3) and then 
goes on to speak of knowing 'that we are in Him' (v.5); and later of knowing 'we are of 
God' and 'of the truth' (1 Jn 5:19; ! Jn 4:6; 1 Jn 3:19). Finally in his last chapter, he 
speaks about knowing that we 'have eternal life' (1 Jn 5:13). 
Many people today speak of hoping they will be acceptable to God and one day enter 
into His presence. John, however, writes of knowledge that is certain. The three ways 
he gives by which we can be sure that we are already eternally secure are: by 
believing; by obeying; and by loving. 
The first is about maintaining our deep conviction in the truth about Jesus, the Son of 
God. Again and again in chapter five alone, he stresses that it is those who believe in 
the Son of God (1 Jn 5:5,10,13) who know they have eternal life. Sadly some 
believers, by losing faith, lose the assurance of their salvation, even though they 
cannot lose salvation itself. 
The second assurance, he says, is by means of keeping the Lord's commands and 
doing the things that are right: 'By this we know that we know Him, if we keep His 
commandments' (1 Jn 2:3). In the next chapter, John adds, 'Whoever has been born 
of God does not sin, for His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, because he has 
been born of God. In this the children of God and the children of the devil are 
manifest: Whoever does not practice righteousness is not of God' (1 Jn 3:9,10). This 
does not mean that we ought to be sinless, for John has already told us that 'If we 
say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves'(1 Jn 1:8). What it does mean is that 
at the time of our conversion a new nature was born within us. This new nature 
cannot sin, but we do still have the old nature which will not finally be removed until 
we are changed at the coming of Christ. Consistent with this new nature, the practice 
of righteousness ought to characterize those who are God's children, and be typical 
of them. When that is the case, it serves as a further assurance to our own hearts 
that a work of God's grace has been done there. In this sense we read: 'everyone 
who practices righteousness is born of Him' (1 Jn 2:29). 
The third way of assuring ourselves that we have been born into God's family and so 
possess eternal life is in the matter of loving one another. To see how strongly this 
comes over as a an assurance of our new birth and possession of eternal life, we 
only have to read some more verses from chapters three and four '...let us not love in 
word or in tongue, but in deed and in truth. And by this we know that we are of the 
truth' (1 Jn 3:18,19); and 'Beloved, let us love one another, for love is of God; and 
everyone who loves is born of God and knows God. He who does not love does not 
know God, for God is love' (1 Jn 4:7,8). 
So there we have it: the certainty that the believer has eternal life. It is a certainty that 
is assured three times  
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over, when we retain our convictions about the person of the Lord Jesus, practise His 
righteous commandments, and love each other. John says these things to those of us 
who already believe in the name of the Son of God, so that we may really know that 
we have eternal life. How wonderful it is to have a strong, a threefold assurance of 
the certainty of having a place in God's family and of being the possessor of eternal 
life! 
Let no-one misunderstand what John is saying. His theme here is not the obtaining of 
salvation, but the assurance of salvation. Keeping the commandments and loving 
each other are not things we have to do so as to qualify for salvation, or remain 
saved from the judgement of our sins: but if we are saved by faith through God's 
grace alone, and then do these things, we will be able to say with the hymn writer:  

Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine.  
Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 

 
IT IS WRITTEN' ...HOW? 

a look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(3) Memory Work: Acrostics and Mnemonics 

By Geoff Hydon. Toronto, Canada 
 Your word I have hidden in my heart, that / might not sin against You (Ps.119:11).  
What did the psalmist mean by saying that he had hidden the word of God in his 
heart? Certainly he did not intend us to think that it was hidden in the sense of just 
covered up. It seems clear he meant that he treasured God's Word, and allowed it to 
direct him internally in his unseen thoughts, so that his words and actions too would 
be righteous. But if so, how did the psalmist successfully deposit that treasure there? 
What process was involved? Can we repeat it today, for the same purpose and with 
the same effect? One objective of this article is to provide answers to these 
questions, and also to stand in awe of the God who has constructed His Word in such 
a way as to make it a practical possibility. 
The process 
To be of lasting value, a treasured saying must not be beyond our capacity to 
remember. Therein lies the problem. If we cannot remember what God says about 
things, we are in danger of acting inappropriately. But God has so much to say to us, 
to remember it and commit it to heart requires effort on our part. That effort partly 
involves gaining a familiarity with the Scriptures (Heb.5:12,14), and there is no real 
alternative to that daily exercise. However, God has made the matter easier by 
making the Scriptures memorable, capable of memorization in several ways. 
Sometimes He presents the facts in a dramatic narrative that is attractive to our 
minds,  and  helps  us  to  recall  the  
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account. Sometimes He uses poetic methods to touch our emotions, and present 
profound issues in a way we can relate to more easily. In this series we are 
examining the many methods He uses. Always He provides to the believer the aid of 
the Holy Spirit (Jn 14:26). In this article we want to briefly consider some tools He has 
used to help people remember and treasure up His Word. Because He is our Creator, 
He knows what will help us in this matter, what there is about our make-up that will 
make memorization easier. Taking this into account we can first look at some 
common examples from everyday life, then see how these are in some ways a mirror 
of God's methods in the Scriptures.  
Lessons from life 
How do you commit to memory a complicated list? Of course there are different 
methods, using what are called mnemonics (tools for easily remembering things), and 
one popular way is to take the first letter of each of the words in the list, and make a 
new word out of those letters. Technically this is a type of acrostic called an acronym, 
a familiar illustration for North Americans is the way they remember the names of the 
Great Lakes: Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior. You will readily see that the 
first letters make the word HOMES, and anyone who has spent time around the great 
Lakes knows that a familiar sight along the shores is the abundance of picturesque 
cottage homes. So it is easy to remember, 'homes around the lakes' and we can then 
list the Great Lakes using familiar expression to jog our memories further. 
 Of course, this is only meaningful to people with some familiarity with the subject, 
and that is a point we will return to later. Other illustrations could include: Man Very 
Early Made Jars Stand Up Nearly Perpendicular, a sentence designed like an 
acrostic to remind us of the planets of the solar system in their order proceeding 
outwards from the sun (i.e. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune, Pluto); or again, we may use this same method to remember the musical 
notes EGBDF in their correct order on the staff. The point here is not specifically how 
we learn geography, astronomy or music, but simply the fact that our memories work 
better by incorporating a familiar phrase or an already remembered list; and is there a 
better known ordered list than the alphabet? Thus an alphabet-based acrostic is a 
powerful memory tool. We can now refer to more meaningful illustrations in a spiritual 
context. 
Scripture recalled 
Like the psalmist, we can learn how to treasure in our hearts the precious things from 
God's Word. For instance, the Bible word 'grace' is full of meaning, a simple way that 
has been devised to remember key aspects about grace is to use its letters to form: 
God's Riches At Christ's Expense. A moment or two's contemplation of that 
statement will bring to our minds much of the loveliness of this Bible theme. Likewise, 
in regard to the matter of prayer, some people remember its different aspects by the 
unlikely acrostic SPIT (Supplications; Prayers; Intercessions; Thanksgivings - 1Tim. 
2:1), or simply ASK (Ask; Seek; 
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Knock -  Lk.11:9). You may add to the list, for you no doubt use others yourself. And 
why do you use them? Because they work! That helps to explain why the Holy Spirit 
guided writers to use this method when they penned the Scriptures. 
In earlier times people did not have the same access to written materials as we do. 
To help people in Old Testament days God sometimes used acrostics. Hebrew 
scholars tell us they are frequent in the Psalms (e.g. Ps.9; Ps.10; Ps.25; Ps.34; 
Ps.111; Ps.112; Ps.119; Ps.145). The method is also seen in Proverbs, Lamentations 
and possibly Nahum. Ps.119 is composed of 22 sections, and each line of each 
section starts with the same Hebrew letter, each section using a separate Hebrew 
letter in the correct order. As an alphabetic acrostic we might regard it as a 
masterpiece. As a message to young men about the practical value of the Scriptures, 
Ps.119 is even more valuable. We can readily see why this lengthy psalm was 
structured as an acrostic so that its first users could more readily commit it to 
memory. It is exciting to contemplate how as a child Jesus would have been taught 
these scriptures, like other children of the time who committed them to memory in a 
manner later to be experienced by young Timothy too, who perhaps learned the 
ABCs of Scripture from his grandmother and mother (2 Tim.1:5; 2 Tim.3:15). Have 
you tried to treasure up Ps.119 yet? We will find such a task more difficult if we are 
not familiar with its practical application (remember the HOMES illustration above). 
Turn now to Proverbs 31:10-21 and note its praise of an excellent woman. This 
passage was made more memorable to the Hebrew readers because each verse 
begins with a successive letter of the alphabet. Young women would do well to 
memorize it in their youth, so that as a the years go by they can match their praise to 
its principle. If God has decided to record specially the integrity and industry of this 
model wife and mother, we all do well to note these facts, and praise those who in 
our day live up to them. It is like that with so much of Scripture. It is not a book of 
impossible theory, but a route map to God-glorifying practice. How important then 
that we commit its teaching to memory, and to heart, so that we know what to do in 
each circumstance of life.  
Scripture remembered and applied 
Early Christians may have learned the acrostic technique from the Scriptures, and 
they made use of it. Perhaps the most famous example is the secret symbol of their 
faith expressed in a drawing of a fish. You may have seen a fish symbol in Christian 
literature, and wondered why it is used in that way. The Greek word for a fish is 
icqus. (these characters are expressed in our letters as i-ch-th-u-s). Ichthus is used 
as an acronym, formed from the initial letters of five Greek words describing the Lord 
(in English the words are: Jesus, Christ, (of) God, Son, Saviour). The symbol was 
used as a secret sign among early Christians who faced awful persecution from their 
rulers. Now in many parts of the world believers may prominently display the  
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little fish sign, some perhaps without knowing its full meaning. Memory and meaning 
must go together to be useful. Not everyone kept their faith secret when persecuted. 
One of the arguments for now accepting Bible statements as true is the fact that 
people have been prepared to die because of their confidence in them and the One 
of whom they speak, the Lord Jesus Christ. Stephen was ready to die for Christ, and 
in dying saw the Lord standing in heaven (Acts 7:56). Stephen's account before the 
Jewish rulers, recorded in Acts 7, shows he had committed to memory many Old 
Testament scriptures. Stephen was full of faith, and of the Holy Spirit (6:5) who 
enabled him to bring to mind the Word of God he had learned, valued as precious, 
and kept in his heart.  He 
 experienced its meaning. 
Conclusion 
We may profitably undertake deeper studies of the Scriptures in their original 
languages, and then mnemonics like the use of acrostics will take on fresh meaning. 
If we do not possess such skills, we can still learn this scriptural method and apply it 
ourselves. Moreover, none in any age has had the ease with which today we can 
read the Bible for ourselves, and research its treasure-store of practical instruction. 
Whether we face persecution, or the more subtle opposition of complacency, we will 
need to bring the Word of God to each situation. So we too need to read it avidly, 
commit it to memory, meditate upon its application, and lay up its treasure in our 
hearts.  
Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 

 
CAST CARES UPON THE LORD 

By Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland 
 

We all have cares in life. Some seem to be burdened with more cares than others. 
Cares can be made up of struggling with an illness, mental or physical, or having to 
look after someone else who is dependent, through old age, handicap or infirmity. 
Others have employment and financial worries. Cares can develop into deep 
anxieties and fears and have a depressing effect. Are you burdened with a care of 
responsibility? Even the apostle Paul found the care of the churches a continual 
source of anxiety to him (see 2 Cor.I 1:28). You may have cares that no-one is aware 
of, that you carry alone. The apostle Peter wrote in one of his letters: 
Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you. (1 Pet.5:7 AV). 
Neither Peter nor Paul or any of the other apostles had a care-free life. Indeed God 
had not promised it. Job was a righteous man who had many troubles in his life too. 
He wrote:  

But man is born unto trouble 
As the sparks fly upward.  
But as a for me, I would seek unto God,  
And unto God would I commit my cause (Job 5:7.8).  
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At the time of the year when I am writing this article, the autumn leaves are falling 
thick and fast. Every day sees the garden paths covered. The only way to cope with 
them is to sweep them away before they accumulate too thickly. It's a daily job at this 
time of the year. 
And what about our accumulating cares? These too need to be dealt with on a 
regular basis. Our loving heavenly Father already knows our trying circumstances but 
we need to unload our cares to Him to stop them overwhelming us. How do we cast 
all our 'care upon him’? Well surely it must be in our daily quiet time with the Lord, 
when we share with Him all the things that are on our minds and hearts.  
He understands 
Sometimes He can be the only One who does, as no other man or woman, brother or 
sister, can exactly stand in our shoes and know perfectly our inner feelings.  
He sympathizes 
But more than that, He is 'touched, with the feelings of our infirmities' (Heb.4:15) and 
He is able to touch us back, not necessarily to take away our cares and instantly 
solve our problems, but to put them into perspective for us and give us the grace to 
cope. 
And notice, it's all our cares that we have to cast upon Him. There is nothing too 
small. What one may experience as just another mole-hill is often to another a very 
real mountain. And there is nothing too big either. A few years ago I was asked to 
make a plaque out of pottery for a young wife and mother to place on her wall at 
home. In that household were young children and the father was suffering from 
incurable cancer. The young woman asked me to write on the wall-plaque the words: 

In His time, all things are possible. 
I have never forgotten those words. They illuminate a wonderful spiritual truth that 
there is nothing impossible with God. Jesus Himself said so, when speaking to His 
disciples (Matt.19:26) and that He is working out His own purposes in our lives for our 
eternal blessing. But it's in His time. God's timetable is not always the one we would 
prefer. 
Cares are very weighty things to have to carry. How marvellous then to be able to 
view them in an eternal perspective. Paul, reviewing his own and others' sufferings 
and cares in this present world could write: 

For our light affliction, which is for the moment, worketh for us more and 
more exceedingly an eternal weight of glory; while we look not at the 
things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: for the things 
which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal 
(2 Cor.4:17.18). 

If for you and me the scales seem to be heavily loaded with cares, then with what 
joyful anticipation we can look ahead to the day when the Judge of all the earth will 
do right (see Gen.18:25) and an eternal weight of glory will far outweigh the present 
weight of cares.  
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 BURNING HEARTS 

By Alan Toms, Leicester, England 
 

'Was not our heart burning within us, while he spake to us in the way, while he 
opened to us the scriptures?' (Lk.24:32). 
 Burning hearts. Thus did the two disciples describe their hearts after the memorable 
walk with the Master. They had been talking of Him, and as they did so He drew near 
and went with them. As 'he interpreted to them in all the scriptures the things 
concerning himself their hearts warmed until they could be described by only one 
word - burning hearts. How much we need hearts like these! The world is a cold 
place, cold with hatred, bitterness and sin, and sometimes it casts its chilling 
influence upon the child of God. How are we to keep our hearts warm? David said, 
'While I was musing the fire kindled' (Ps.39:3). They were 'the things concerning 
himself which kindled the fire in the disciples' hearts, so it ever is. Occupation with 
Christ brings a glow to the heart which others will feel beside ourselves. What is there 
so warming as the love of Christ? 
Opened eyes  
Burning hearts and opened eyes! They go together. As long as their hearts were 
unbelieving their eyes were holden. But as they warmed to His words, their eyes 
were opened and they knew Him. 'Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes, that he may see' 
cried the prophet Elisha (2 Kgs.6:17).' 'Having the eyes of your heart enlightened' 
prayed the apostle, 'that God  may give you a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the 
knowledge of him' (Eph.1:17,18). 
Running feet  
Burning hearts and running feet! They could not wait until morning. Seven miles back 
they went that very night. Love lent speed to their feet. Weariness was forgotten for 
the joy that burned in their hearts. 'How beautiful are the feet of them that bring glad 
tidings of good things' (Rom.10:15). 
Burning hearts and ready tongues! Glad tidings of good things. Good indeed! Never a 
message as glad as this. What they had to tell served to confirm what the apostles 
were saying, 'The Lord is risen indeed as they rehearsed the things that happened in 
the way'. It was out of their own experience. 'I speak the things which I have made 
touching the king' said the psalmist (Ps.45:1). Burning hearts must witness 'we 
cannot but speak the things which we saw and heard' said Peter and John (Acts 
4:20). 
Eyes to see, feet to run, tongues to tell - and they all issue from the burning heart. It 
is all too easy when the heart is aglow with love to Christ. 'Keep thy heart with all 
diligence; for out of it are the issues of life' (Prov.4:23). The issues not only of our 
lives, but serious thought, also the lives of our neighbours. 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
Certainty in the Face of Change (4) 
8/ B. D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 At the close of the first century, John the aged apostle had, not a dream, but a vision 
from the Lord Himself. That vision was an unveiling of the Christ of God. The Bible 
word 'revelation' or apocalypse, basically means an unveiling. As we see from the 
opening chapter of the book of Revelation, it is not so much an unveiling of the future 
as it is an unveiling of Jesus Christ. Of course, the visions of the book of Revelation 
were indeed visions of the future, but we may view the whole book as an unveiling of 
the glory of Jesus Christ as He stands related to the eternal purposes of God. These 
purposes are shown to come to a magnificent and appropriate climax at the end of 
this last book of the Bible. 
The first vision This is how John describes his first vision, a vision of the glorified 
person of Jesus Christ: 
/, John, both your brother and companion in tribulation, and in the kingdom and patience 
of Jesus Christ, was on the island that is called Patmos for the word of God and for the 
testimony of Jesus Christ. I was in the Spirit on the Lord's Day. and I heard behind me a loud 
voice, as of a trumpet, saying. 'I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last', 
and. 'What you see. write in a book and send it to the seven churches which are in Asia: 
to Ephesus, to Smyrna, to Pergamos. to Thyatira. to Sardis, to Philadelphia, and to 
Laodicea'.   Then I turned to see the voice that spoke with me. And having turned I saw 
seven golden lampstands. and in the midst of the seven lampstands One like the Son of 
Man, clothed with a garment down to the feet and girded about the chest with a golden 
band. His head and His hair were white like wool, as white as snow, and His eyes like a 
flame of fire; His feet were like fine brass, as if refined in a furnace, and His voice as the 
sound of many waters: He had in His right hand seven stars, out of His mouth went a 
sharp two-edged sword, and His countenance was like the sun shining in its strength. And 
when I saw Him, I fell at His feet as dead. But He laid His right hand on me. saying to me. 
'Do not be afraid: I am the First and the Last. I am He who lives, and was dead, and behold, 
I am alive for evermore. Amen. And I have the keys of Hades and of Death. Write the 
things which you have seen, and the things which are, and the things which will take place 
after this' (Rev.1:9-19). 
The central character in the apostle John's vision, the raised and glorified Jesus 
Christ, is the same One who defines the crossroads of history; where the years BC 
and AD meet. The fact that our calendar has been dated in relation to the birth of 
Christ is surely all the evidence anyone needs to be assured of His historical 
existence, if evidence should be required from outside the Bible, that is. 
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Glory veiled 
John had met Him one day about sixty years before he got this vision and at that time 
John had responded to His call to follow Him. In those days the Lord's glory was 
veiled as He toured the country teaching and healing. 'Veiled in flesh the Godhead 
see' runs the line in the ever popular Christmas carol: 'Hark the herald angels sing'. It 
is true, for the most part His divine glory was veiled: what many people saw was a 
Man whose identity was hidden from them. 'Isn't this the carpenter's son?" was their 
typical response. 
Recently the international News magazine TIME ran a feature on 'this century's 
greatest minds': brief word portraits of the hundred most influential people of the 
century, as judged by some editorial panel. Some choices were less controversial 
than others: choices like Einstein who left his imprint on the atom bomb, space travel 
and electronics. The last century alone saw the atom split, the psyche probed, genes 
spliced and sheep cloned. It invented plastic, radar and the silicon chip. It built 
aeroplanes, rockets, satellites, televisions, computers and atom bombs. It overthrew 
traditional ideas about learning, mathematics, economics and even the fabric of 
space and time itself. 
Yet for all their achievements, the earthly life that has affected humanity more than 
any other is not found in TIME'S write-up, nor does it belong to the last century at all. 
Nineteen centuries have come and gone since that life. Today it is Jesus Christ who 
remains the central figure of the human race, and the leader of mankind's progress.    
The vision John received unveils for us the true identity of 'the Man behind the 
Millennium'. 
The effect of one life  
Consider this description of Him: 'He was someone who was born in an obscure 
village, the child of a peasant woman. He grew up in another village, where He 
worked in a carpenter's shop until He was thirty. Then for three years He was a 
wandering preacher. He never wrote a book. He never held an office. He never had a 
family or owned a house. He did not go to college. He never visited a big city (at least 
not by today's standards). He never travelled more than two hundred miles from the 
place where He was born. He did none of the things one usually associates with 
greatness. He was only thirty-three when the tide of public opinion turned against 
Him. His friends ran away. He was turned over to His enemies, and went through the 
mockery of a trial. He was nailed to a Cross between two thieves. When He was 
dying His executioners gambled for His clothing, the only property He had on earth. 
When He was dead He was laid in a borrowed grave through the pity of a friend'. Yet, 
it has been said that 'all the armies that ever marched, all the navies that ever sailed, 
all the parliaments that ever sat, all the kings that ever reigned, put together, have not 
affected life on this planet so much as His one solitary life'. 
The unveiling  
This figure who has just been described as the central figure in the history of the 
human race is the central figure in the revelation given to the apostle John while in 
exile on the island of Patmos. The revelation John received was an unveiling of Jesus 
Christ  in all  His  
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majesty as the Son of God, the One who stands at the centre of all God's eternal 
purposes. If we find it hard to believe that His could be the most influential life this 
earth has ever known, then we have not sufficiently glimpsed His glory.  
It may be timely, this year, to ask ourselves,  'Does our vision  of the future centre on 
the Person of Jesus Christ?'  The Man behind the millennium is the Man Jesus: 
unveiled to John as the One who is Lord and Christ. 
Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 

A BROKEN AND A CHOSEN VESSEL 
By Ian M. Lithgow, Wishaw, Scotland 

Vessels come in various shapes and sizes and can be produced from the most 
precious metals or the clay of the earth: their usefulness being as varied as their 
form. They are mentioned throughout the Scriptures in the context of everyday life; 
but the word 'vessel' is also used figuratively on occasions of an individual or nation. 
In Jeremiah mention is made of Coniah, the son of Jehoiakim, king of Judah. He is 
described as 'a despised broken vessel... wherein is no pleasure' (Jer.22:28). Variant 
forms of his name are Jehoiachin and Jeconiah (1 Chron.3:16,17). At three months 
ten days, his was to be the second shortest reign in the history of the kings of Judah 
(2 Chron.36:9 cp. v.2). Long enough, however, for it to be evident that 'he did that 
which was evil in the sight of the LORD' (2 Kgs.24:9). Here was a vessel that held 
nothing for God. 
The books of Kings, Chronicles and Jeremiah all refer to this king's times and 
downfall. Amazingly, however, the divine record was not yet finished with him, for this 
inglorious king finds a place of mention in Matthew's genealogy of the Christ 
(Matt.1:11). Christ was not, of course, the seed of Joseph, in full accord with 
Jeremiah's prophecy which stated that none of Coniah's descendants were to sit on 
the throne of David (Jer.22:30). 
In Christ, by contrast, God found a vessel of inestimable value and worth in which He 
found absolute pleasure and satisfaction: 'Behold, my servant whom I have chosen: 
my beloved in whom my soul is well pleased' (Matt.12:18). This chosen servant, or 
chosen vessel, carried out the divine will in all its detail and fulness, and from this 
vessel God poured out His love, mercy, grace and forgiveness in an abundance 
never seen before. 
There was much for Israel, too, to enjoy from the Lord Jesus, but the nation and its 
rulers rejected Him as a despised vessel in whom they found no pleasure. Rather 
than coming to Him to drink as He invited them (Jn 7:37), they chose instead to drink 
from vessels of their own choosing which - like Coniah - brought them no 
refreshment. 
Touchingly, we read of the Lord's final actions as a vessel '...he poured out his soul 
unto death' (Isa.53:12). From that out-pouring and all that has flowed from it, there 
comes to us the challenge that we might be for Him 'a vessel unto honour, sanctified, 
meet for the master's use, prepared unto every good work' (2 Tim. 2:21). 
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 A WAITING GOD 

By Alan Toms, Leicester, England 
In many points Abraham stands out as a great example to be followed. One of the 
outstanding characteristics of his life was his intercession. The scene in Gen.18 is set 
in Hebron meaning 'fellowship.' Mamre means 'vision' or 'seeing', and by Mamre's 
oaks Abraham saw the Lord in very truth. 
After accepting his hospitality (precious foreshadowing surely of the promise of 
Rev.3:20), the divine Visitor stayed to commune with His servant. 'Shall I hide from 
Abraham that which I do?' He said. Truly 'the secret of the LORD is with them that 
fear him' (Ps.25:14). Abraham was taken into God's counsels that day, and his soul 
was stirred within him. 'And Abraham drew near'. So says the divine record. 'Draw 
nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you' (Jas.4:8) is the promise of grace, and 
Abraham proved it true. 
'Abraham stood yet before the LORD'. He would not easily give up. Humbly ('which 
am but dust and ashes'), reverently ('Behold now, I have taken upon me to speak 
unto the Lord') and intelligently ('...shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?') he 
pleaded with God. From fifty to forty-five to forty. 
Then for thirty and twenty, and still he stood before the Lord. 'Oh let not the Lord be 
angry, and I will speak yet but this once: peradventure ten shall be found there'. And 
God said, 'I will not destroy it for the ten's sake'. Great intercessor! We are challenged 
by his example. We 'ought always to pray, and not to faint' (Lk.18:1). God's 
judgement day is fast approaching and men are perishing in hopeless sin. And shall 
we not intercede? Surely it shall not be today among God's people as in Isaiah's day, 
when the Lord 'saw that there was no man, and wondered that there was no 
intercessor' (Isa.59:16). 
 

O My Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass from Me; nevertheless, not as I 
will, but as You will' (Matt.26:39 NKJV). 
 
The cruel agony of death by crucifixion was only too familiar to people ruled 
by Rome, and who would not wish to avoid it if they could? But the deeper 
anguish of being made sin offering and thereby being Cod-forsaken faced the 
holy Son of God. Could there, even at this stage, be any other way? We 
thank God for the 'nevertheless' of the Lord's acquiescence to the Father's 
will. There was no other way, and the Son took the path of obedience in 
order to purchase our redemption. 

Golden Bells Calendar 
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FOCUS 

 
FAITH ZONE OF THE DOME 

By George Prasher, Manchester, England 
 

The much publicized 'Millennial Dome' at Greenwich, UK, is designed to feature 
different aspects of the nation's culture. One area is designated The Faith Zone' 
because it projects religious aspects of Britain's multi-faith society. Within a month of 
the Dome's opening the London Times newspaper included in its correspondence 
column this letter from a well known broadcaster: 

'Ludovic Kennedy can find further support for his assertion that most grown-
ups can no longer accept the preposterous claims in the Gospels from the 
words used to describe Jesus Christ in the Faith Zone of the Millennial 
Dome. 'Jesus Christ', it reads, 'spent most of his life in obscurity and died 
tragically young' (my italics). I assume this to mean that the Crucifixion was 
an unfortunate accident, or that had he played his cards better Jesus could 
have died peacefully in his bed after a successful life as a carpenter. Or have 
I misunderstood it? Perhaps a theologian could explain'. 

Misapprehension  
Above the letter was a caption in heavy type - The No-Faith Zone', effectively 
emphasizing the correspondent's point. For to sum up Christ's earthly experience in 
such terms betrays a dismal misapprehension of His unique divinity, His sinless 
manhood and the redemptive purpose of His atoning death. 
The bold assertion that 'most grown-ups' can no longer accept what the Gospels 
state about the Lord Jesus Christ is both patronizing and subjective. Patronizing 
because it implies that while children in their simplicity may accept the Gospel stories 
just as they would believe a fairy tale, maturely thinking people for the most part 
dismiss them as 'preposterous'. Subjective because there are many millions of adult 
Christian believers to whom the Gospel records are not only factually reliable, but 
wonderfully God-breathed and therefore spiritually reliable, life-giving and life-
sustaining. 
Explanation  
The writer of the letter to the Times seeks explanation from a theologian. Thankfully 
we may turn to the Gospels and find the Lord's own explanation: 

In that same hour he rejoiced in the Holy Spirit, and said, I thank thee, 0 
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou didst hide these things from the 
wise and understanding, and didst reveal them unto babes: yea, Father; for 
so it was well-pleasing in thy sight (Lk.10:21). 
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When the Lord of glory was about to come into this world the ripening of this divine 
purpose was hidden from those great in power or renowned for intellectual wisdom. 
The secret was imparted to a lowly woman in Nazareth and to Joseph the carpenter; 
also to their kinsfolk Zacharias and Elizabeth. When the Child was born His arrival 
was heralded to shepherds in the field. When He was taken to the Temple He was 
acclaimed by none but God-fearing Simeon and devout Anna. When later the Magi 
came with their gifts it was not in pride of human wisdom, but by favour of special 
divine revelation that the import of the Saviour's advent should be shared also with 
representatives of the Gentile world. 
Spiritual attitudes The Lord's choice of His apostles reflected similar disregard for 
this world's values. How significant His comment to Nathanael, 'an Israelite indeed, in 
whom is no guile!' (Jn 1:47). The Lord weighed the hearts of the disciples to assess 
their spiritual attitudes, be they fishermen, revenue collectors or whatever. Favoured 
men indeed, to whom He later said: 

...blessed are your eyes, for they see; and your ears, for they hear. For verily I 
say unto you, that many prophets and righteous men desired to see the 
things which ye see, and saw them not; and to hear the things which ye hear, 
and heard them not (Matt.13:16.17). 

Yet in divine sovereignty and marvellous grace another apostle, as one born out of 
due time, was later commissioned by the resurrected Lord. Saul of Tarsus, endowed 
with immense strength of intellect and power of will, had personified worldly values in 
leadership. With what contempt he doubtless regarded what he saw as the gullibility 
of those who accepted the testimony of the apostles about the resurrection of the 
Lord Jesus. Saul would share the view of fellow-Pharisees - 'this multitude which 
knoweth not the law are accursed' (Jn 7:49). 
Transformation What an amazing transformation enabled him later to write: 

For the word of the cross is to them that are perishing foolishness; but unto us 
which are being saved it is the power of God... Where is the wise? where is the 
scribe? where is the disputer of this world? hath not God made foolish the 
wisdom of the world? (1 Cor.1:18-20). 

Thankfully the witness which God has borne concerning His Son is altogether 
sufficient to assure the seeker after truth. 'If any man willeth to do his will, he shall 
know of the teaching, whether it be of God' (Jn 7:17); and that notwithstanding the 
'No-Faith Dome!' 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW' 

Charismatic Tidal Waves 
By George Prasher, Manchester, England 

 An outstanding feature of the twentieth century has been an upsurge of interest in 
what is claimed to be a renewal of the spiritual gifts and miraculous manifestations 
recorded in the New Testament ('charismatic gifts'), and experienced by the apostles 
following the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost. 
During the first half of the century the movement was generally known as 
'Pentecostalism', and tended to find expression in separately organized churches with 
a distinctive doctrinal agenda. This gave heavy emphasis to 'the baptism of the Holy 
Spirit', speaking in tongues, healings and prophecy. Pentecostalism     first attracted 
worldwide attention in 1906 following revivalist meetings in Los Angeles. It expanded 
rapidly in the United States and from there spread to many parts of The world. 
A distinctive mid-century development came about when adherents of traditional 
churches were attracted to 'charismatic gifts', until then confined mostly to 
Pentecostal churches. Mainstream Christian denominations, including the Roman 
Catholic Church, were affected by this trend, leading to the trans-denominational
 practising of 'charismatic gifts' by many who still retained their 
traditional church membership. This extension of charismatic practice was at first 
described as neo-Pentecostalism, but 'charismatic renewal' became the preferred 
term, distinguishing it from Pentecostal churches as such. 
The impact of Pentecostalism and the wider charismatic renewal has been immense. 
To millions these movements have appealed as a breakthrough from staid religious 
formality to warmth and fervour in exuberant forms of worship, stirring emotions of 
joy, fulfilment and a sense of personal power. To what extent this appeal has been to 
best spiritual advantage calls for assessment in the light of Scripture, but it has been 
a crucial factor in the mighty momentum of the charismatic movements. Successive 
waves of emotive revivalism have swept the religious scene in the course of the 
century; at times with manifestations relatively muted and controlled, and greater 
emphasis on the preaching of the Word; at other times with excesses such as 
marked the so-called 'Toronto blessing' of the nineties. It is to be acknowledged that 
Pentecostalism's contribution to the worldwide spread of the gospel in the twentieth 
century has been significant, often distinguished by bold enthusiasm and sacrificial 
dedication. Yet from this standpoint also scriptural questions arise about the 
movement's general lack of clear teaching on the eternal security of those who are 
born again through faith in Jesus. 
The Recurring Challenge  
From   its   inception   Pentecostalism  
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represented a crucial challenge to disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ. For those 
claiming 'the baptism of the Spirit' and the associated 'charismatic gifts' insisted that 
other believers were depriving themselves of spiritual fulfilment and blessing; that the 
Lord was waiting to bestow a whole new dimension of spiritual understanding and 
power if only they would seek it with sufficient earnestness. Successive generations 
of believers have had to face this same challenge as they in turn encountered various 
phases of the charismatic movement. The same challenge is with us still. There is 
continuing need to review scriptural principles which have been an anchor to many 
believers throughout the charismatic turbulence of the twentieth century. Three 
issues are particularly relevant - 'the baptism of the Spirit', speaking in tongues and 
healings. Let us take a brief look at each in the light of God's Word. 
What about 'the baptism of the Holy Spirit'? The usual position taken by 
charismatics is that in addition to the believer's experience of new birth through 
receiving the Saviour, there should follow a 'second blessing', 'the baptism of the Holy 
Spirit', marked by the sign of speaking in tongues. This is seen to be in parallel with 
the experience of the apostles. They had believed in the Lord Jesus as the Son of 
God (e.g. Matt.16:16), but were later baptized in the Holy Spirit and spoke with 
tongues on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 1:5:2:1-4). 
It has been well said, however, that in this particular matter 'we should not be 
teaching the experiences of the 
 apostles, but experiencing the teaching of the apostles'. For their experience in this 
respect was not typical. They came to know Christ as Saviour in the days of His 
earthly ministry. His death and resurrection made way for the new age of grace which 
began with the giving of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. On that day, for the first time in 
human history, the apostles and others were baptized in the Holy Spirit. By contrast, 
the teaching of the apostles clarifies what is normal to our experience as believers in 
this present era. For example, 1 Cor.12:13 states that 'in one Spirit were we all 
baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free; and were all 
made to drink of one Spirit'. Instructively, this Revised Version translation is true to 
the Greek text -'baptized in one Spirit into one body'; as distinct from 'baptized by one 
Spirit into one body'. It is not the Holy Spirit who baptizes, but the Lord Jesus (see 
Matt.3:11); the Holy Spirit is the element in which the Lord baptizes each believer into 
the one body; and since each believer is a member of that body (Eph.5:30) all must 
be baptized in the Holy Spirit when they first put saving faith in Jesus. 
It becomes clear therefore that the expression 'baptism of the Holy Spirit' is itself 
scripturally unsound; nor does Scripture instruct the believer to pray for such baptism, 
since it has already taken place at the moment of new birth. 
'Do all speak with tongues'? 
The answer to the seven questions asked    by    the    apostle    Paul    in 
1 Cor.12:29,30 is clearly 'No'. Yet charismatic teaching insists that all 
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should seek 'the baptism of the Spirit' and that speaking in tongues will be the 
confirmatory sign that they have received it. This contradiction of Scripture has been 
a warning signal to many searchers after the truth in these matters. 
Again in 1 Cor.14:22 we read, 'Wherefore tongues are for a sign, not to them that 
believe, but to the unbelieving'. So it was in Jerusalem on the Day of Pentecost when 
people from fifteen different countries heard the apostles speaking with other tongues 
as the Spirit gave them utterance. Impressed by this sign, they were conditioned to 
hear the gospel message which Peter then gave in the commonly understood 
language, leading to the conversion of three thousand souls. Tongues are not 
featured in Scripture as a sign to the believer such as charismatic teaching demands. 
'Gifts of Healings'  
There should be no question that in response to believing prayer God may choose to 
heal disease, sometimes beyond normal medical expectation. The believer is 
encouraged to look to the Lord for healing; in His perfect wisdom and love this may 
be granted or withheld according to His good, acceptable and perfect will (Ex.15:26; 
Ps.103:3; Rom.12:2; 2 Cor.12:7.8). 
How different this scriptural perspective on healing from charismatic teachings that 
healing 'is in the atonement' and therefore believers have the right always to expect 
good health; or that apostolic gifts of healing are operative today. The miraculous 
healing ministry of the Lord Jesus was primarily  to  confirm  that   He  was indeed the 
Son of God (Jn 5:36; Jn 20:30,31). Miracles of healing by the apostles confirmed the 
message of salvation through the crucified and resurrected Lord Jesus Christ, 'God 
also bearing witness with them, both by signs and wonders, and by manifold powers, 
and by gifts of the Holy Spirit, according to his own will' (Heb.2:4). Apostolic miracles 
of healing bore the same wonderful characteristics as those of their Master: 
instantaneous healing with a touch or a word; complete healing without relapse: no 
attempted healings which failed; healing of organic disease and congenital deformity; 
even the raising of the dead. Judged by these standards, the charismatic claim that 
those same gifts have been renewed is far from substantiated. 
Diversion from main-line New Testament truths  
One significant effect of the twentieth century charismatic movement has been to 
divert attention from important aspects of the faith once for all delivered to the saints 
(Jude 3). Absorption with the quest for the 'baptism of the Spirit' and emphasis on the 
'charismatic gifts' of tongues and healings have encouraged a spiritual culture which 
regards these as of first importance. Doctrinal differences regarding such matters as 
the believer's eternal security, baptism in water, the breaking of the bread, or 
principles of church association and discipline are looked upon as optional. 
Fellowship may be enjoyed in interdenominational charismatic activities regardless of 
differing beliefs about many of these important scriptural issues. 
To those who believed in Him the  
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Lord Jesus said, 'If ye abide in my word, then are ye truly my disciples' (Jn 8:31), and 
again, 'He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me' 
(Jn 14:21). Following through this principle of obedience to the Lord's 
commands the apostles were zealous to teach 'the whole counsel of God' (Acts 
20:27). As a result those reached through their witness were brought together in the 
unity of the Spirit to form churches of God; a unity described in I Tim.3:15 as 'the 
house of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth'. 
This divinely ordained objective was their priority. Should it not also be ours? 
 

IT IS WRITTEN'... HOW? 
A look at the way the Bible makes its points 
(4) Let's Illustrate That! Analogies, Parallels 

and Parables 
 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Canada 
 

You remember the riddles you learned as a child? Things like: What can run but 
never walks, has a mouth but never talks, has a head but never weeps, has a bed but 
never sleeps? Perhaps frustration has been replaced with a sense of confidence now 
that you can remember the answer is a river. There are riddles recorded in the Bible. 
Why would they be found there? Partly because the Bible is a factual record, an 
honest account of what people said and did, and yes, the people used riddles. It also 
importantly shows the Spirit of God used such figures of speech to assist in His 
purpose towards the reader. This article continues an examination of these 
communication methods, this month focusing on the Spirit's use of illustrations to 
increase interest in a subject and to describe deeper things. The creation of man 
brought an image of God into this physical realm (Gen.1:27). And man-made physical 
structures here may have spiritual counterparts in heaven (Heb.9:24). The Holy Spirit 
can thus draw illustrations from the commonplace to highlight the reality of the unique 
things of God, and He attracts our attention to such things in the Scriptures by using 
a variety of literary methods. A riddle may seem a simple enough mechanism to 
attract attention. Its near neighbour is the fable, and then there are proverbs, 
allegories and parables. If you think  
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riddles are challenging, try a parable! 
Riddles  
'Out of the eater came something to eat, and out of the strong came something 
sweet' (Jdgs.14:14). This is Samson's well-known riddle. By quoting it, Scripture does 
not endorse Samson's actions as such, but shows that the turn of events formed part 
of a broader divine plan to confuse the enemies of Israel (Jdgs.14:4). Like all riddles. 
Samson uses familiar descriptions that need to be transferred into a different set of 
circumstances to be understood. The Philistines would be unlikely to associate the 
riddle's description with the dehydrated carcass of a dead lion that had become home 
to a swarm of bees. That is just like us being confused about something that can run 
but not walk! When you know the linking feature the riddle is easy. And this is true in 
varying degree even in respect to the most difficult of these similes, the parable, as 
we shall see later. 
Fables and symbols  
It is generally best not to refer to passages of Scripture as 'Bible stories'. It is all too 
easy for people to consider 'stories' as fiction. A Christian's faith hangs fully upon the 
reliability of the Scriptures; if they are groundless, so is our faith, for our knowledge of 
God and His will relies upon the Scripture record (Rom.10:17). Nevertheless, in its 
own infallible record Scripture occasionally includes a factual account of someone's 
lies, misstatements (e.g. Mk.14:56-59; Job 42:7) and fables, imaginative illustrative 
accounts of things which just could not be literally true. For instance 2 Kgs.14:9,10 
and Jdgs.9:8. Although similar in some respects Gen.41:1-4 introduces us to 
something that requires more in-depth treatment than can be provided here: 
prophetic symbolism. In each instance people used picture language and referred to 
events that are contrary to the laws of nature: trees speaking to each other; a thistle 
marrying a cedar; grain eating grain. Have you come across other examples in your 
Bible reading? When you do so it is important of course to discern the contrasts 
between fables and prophecies, and the comparisons between the illustration and the 
reality. We need wisdom to find logical links (Eccles.8:1). and we need the help of the 
same Spirit who gave the symbol to also show us from Scripture the explanation 
(note Dan.2:23 and the principle of 1 Cor.12:9,10 and 2 Pet.1:20). 
Allegories  
We now take another step along the pathway of spiritual illustrations and consider 
allegories of the nature of Jn 15:1 -8 (and a corresponding Old Testament illustration 
in Isa.5:7). Here, unlike the fable that breaks the natural laws, we have a literary use 
that extracts from a natural process an illustration of a much deeper spiritual truth. In 
such allegories two sets of facts are combined, whereas in the parable they are set 
side by side, as we shall see. However, in both cases we learn the meaning by 
comparing what we know from the natural to understand some aspect of the spiritual. 
This is consistent with the Bible's use of the term allegory, as in Galatians 4:24 where 
historical events are used 'allegorically' (NASB) by God as He teaches us spiritual 
truths. Paul's argument here based on Hagar and Sarah appeals both to our reason 
and our imagination. Thus, the precious truth of freedom in Christ versus slavery 
under the Law is brought out in a compelling way. Likewise, when Jesus said, 'I am 
the true vine' (Jn 15:1) or 'the true   
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bread' (Jn 6:32) He did not mean that He had become a plant or a loaf. That such 
things are allegorical illustrations is made clear in Jn 6, where the Lord says that 
eternal life results from a person eating 'My flesh' (Jn 6:51-58). 'Belief in verse 47 
explains the forceful allegory of 'eating' in verse 52, and lays the foundation for the 
subsequent statement about abiding in Him (v.56). Belief in Him is not a mental 
acquaintance with His preaching. It must be the internalization of all that He 
presented; as some may recall from their schoolmaster's direction about studying: 
read, mark, learn and inwardly digest! For a less difficult allegory, consider how Christ 
describes Himself as 'the good shepherd' (see Jn 10 1-16 and compare to 2 
Sam.12:3). What was He emphasizing there? 
Proverbs and Parables  
In everyday writing a riddle, fable and allegory are useful tools to help us engage the 
mind of the reader more fully. But a proverb is effective in both raising interest, 
getting the kernel of an idea expressed in few words, and thereby aiding 
memorization. Since there is so much to learn from the use of proverbs in the 
Scriptures, we intend to return to this topic in a later paper in the will of the Lord. For 
now, let us note that proverbs are like condensed parables, indeed the word we read 
as 'proverb' in Lk.4:23 is actually the Greek word for 'parable', and it is to that subject 
we now turn our attention. This is not intended as a commentary on a specific 
parable, but as a set of prompts that helps us see more in every passage where 
parables are used. After considering this section you may want to re-read some 
parables, perhaps starting at Matt.13. 
We should first suggest some practical ground rules in examining the use of parables 
in the Scriptures: 
(1) In determining whether we are really dealing with a parable (where the passage 
doesn't actually say so) we should look for analogies that are true to life, not 
expressions of human imagination or unnatural depictions (see Fables and Symbols 
above). 
(2) The parables need to be explained as parts of the whole of Scripture and 
therefore we should usually ascribe meanings to components of parables that are 
consistent with their use in other parables, and the rest of Scripture. 
(3) The Lord increased His use of parables after His earlier direct teaching was 
opposed and we should not expect a doctrinal statement to be only found in a 
parable; rather we should expect to see doctrines established in other scriptures and 
illustrated in parables. 
(4) We should remember that parables served a dual purpose: for the believer they 
were intended to enhance the doctrine of the Lord; the unbeliever may still read them 
and be left in the dark like some of Christ's original audiences! This is an application 
of Ps.18:26: 'With the pure Thou dost show Thyself pure; and with the crooked Thou 
dost show Thyself astute' (See Matt.13:10-13). The Lord explained to the disciples 
that it was necessary to discern the illustrative links -parallel meanings - in a parable 
if it is to be understood, and He provided a couple of worked examples (Mk.4:11-22). 
Using these guidelines we may approach, for instance,  Lk.15 and learn more of  
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this threefold parable regarding repentance. We will easily see that the consistent 
doctrinal re-statement is that a sinner's repentance is what God wants (Matt.9:13). 
What are the links between the narratives and the work of God in bringing about 
repentance? We might see in Lk.15:4-7 the work of Christ in bringing sinners to 
repentance presented particularly in the account of the shepherd (noting that is 
consistent with Christ's direct teaching in Jn 10); He goes and seeks and saves. God 
the Father might be seen in the depiction of the father in verses 11 -32; sometimes 
the right way to deal with the unrepentant is like the father, to wait for a change of 
heart, remembering that acceptance with God reflects His mercy, not His obligation 
(2 Tim.2:25). We may then conclude that in the middle portion, concerning the lost 
coin, something of the Holy Spirit's work is seen. The Spirit reveals the true situation 
of the hard-hearted sinner, submerged in the debris of surrounding sin from which the 
sinner takes his character. He then restores the sinner to a place of true value and 
joy (see Jn 16:8-14). Reading and re-reading the parable can greatly increase our 
appreciation of its illustration as we look deeper and deeper for application of the 
parallel truths. But remember the rules! It is not just a matter of 'spiritualizing' by eking 
out inconsistent explanations from a narrative that has no such direct application, or 
from root meanings of words robbed of their proper context in the narrative. 
We cannot leave this matter of parables without considering the statement in 
Hebrews 9:8,9 'the outer tabernacle... a symbol (parable RV) for the present time'. It 
directs us to see in the building and operation of the Old Testament house of God an 
illustration of the spiritual house of God today. The Spirit of God Himself draws 
attention here to the parallels so we should examine those rich illustrations for all 
their meaning and application. How far-reaching it is, spanning the whole of Scripture. 
As we explore that topic the preciousness to God of His house will surely not escape 
us. The orderliness of everything in God's house, as represented by the Tabernacle's 
construction and use will impress itself on us, and we should ask: 'Are there 
corresponding aspects that we should see today in the worship of God by the People 
of God?' Evidently the answer is yes! To find them we can examine in more detail the 
manufacture of the Tabernacle building {and the subsequent Temple structure), and 
also the service of the priests and people that took place there. Reading the Hebrews 
epistle brings us again and again face to face with such rich Old Testament 
illustration, but we need to see the links between them and their parallels for today. 
These are not trivial fables, nor terse riddles, and we can find the links if we have a 
believing heart that is submissive to the Spirit's desire to show us such things (for 
they reflect something of the glory of Christ, who is Son over God's house (Heb.3:6, 
Jn 16:14,15).  
Biblical quotations are from the New American Standard Bible. 
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 EDITORIAL 

In the event, the probability of major breakdowns causing massive disruption 
accompanying the arrival of the year 2000 did not materialize. Whether this was due 
to exaggeration of possible failures or careful preparation over a long period may not 
be certain. Perhaps it was a combination of both. Nevertheless, we do live in a period 
of accelerating change which some may find bewildering. At such a time as this the 
believer has a sheet anchor which will hold amid the uncertainties of life. Believers 
can rest with certainty upon the promise the Lord made before He went to the Cross, 
that although departing He would return to take them to be with Himself. There is also 
the certainty that the time will come when God will vindicate His Son upon the earth, 
the scene of His rejection. 

Two phases 
Since the commencement of this magazine over a century ago, the belief that the 
Lord's second coming will not be a single crisis, but will take place in two phases, has 
been consistently set forth. Events associated with the two phases of the second 
advent are touched on in this month's article in the series Certainty in the Face of 
Change. Both phases of the second coming are pre-millennial, with the 70th week of 
Daniel's prophecy intervening between them (9:24-27). The first phase relates to 
those who have accepted the Saviour and become members of the Church which is 
His Body. The second phase involves the Lord Jesus Christ coming to the earth. 

The King is coming 
The article 'As in the days of Noah' deals with the state of human society after the 
rapture of the Church which is Christ's Body, prior to and at the time of the return of 
the Son of Man to judge the nations and establish His millennial kingdom. During this 
dispensation of divine grace, the presence of Christian believers who are described 
as the salt of the earth, prevents the total putrefaction of human society. Moral 
standards are already in steep decline, subsequent to the rapture of the Church 
which is Christ's Body further degeneration will take place. 'As in the days of Noah' 
they were ripe for judgement so it will be 'in the days of the Son of Man'. His coming 
will surprise the godless world of that time, just as the flood surprised the antediluvian 
world despite the witness of Noah. 
The article Sing it! Psalms. Hymns and Songs demonstrates that singing was in the 
past, is in the present, and will be in the future, a means of praising God. Through 
singing God's creative power and redeeming love can be proclaimed and response to 
that love expressed. Praise Father, Son and Holy Spirit! 

David Hyland 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 

'As in the days of Noah' 
By P.J. Kennedy, Victoria, B.C., Canada 

'...just as it happened in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of 
Man' (Lk.17:26). 
 
 Believers in the Lord Jesus should always govern themselves by the rule. that 'now 
salvation is nearer to us than when we believed'. (Rom.13:11) The passing of the 
20th century brings Christ's own closer to obtaining their 'full salvation' at the meeting 
in the air. Likewise, the unbelieving world must have drawn nearer to 'the days of the 
Son of Man', the period immediately preceding Christ's visible appearance to the 
world. (1) However, we believe that not merely in time, but in character, the days of 
the Son of Man have become more proximate. 
A world 'otherwise occupied' In Lk.17 the Lord states the days of Noah and the 
days of the Son of Man will be readily comparable. He describes the ancient 'world of 
the ungodly', obliterated in the Flood, as fully engaged with the affairs of this life - 
'eating... drinking... marrying... being given in marriage' - up to the very moment that 
Noah entered the ark. Sodom too, from which Lot was snatched away, was similarly 
unmindful of its imminent peril, and preoccupied with 'eating... drinking... buying... 
selling... planting... building'. The Lord emphasized that at His appearance as the Son 
of Man humanity will be busy pursuing its own agenda, and that His coming will be 
unanticipated by the ungodly. 
Although both Noah's antediluvian world and Lot's cities of the Plain were 
 extremely wicked, the activities listed in Lk.17 appear to be ordinary enough in 
themselves. Ecclesiastes informs us: 'There is an appointed time for everything. And 
there is a time for every event under heaven'. (Eccles.3:1) The error of the wicked is 
instead located in the oblivious spirit in which these pursuits were (and will be) done. 
Note that people generally carry on these activities with a view to some future, 
personal benefit. The question becomes: is it appropriate to be eating and drinking, 
marrying, planting or building, when it is clear that the judgement of God is looming 
large? 
The pursuit of these things just prior to the Son's return is indicative of an arrogant 
confidence on the part of the unbeliever. They will be undertaken in the face of clear 
warnings that His revelation in power is imminent. Just as Noah had stood as 'a 
herald of righteousness" (2 Pet.2:5RVM). in the pre-Flood period, so the 'gospel of 
the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world for a witness to all the nations' 
(Matt.24:14) prior to the appearing of the Son of Man. The carrying on of these 
activities during the Tribulation period, while Bible prophecy is patently being fulfilled, 
will manifest a hardness of heart and profound lack of godly fear on the part of many. 
This indifference will be better appreciated when set against the response of 
Nineveh's king and    populace   to   God's   message 
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through Jonah. Social activity in Nineveh at that time came to an abrupt standstill until 
God's wrath was diverted (see Jon.3). 
The world's consternation at the appearing of the Son of Man will not be because it 
was uninformed of God's program and intentions. Mainstream media references 
demonstrate that the return of Christ, and even the rapture of believers, (2) are widely 
known (and derided) as Christian doctrines today. Just as Lot was seen as jesting by 
his sons-in-law when he warned them of the Lord's intention to destroy Sodom, the 
prospect of world judgement is today viewed as laughable, suited for cartoons and 
stand-up comedy acts. Noah also gave warning to his contemporaries. However, 
those of Noah's day 'did not understand (Gk. ginosko - to know in the sense of 
realizing) until the flood came and took them all away'. (Matt.24:39) Modern humanity 
consists of increasingly insensate masses incapable of comprehending the offence 
they give to their holy Creator, nor the devastating judgement that will shortly come 
upon their heads. 
Peter refers to this same foolish confidence when he makes mention of the mockers 
who in the last days 'will come with their mocking', and who will say: 'Where is the 
promise of His coming? For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all continues just as it 
was from the beginning of creation' (2 Pet.3:3,4). Nonetheless, the sudden and 
extraordinary advent of the Son of Man, entirely discounted in human planning, will 
expose all humanity's Godless enterprises as folly and vanity. The growing number of 
voices denying that God will bring sudden, severe and definitive world-judgement 
may be the clearest sign that the advent of the Son of Man is near. 
The pre-Deluge days, like our own, were marked by a rapidly expanding world 
population (Gen.6:1); great wickedness and evil imaginations (Gen.6:5) and 
overflowing violence (Gen.6:13). They were days when the ever-present evidence of 
mankind's estrangement from his Creator reached a pinnacle. Scripture sums up the 
pervasiveness of man's immorality by declaring: 'all flesh had corrupted their way 
upon the earth'(Gen.6:12). 
Evil imaginations  
Genesis records 'every intent (lit. form, or fig. conception of the thoughts of his heart 
was only evil continually' (6:5). The thoughts of the modern heart are revealed in a 
variety of modern media, especially provided to entertain today's youth. Children are 
exposed to computerized fantasy games exploring occult practices and paranormal 
events; some spend hours playing video games featuring gruesome violence; many 
watch TV shows that explore bizarre religious cults and rituals, voodoo, astral travel, 
werewolves, vampires, poltergeists, and other occult and New Age activities. 
Additionally, witchcraft and Satanism have made tremendous inroads into the popular 
music business. A significant number of album covers and rock videos come 
complete with all the symbols, liturgies, and rituals of witchcraft and the occult. Many 
display an open worship of Satan and the netherworld. These hellish sounds have 
seduced and driven countless people into lifestyles of drugs, perversion, violence and 
even suicide. The most shameless acts of blasphemy and desecration are now  
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socially acceptable in the name of audio-visual entertainment and 'freedom of 
expression'. 
Newspaper advertisements for movies allow us to discern that it is the spirit of the 
Evil One who largely inspires the world's entertainment. David Puttnam (the producer 
of the movies The Killing Fields, Chariots of Fire, etc.) commented a number of years 
ago that many of today's films 'have little or no contact with the moral universe we 
ourselves inhabit. They are fantasies in which the compass is allowed to swing wildly 
between crass sentimentality and a kind of conscienceless brutality. Stories, songs 
and images', he says, 'are the principal means by which human society has translated 
its values and beliefs from generation to generation'. 
Worldwide violence  
The earth is filled with violence', God told Noah. Though the world hasn't been 
completely free from the scourge of war for millennia, no period in all of history has 
witnessed the escalation of wars as has the 20th century. The International Red 
Cross estimates that over 100 million people have been killed in wars since this 
century began. Prior to 1914, war had never been universal, but in both World War I 
and II, global war was waged. In the latter, only 12 small nations of the earth were not 
militarily or technically involved, and 93 million people served in the armed forces of 
both sides. Of these, 25 million died. Civilian casualties were unprecedented: in the 
Soviet Union alone, over 20 million civilians died as a result of the war. Since World 
War II, there have been over 150 major wars (conflicts resulting in over 1,000 deaths 
a year), as well as hundreds of smaller conflicts, armed rebellions and revolutions. 
The death toll in armed conflicts since the end of World War II is more than 
23,142,000 people. 
War aside, the 20th century is awash in blood. Its record is stained by Stalin's purges, 
China's Cultural Revolution, Cambodia's 'killing fields' and in recent years the horrific 
slaughter in Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo and East Timor. The murders 
perpetrated by nations against their own people are reliably reported to exceed the 
deaths caused by wars with rivals outside their borders! In this most civilized century, 
by one estimate the killing rage has extinguished 170 million lives. 
Materialism Through Ezekiel we learn that the iniquity of Sodom was associated with 
'pride, fulness of bread, and prosperous ease' (Ezek.16:49RV). Due to monumental 
advances in technology and industry, the 20th century has seen unprecedented 
growth in the output of goods and services and in material standards of living. Sadly, 
rising prosperity during that century has helped and encouraged humanity to 
abandon the worship of God for the worship of pleasure. We observe an increased 
craving by 'the sons of this world' to 'make full use of it' (see 1 Cor.7:31). Many are 
taking advantage of new opportunities for wealth accumulation, self-promotion, and a 
multitude of recreational diversions. These are available today in the prosperous 
West on a scale that was quite unimaginable in previous generations. 
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Christian living when time is 'shortened' 
Despite the present spiritual darkness, provision exists for the believer to escape the 
world's lust-driven corruption by sharing in the life of God (see 2 Pet.1:4-11). As the 
world adds to its moral corruption, we are to supply moral excellence to our own 
character; as it becomes more violent, we are to supply love. However, like Lot, 
whose choice of domicile provided daily torment for his 'righteous soul', (2 Pet.2:7,8), 
world conditions make many aspects of life disquieting for the Christian. If we love 
righteousness, many things we see and hear in today's world will be distressing to us. 
As far as possible, we should obey the admonition to keep ourselves 'unspotted from 
the world’ (Jas.1:27RV). This will require making conscious choices to limit our 
exposure to the world's entertainment and pernicious, pleasure-loving philosophy. 
We may not be oblivious to the swiftly coming judgement, for we 'are not in darkness, 
that the day should overtake' us 'as a thief.’ (1 Thess.5:4RV) We are to live watchfully 
and soberly, and to order our individual circumstances in ways that demonstrate our 
faith in God. At some point, this will mean making choices that distinguish us from the 
scenes the Lord described in Lk.17:27,28. In 1 Cor.7:29 Paul states a principle 
especially applicable when 'the time has been shortened', or to borrow an expression 
from Hebrews 'as you see the day drawing near' (Heb.10:25). We are admonished to 
be 'those who use the world, as though they did not make full use of it' (Heb.7:31). 
The citizens of Sodom 'were buying', but Christians among 'those who buy' are to be 
'as though they did not possess' (Heb.7:30). Acquiring or keeping possessions is not 
to preoccupy our minds. In all such matters we are to adopt what eighteenth century 
writer Matthew Henry termed 'a holy indifferency towards the world, and every thing 
in it'. Elisha's rebuke to his greedy servant. Gehazi, also strikes a cautionary note for 
disciples living close to days of judgement: 'Is it a time to receive money and to 
receive clothes and olive groves and vineyards and sheep and oxen and male and 
female servants?' (2 Kgs.5:26). 
 
Biblical quotations are from the New American Standard Bible and RV 
Notes: 
(1) Scripture is interpreted as teaching a pre-tribulation rapture of believers (1 
Thess.4:13-17), followed by a 7 year anti-Christian period (Dan.9:27; Rev.13:1-8), 
which will conclude with the visible appearance of Christ and the setting up of His 
1,000 year kingdom (Rev.19:11-20:4). References to the Son of Man in a prophetic 
context invariably refer to the return of the Lord to earth in judgement, not to the 
rescue of the Church the Body of Christ from tribulation wrath at the rapture. (2) The 
film The Rapture shows a deluded Christian woman, newly converted, who takes her 
daughter into the desert to await the rapture. When it doesn't occur as she had 
hoped, she shoots her daughter in the head while praying to God. 
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FOCUS 
HOW THINGS CHANGE! 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
The early months of 2000 witnessed a continuing hectic pace of international 
business mergers. The stock markets in Europe and North America saw brisk 
business and reached record price levels. Investors it seems were convinced that 
even currently unprofitable companies would have the potential to generate immense 
future income. 
As stock prices and investment values rose, investors' confidence did too, and they 
were ready enough to borrow money on the strength of their gains in order to 
purchase more and more goods and services to satisfy their immediate needs and 
wants. In turn their purchases fuelled the revenues of the companies supplying these 
items, so the economy just seemed to grow and grow. Behind these trends lay the 
technological revolution that turned upside down former concepts of saving up for the 
future. How things change! 
'What shall it profit...?'  
Some significant changes are marked by specific events, others seem to drift into 
being gradually. It has been so since the earliest of times. Genesis' opening chapters 
introduce us to the startling event of banishment from the garden of Eden, the 
murderous action of the fallen nature of man, but also the beginnings of 
manufacturing industry, and the opening stages of artistic development (Gen.3:23,24; 
Gen.4:8,21,22). These latter features of human activity have continued to promote 
and produce change over the centuries. 
In contrast to appeals by some to turn the clock back and re-adopt social mores of 
earlier days, the world generally is taken up more than ever with the maximization of 
output from land, labour, capital and nowadays, technology. Today capital is not cash 
in the bank; it is seen as the present value of hoped-for future profit from the sale of 
'knowledge-based' products. The recent technical advances in media and 
communications have enabled millions to receive what they want in terms of 
entertainment, and artistic skill in sport or popular music has reaped amazing 
financial reward for its leading suppliers. But alongside this, in many parts of the 
world now, family incomes are stretched to the limit to maintain the desired lifestyle. 
Gambling is becoming a prevalent blemish on the fabric of modern society. Those for 
whom the dreams of financial prosperity are just that, dreams, turn to chance to 
accomplish the  
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change they so much desire. However, there is also a developing backlash, voiced in 
increasing questioning of the validity of working so many hours to the exclusion of 
opportunity to enjoy the fruits of labour. A more self-sufficient lifestyle is being sought, 
with less emphasis on the fast-food, quick-fix approach to life. Is the world a better 
place as a result of these changes? 
Progress?  
The Scriptures provide enough for us to find answers to our significant questions in 
life. Although only a small portion of what the Lord Jesus Christ both did and taught 
have been recorded for us in the Bible, it is enough. And a brief record in the gospel 
answers our question about the world's focus on pleasure and profit.  Lk.12 points us 
back to an article of the condensed version of God's law, the 10 commandments 
(Ex.20:17). There we learn that covetousness is forbidden. In Colossians 3:5 we 
learn that it is equivalent to idolatry. Here in Lk.12 the Master teaches us that it is 
ineffective in its main aim, to bring lasting prosperity. The point He made was 
reinforced by the parable of the rich farmer, who committed himself to growing his 
business at the expense of commencing a relationship with God. In measure his 
weakness is seen in many today, is it not? 
The world has confirmed its technological prowess. It has shrugged off Y2K and 
concluded it was sensationalized. And it is the same as we look forward. Some will 
try to focus attention on cataclysmic events, but perhaps the real and present danger 
is the insidious progress of covetousness. We are surrounded by rich farmers 
building bigger barns, and the barns are to be equipped with surround sound so that 
the voice of God shall not be heard! While the plight of millions who live on the 
poverty line is only too evident, is it not true that men and women are generally 
focussed on securing a lifestyle of pleasure rather than addressing their own and 
others' basic needs? 
The Lord's words in Lk.12 have been paraphrased in The Living Bible as: 'Beware! 
Don't always be wishing for what you don't have. For real life and real living are not 
related to how rich we are' (v. 15). Adding force to His teaching about this, the Lord 
concluded His illustrative parable of the farmer with the words: 'But God said to him, 
"Fool! This night your soul will be required of you; then whose will those things be 
which you have provided?" (Lk.12:20 NKJV). It is a sobering question and a 
measuring stick to assess priorities in this age of change. 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

Certainty in the Face of Change (5) 
By B.D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 How do you react to the prospect of change? Do you thrive on it or simply dread the 
thought of it? Many people were anxious about the arrival of the year 2000: especially 
those whose business interests depend on computers or other information 
technology or with involvement in stocks and shares. 
It Is good when we have faith to face our future with all its unknowns. Nothing can be 
better than to have confidence in someone who knows the future, to have confidence 
in God, a confidence that comes through a personal relationship with Him. God holds 
the key of all unknown, but one day near the start of these two thousand years He 
used that key to give a glimpse of the future to the apostle John when he was an old 
man in exile for his faith. 
The book of the Revelation begins:  

The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave Him to show His servants -
things which must shortly take place. And He sent and signified it by His 
angel to His servant John, who bore witness to the word of God. and to the 
testimony of Jesus Christ, to all things that he saw. Blessed is he who reads 
and those who hear the words of this prophecy, and keep those things which 
are written in it: for the time is near... Grace to you and peace from Him who 
is and who was and who is to come, and from the seven Spirits who are 
before His 
 throne, and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the first-born from the 
dead, and the ruler over the kings of the earth. To Him who loved us and 
washed us from our sins in His own blood, and has made us kings and priests 
to His God and Father, to Him be glory and dominion forever and ever. 
Amen. Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye will see Him, and 
they also who pierced Him. And all the tribes of the earth will mourn because 
of Him. Even so, Amen (Rev.1:1-7). 

The coming of Christ, His second Advent, has been long promised, but there is no 
slackness in God's time-keeping. The Revelation to John was 'He is coming', but 
what does this mean? How will He come, and who is it He is coming for, and are 
there any clues as to when? In a sense early Christians, almost two thousand years 
ago had an advantage in that they were much closer than we are to the language in 
which the New Testament was originally written. In that original language three 
different Bible words spell out what is going to happen. These words are:  
presence (parousia), revelation (apokalupsis) and manifestation (epiphaneia). 
The first of these words emphasizes not so much the simple fact of the Lord's return, 
but especially His presence with all the Christian believers of this age.   Obviously, 
He  
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must return first for this bodily presence to become a reality. Note the description of 
this return for believers which the Bible gives us in 1 Thess.4:14-17: 

For if we believe... we say to you by the word of the Lord, that we who are alive 
and remain until the coming of the Lord will by no means precede those who are 
asleep.  For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the 
voice of an archangel, and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will 
rise first.    Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together 
with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air.   And thus we shall always 
be with the Lord. 

The experience of His presence in this particular sense begins at the time we have 
been reading about, which many people refer to as 'the Rapture', which means the 
"seizing up' of Christ's Church by Christ Himself. 'Seizing up' or 'snatching away' are 
good ways to describe what will happen because all believers at the Lord's return will 
be caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. 
He does not at that time come all the way down to the earth. He comes to the air and 
calls us to Him. Then begins this specific period which the Bible refers to as the 
'parousia' (or presence). The Bible talks about things which will take place during 'the 
presence of our Lord Jesus Christ with all His saints' (RVM which is, we suggest a 
better translation of 1 Thess.3:13 in the light of 1 Thess.2:19 and 1 Thess.4:14-17). 
This will certainly include His review of our lives of service: what we have done down 
here for Him. In the light of that, we are to make it our aim to ensure that we will have 
a sense of confidence rather than a sense of shame as we stand in His presence and 
hear His true assessment of our discipleship. This will be a private audience with 
Him, for this specific time of His presence with us after the Rapture-event will, of 
course, be hidden from the eyes of the world. 
Life on this planet will go on after all true Christians have been taken away from it. 
The salt of the earth will have gone, and the earth will become ever more corrupt. 
Seven earth years at least will run their course for the Bible describes them in detail 
(see Rev.6-18). Terrible judgements and world-wide catastrophes will rock the globe, 
and the world, or a great many in it, will find themselves looking to a world leader for 
deliverance, a leader who is quite definitely in opposition to God and His Christ (2 
Thess.2:4). When his true colours are revealed it will cost many their lives in trying to 
escape. During all this time, as the earth ripens for God's judgement, this time of the 
hidden presence of Christ with His saints will continue. 
Then, at a particular moment signalled in advance by God, His hidden presence with 
us is going to be revealed to the world. It will be dramatically unveiled before the 
world. This is the stage at which our earlier verse from Revelation applies: 'Behold, 
He is coming with clouds, and every eye will see Him, and they also who pierced 
Him. And all the tribes of the earth will mourn because of Him'. So the second key 
Bible word that gives us the shape of things to come is this word 'revelation'.  There 
will come a  
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time when the Lord, after having come for us, will unveil His presence, still with us, to 
the rest of the world. 
As a result of this 'revelation', the glory of the Lord is going to be manifested, or in 
other words: it will become visible. Those are the three Bible words we referred to 
earlier: presence, revelation (of the parousia to the world) and manifestation. As they 
apply in our Bibles to the Lord's return, we have first of all His presence with us in the 
period after the Rapture when He catches us up to be with Himself hidden from the 
world. Then there will come, after seven years at least have run their course on earth, 
the moment of revelation to the world as described in Matt.24:27: 'For as the lightning 
comes from the east and flashes to the west, so also will the coming (parousia: this 
hidden period now ending) of the Son of Man be'. 
There is no mention of any other than the Lord and the believer in connection with 
His presence with the Church after He comes and takes it to be with Himself. 
Removed and hidden from the world, we will experience His presence with us until 
the moment when the covering veil is drawn aside (the revealing of Rom.8:19; 2 
Thess.1:7) and the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven in flaming fire. The effect of 
this revelation will be that Christ's presence which we have been enjoying will 
become visible to the whole world. for the Bible talks of 'the brightness of His coming' 
(2 Thess.2:8). It is then the words of Col.3:4 find fulfilment: 'When Christ who is our 
life appears, then you also will appear with Him in glory'. 
We suggest that to see it in the orderly way the Bible presents it we need to 
distinguish between the specific (parousia) period of Christ's presence with His 
Church, then its revelation to the world, with the consequent manifestation of Christ 
and those who belong to Him. The manifestation of the glory of the Lord is the direct 
result of this revelation of the parousia to the world, and what is being unveiled then 
is His presence which has been with us in the period prior to that, ever since the 
event of the Rapture.  
Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 

 
IN IT IS WRITTEN...' HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(5) Sing it! Psalms, Hymns and Songs 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Canada 
 Introduction 
They sing the song of Moses, the servant of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying: 
'Great and marvellous are Your works. Lord God Almighty! Just and true are Your 
ways, 0 King of the saints! Who shall not fear You, 0 Lord, and glorify Your name?  
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For You alone are holy. For all nations shall come and worship before You, for Your 
judgments have been manifested' (Rev.15:3.4 NKJV). 
How many songs do you know? At first you might not be able to think of many, but if 
you have reached beyond your teens you will likely be able to list 50 without too 
much effort. Your list might well contain a variety: those heard first in childhood; more 
mature choices; songs triggered by different moods. Which do you like best? We will 
not attempt here to debate what kinds of music are best for Christians. Teens might 
have very different views about what is good music than older ones, but it is surely 
not age that determines what is right or wrong on that subject. It is even said that 
Handel's The Messiah, with lyrics drawn directly from the Scriptures, was condemned 
when it was first launched as too repetitive and not in the proper style for Christian 
music! Although the introduction of music into human affairs is recorded very early in 
the Scriptures (Gen.4:21), in this article we are not so much concerned about the 
style of music as the lyrics. Music has an effect upon us, saved or not, but there is 
something more special about songs. 
Putting aside preferences largely reflecting age and taste for music, we can profit 
from a consideration of why songs affect us. And they certainly do have a lasting 
effect on us. We may sometimes say that we cannot get them out of our heads! 
Perhaps the chronicler who recorded Solomon's amazing song-writing achievements 
felt that way. He said that Solomon had written 1,005 songs (1 Kgs.4:32); he knew of 
the volume, and knew precisely! Imagination leads us to picture him singing while 
writing his record. There were obviously many more well known songs by Solomon in 
that day than just 'the best of songs' he wrote (Song of Songs) and his psalms (Ps.72 
and Ps.127) that we find today in the Scriptures. Could you list some other songs 
found in Scripture? There are many, and for good reason. Songs are an expression 
of the heart and are intended to be memorable. They may help to comfort us, change 
our mood or express our appreciation. Surely these are fitting reasons for the Holy 
Spirit to have used songs in His inspiration of the Bible. 
Meeting individual needs  
Some Bible songs are of a very personal nature, but they have a benefit for us all. 
Hannah's words of exaltation in 1 Sam.2 were drawn from her heart after a period of 
deep depression had been relieved by prayer to God. Her song obviously became 
well known. Like Hannah, Mary voiced her faith and satisfaction in the beautiful lyrics 
of what is called the 'Magnificat', when rejoicing with Elizabeth about how God would 
use her in bringing His Son into the world (Lk.1:46-55). Although we are not 
specifically told that these passages are songs, they have been so regarded over 
centuries. Songs are even more forceful than poetry as a tool for memorization. It 
seems our minds work better when we combine melody with poetry. And is this not 
one of the reasons we find so many songs in Scripture? They provide information 
worth remembering. So when you come  across  a song  in your  Bible  
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reading, take a moment's pause to consider what is the important point you are 
supposed to remember from it. 
Some songs are melancholy, and that is fitting for certain occasions, for songs are a 
reflection of feelings. Loneliness is by definition an individual experience. Ps.22 is 
one that tragically portrays the lonely sufferings of Messiah. However, the Psalm 
draws to a close on a victorious note. In fact, Ps.22:22 is the turning point of the 
Psalm and this is the very verse quoted in Heb.2:12, when it pictures Christ leading 
the heavenly congregation in song (more on that later). Our consideration of the 
Spirit's use of songs in Scripture would be incomplete without reference to the 
Psalms; in fact they provide a study in themselves. The Psalms have a balanced 
representation of different moods, but most include a note of praise. How well 
therefore the Psalms correspond to both our deeply felt needs and our inner joy. 
They can be an excellent vehicle for us to pull out of despair and find renewed 
confidence in God. Why not try to commit some of these lovely portions of Scripture 
to memory this week? They will give you something to fall back on when you too 
need to rise above the day's problems and enter into praise. 
Meeting corporate needs  
In addition to aiding memory and expressing strong feeling, songs provide a unifying 
effect in a congregation. Harmony is achieved by subjection, as each singer takes his 
or her respective part without overemphasizing their own role. Surely the Spirit of 
God has a lesson for us in this practical matter, and therefore He punctuates 
Scripture with positive examples of corporate praise. For instance, consider 2 
Chron.20. Jehoshaphat is perhaps best remembered for his prayer on behalf of Israel 
when the people were threatened by a powerful enemy. Instead of employing normal 
military strategies, he relied upon prayer. Then, confident in God's support, he 
commanded the army to march out to a God-given victory, unified in song: 'Give 
thanks to the LORD, for His lovingkindness is everlasting' (2 Chron.20:21 NASB). 
Moses' song of God's deliverance (Ex.15), which was taken up by Miriam (Ex.15:21) 
and the people, strikes a note of high praise. Remind yourself of the context. When 
Pharaoh thought he had them cornered, against the uninviting waters of the Red Sea, 
to everyone's amazement the waters parted and the Israelites crossed to safety on 
dry land. Not to be robbed of his prize, the hard-hearted tyrant pursued them with his 
army. But that introduced the second stage of God's mighty victory. The army was 
slowed by sticking chariot wheels. Then the mighty waters of the Red Sea began to 
flow back over the soldiers. The once-frightening cavalry and infantry were swept 
away in the terrifying flood, along with their defeated leader. No wonder a song was 
given by God to Moses to celebrate that event. His meek trust in God fully vindicated, 
he broke into song about God's mighty saving power: 

I will sing unto the LORD, for he hath triumphed gloriously: the horse and his 
rider hath he thrown into the 
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sea. The LORD is my strength and song, and he is become my salvation: he is my 
God. and I will prepare him an habitation: my father's God, and I will exalt him. 
(Ex.15:1.2 AV). 

The people just had to join in! 
Although we cannot pursue the matter in any depth here, we should also note that 
the Spirit of God provided songs in Scripture as something for the people of God to 
use in their regular spiritual service. There is a lovely passage in 2 Chron.29:27,28 
which emphasizes this, and the disciples' song mentioned in Matt.26:30 shows this 
too in the context of the Passover. Then, as we read on in the New Testament we 
find evidence of the church's use of song to give expression to sublime doctrinal truth 
in a memorable way, for instance in what are called the doxologies, meaning words 
giving glory (e.g. Rom.11:33-36; Eph.3:20.21; 1 Tim.1:17; Rev.5:13; Rev.19:1). and 
in the hymn recorded in 1 Tim.3:16. If you have a minute now, turn up these 
references to see what we mean. Those who teach children today by using the words 
of Scripture in song are continuing a healthy practice. When we combine singing with 
our prayer and worship activities in the Churches of God we follow a Spirit-given 
pattern for God's people. 
Heavenly song  
The deepest feelings of Moses' song noted above are expressed in the context of an 
even more glorious victory related in Rev.15:3,4. The common thread between the 
song of the Lamb, that John was told about, and the song Moses sang is not that the 
words are the same, but from a spiritual perspective it is the note of victory that 
echoes from one to the other. Those in the Revelation scene have given their lives 
rather than submit to the Beast, but then are able to see the judgements of God wash 
over those on earth who have bowed to Antichrist. Their song of victory looks back to 
their release from suffering and forward to the service of God, to worshipping Him in 
His presence. 
In this respect it is worth noting the language of the old Authorized Version reading of 
the Ex.15 passage. It translates the text, as above, to read: 'I will prepare him an 
habitation'. As the song proceeds, it places direct emphasis on the purpose for which 
God was delivering His people, and where He was leading them. Read on in chapter 
15 and you will find that Ex.15:13 repeats the theme of a 'habitation' for God 
(translating a very similar word here to the one used in verse 2). Even following the 
alternative translation of Ex.15:2, Heb.3:2-6 provides assurance that Moses was a 
man whose attention was firmly fixed on God's house, His habitation. Victory from 
Pharaoh, was deliverance with a clear purpose in view: to serve God in the place of 
His choosing. Perhaps that is why there is a reference to Moses' song in the 
Revelation setting. We might ask ourselves whether such a heavenly privilege 
extended to us today puts a song in our hearts. 
The leader of song  

That the leaders led in Israel, that the   people volunteered, bless the LORD!   
Hear. 0 kings: give ear. 0 rulers! I - to the LORD, I will sing. I 
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 will sing praise to the LORD, the God of Israel (Jdgs.5:2.3 NASB).  
Barak and Deborah joined in this song of victory. Jael and Deborah were the notable 
women who accomplished more than the men of Israel at that time, in fact Deborah 
was their judge. For the men of Israel there would be a touch of irony in these words 
of praise, for the leaders needed to be cajoled into action by Deborah. When men fail 
to rise to their responsibilities, God will still accomplish His purposes, and sometimes 
the women put the men to shame! However, in the case of Moses' song we were 
considering, it was Moses himself who composed and led the song. Miriam then 
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echoes the refrain, and her qualifications for so doing are said to be that she was a 
prophetess and a sister of Aaron. Prophetic gift enabled her to respond to the Spirit's 
prompting. But why was she described as Aaron's sister, not as Moses' sister, which 
would have been equally true? Presumably because both she and Aaron were not on 
the same plane as Moses, he being God's   chosen leader and   an 
 illustration of Christ in that capacity. It was Miriam's joy to take up the song that 
Moses led. You can see how delighted she is in doing so, and her enthusiasm spread 
rapidly among the people. What she said was entirely consistent with the lead she 
had been given. The whole thing just grows and grows in glorious praise to God. Did 
Jesus lead the disciples in the song mentioned in Matt.26:30? What was it they 
sang? We cannot be sure. However, it would be quite likely that they sang Psalms 
from the Jewish Hallel, Psalms 115-118. Perhaps    we    have something to learn 
here too. As we sing to God in the Remembrance meeting we might reflect on who it 
is who certainly leads the song in the great, heavenly congregation, that we, in faith 
and in spirit, join in worship (Heb.2:12). 
And they sang a new song, saying: 'You are worthy to take the scroll, and to open its 
seals: for You were slain, and have redeemed us to God by Your blood out of every 
tribe and tongue and people and nation' (Rev.5:9 NKJV).  
Sing it! 
 
 
 Blessed is the man who endures temptation: for when he has been proved, he will 
receive the crown of life which the Lord has promised to those who love Him 
(Jas.1:12 NKJV). 
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EDITORIAL 
Two Nigerian undergraduates have featured in our postbag recently. One 
engineering student, the only female in her year's subject group, wrote to say how 
much she was learning from a 1970 Needed Truth volume which had become 
available to her. Several hundred miles to the east, in Akwe Ibom State, a male 
student had come across some 1968 unbound Needed Truth magazines, which were 
adapted as a guide for local group studies. The raison d'etre for the publication of 
Needed Truth is the exposition of God's Word, and appreciation of long-past issues of 
the magazine illustrates the abiding relevance of that objective. 

Repetition 
A striking feature of the Pentateuch is the frequent repetition by Moses of basic 
principles of God's revealed truth for His people. We might be tempted to regard the 
repetition as excessive; but not so, it was in the highest divine wisdom. For central 
truths of divine revelation must be unmistakably reaffirmed. Well God knows our 
human tendency to disregard them; to hanker after something novel and exciting to 
the natural mind, to grow weary of the fundamental teachings which form the bastion 
of acceptable spiritual service. 

Errors challenged 
Moreover, the religious inventiveness of the human mind and spirit knows no bounds, 
witness the multiplication of religious systems throughout the Christian era, and long 
before that began. Special attention is drawn in this month's issue to some of the 
varied and strange teachings which have had significant influence during the 
twentieth century. Focus identifies a pseudo-evangelical sect which has emerged 
during the past two decades to champion afresh the ancient heresy of baptismal 
regeneration. While in the New Millennium series readers will find references to New 
Age beliefs, some of which have their roots in first-century Gnostic teachings. Errors 
which were challenged powerfully in the apostle John's epistles. 

Sound doctrine 
The apostle Paul's letters to Timothy repeatedly stressed the importance of the sound 
doctrine or healthful teaching. Timothy must charge certain men in Ephesus not to 
teach a different doctrine (I Tim. 1:3). He was personally urged to hold the pattern of 
sound or healthful words (2 Tim. 1:13). Paul also warned that the time would come 
when many would turn their ears away from the truth, and turn aside unto fables (2 
Tim. 4:3,4), a prediction still finding ample fulfilment in our time. Until the Master 
comes, therefore, the need remains to maintain the healthful teaching through careful 
exposition of the Word and corresponding standards in our Christian walk. 

George Prasher 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

Certainty in the Face of Change (6) 
By B.D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 It is quite common to see adverts which announce the arrival anytime soon of a 
world-teacher or Christ figure. New Age advocates anticipate the dawn of a so-called 
golden age and are happy to key into the idea that many major faiths and religions 
are waiting for the arrival of some promised figure. It is very natural to talk about 
Christ's return at this time, since these two millennia have been dated by his birth and 
powerful life on this earth. However, when we refer to the return of the Lord Jesus 
Christ we are not speculating on the basis of religious propaganda but quoting the 
authority of God's Word. 
To pursue our subject further, let us turn for a moment to the closing words recorded 
by the apostle John in the last chapter of the Book of Revelation (Rev.22:7-20). John 
tells us he received this message from Jesus Christ Himself: 

'Behold, / am coming quickly! Blessed is he who keeps the words of the 
prophecy of this book... And behold. I am coming quickly, and My reward is 
with Me. to give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and the 
Omega, the Beginning and the End. the First and the Last... I, Jesus, have 
sent My angel to testify to you these things in the churches. I am the Root 
and the Offspring of David, the Bright and Morning Star'... He who testifies to 
these things says. 'Surely I am coming quickly'. Amen. 

This promise made three times by the Lord Jesus is like a threefold cord to 
Christians, one that cannot possibly be broken. The second time the promise is 
given, the Lord says, 'And My reward is with Me'. That is what we want to say a little 
about now. The Lord is coming to give to everyone according to their work. As we 
have emphasized earlier in this series, Christ's second coming will take place in two 
stages or two phases. This is teaching confirmed from both the Old and New 
Testaments of our Bibles. The Lord is coming first of all for those who believe on Him. 
It is believers who will receive reward from their Lord according to their work, as 2 
Corinthians 5:10 says: 'For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, 
that each one may receive the things done in the body, according to what he has 
done, whether good or bad'. 
The judgement seat in New Testament times was a raised platform reached by steps. 
Originally for public orations, these platforms became identified with the raised dais 
on which a magistrate sat in assessment at a tribunal. At the judgement seat of Christ 
the life and service of believers will be assessed. There will be no question of 
condemnation for sin, for the Bible is very clear on the eternal security of a believer's 
salvation, but all believers will stand before Christ at His coming so as to have 
revealed to them the  true  stature of their soul  and  
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service: enlarged by the good, and diminished by the bad they have done. Romans 
14:10-12, again stresses the all inclusive nature of this tribunal for believers on the 
Lord Jesus. It says: 'For we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ. For it is 
written: "As I live, says the LORD, every knee shall bow to Me, and every tongue 
shall confess to God". So then each of us shall give account of himself to God'. Since 
the scripture says 'each of us', that highlights the fact that this will be a personal 
assessment. We shall each give an individual account of our Christian stewardship. I 
am reminded of something I once heard about a Chinese emperor. This emperor 
demanded that all in the imperial orchestra give a solo performance before him. 
Someone who had bought his place in the prestigious orchestra, and who could not 
become accomplished enough in time, committed suicide in despair the day before 
his audition. One day as we, too, appear before our King, there will be no hiding 
behind others. This account we are to give will be a spoken one, for that is what the 
word itself suggests. Our tongues will confess even as our knees are bowing in that 
day. The hymn-writer has captured what will surely be the wish of every one of us on 
that occasion: I'll wish I had given Him more. When I look on His face, thorn-
shadowed face, I'll wish I had given Him more'.  
It is not just a question of quantity of course; above all the assessment will be of the 
quality of our service. 

According to the grace of God which was given to me. as a wise master builder I 
have laid the foundation, and another builds on it.    But let each one take heed 
how he builds on it.    For no other foundation can anyone lay than that which 
is laid, which is Jesus Christ. Now if anyone builds on this foundation with gold, 
silver, precious stones, wood, hay, straw, each one's work will become 
manifest; for the Day will declare it. because it will be revealed by fire; and the 
fire will test each one's work, of what sort it is.  If anyone's work  which  he  
has  built  on  it endures, he will receive a reward. If anyone's work is burned, 
he will suffer loss; but he himself will be saved, yet so as through fire (1 Cor. 
3:10-15). 

A friend who works in the quality control  section  of a fire-protection business has, as 
a screen-saver on his computer,  a text drawn  from  this reading: 'the fire will test 
each one's work, of what sort it is'. Certainly the outbreak  of  fire   is  a  test  of the 
effectiveness of the equipment they are in business to produce. 
Notice the reassurance of the last verse; that should anyone's work all be burned up, 
then he or she will still be saved. It is another reminder to us that the issue of reward 
for the works that have followed and accompanied salvation is quite separate from 
the possession of salvation itself, salvation being a gift and not of works. But let us 
aim not to be workers in wood, hay and stubble, as though working with little regard 
for the purity of God's truth and our motivation. 
Perhaps it would be useful to summarize our threefold judgement as believers in 
Christ. Our judgement as sinners has passed away from us, having being borne by 
Christ for us on the Cross; but in this present life we  
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are judged as sons in the sense that God disciplines us as a father deals with his 
children (Heb.12:5-7). Then, as we have just considered, at the future judgement seat 
of Christ, we shall be judged or assessed as servants. 
Now, of course, there is a practical challenge that comes from ail this, as we try to 
imagine what it will be like when we stand before the Lord in that soon-coming day. 
Students who know they have an exam coming up, will try to study the topics or 
issues that are likely to crop up. What can we find out from the Bible about what the 
Lord will be looking for in that day? 
Paul writes to the Thessalonians encouraging them to 'abound in love to one 
another... so that He may establish your hearts blameless' (1 Thess.3:12,13). So the 
issue of loving one another well is one that is bound to come up. Then from the 
apostle John's writings there is the instruction to 'abide in Him, that when He appears, 
we may have confidence and not be ashamed before Him at His coming' (1 Jn 2:28). 
That is clearly the issue of daily communion, and all that flows from it; of course. In 
his second letter, John goes on further to say: 'Look to yourselves, that we do not 
lose those things we worked for, but that we may receive a full reward' (2 Jn 8). John 
was speaking as an apostle of Christ and of the things the apostles had worked for in 
and through their teaching. So an important element of the coming review will 
certainly be what we have done in our lives with the apostles' teaching - whether we 
have shown disregard for it or 
 continued steadfastly in it, as those first believers in the Jerusalem Church of God 
did. 
Which really brings us on to Hebrews 13:17 where we read: 'Obey those who rule 
over you, and be submissive, for they watch out for your souls, as those who must 
give account'. It is clear then that our attitude to our church elders will be very 
relevant to the assessment of our service. 
As we feel there is potential in our lives for a deficiency in any of these aspects of our 
service then the impact should not be to make us dread the day of His appearing, but 
rather that we begin now to give attention to these matters in view of the arrival of 
that coming day. 
We end on the positive note struck in 1 Cor.4:5: Therefore judge nothing before the 
time, until the Lord comes, who will both bring to light the hidden things of darkness 
and reveal the counsels of the hearts; and then each one's praise will come from 
God'. At that time when after His coming we shall stand before Him and our life and 
service will be reviewed, when even our motives will be exposed, for some things that 
might have appeared impressive may turn out to have been done for self glory and of 
no value therefore in God's sight. Knowing we shall stand before the One whose eyes 
are like a flame of fire, we take comfort in reading that 'each one shall have his praise 
from God'. The Lord is so gracious, He is not looking to find fault, but for reasons to 
positively commend our service.  
 
Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
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FOR THE WANT OF A PEN 

By Reg Darke, Victoria, B.C., Canada 
 

Lest we forget the importance of little things! A Russian Christian expressed thanks 
for the gift of a pen, which enabled her to revive a work of sending gospel leaflets to 
prisoners. God had been blessing this work with souls being saved, but when her 
ballpoint pen ran out of ink, the work came to a stop. Pens were not available locally. 
It is a reminder of a childhood witticism; 'For the want of a nail, the shoe was lost', 
and this ended with The battle was lost, and ail for the want of a horse shoe nail'. 
Thank God for the Christian who made more pens available in a time of crisis! The 
Lord will not forget. 

Small but acceptable 
Small things are important to the Lord and His work. For example, Dorcas and her 
needle, David and his sling. The Lord Jesus was grateful for the boy's sacrifice of his 
five loaves and two fishes. This 'so little gift' was scorned by some of the disciples, 
whose comment was, 'What are these among so many?' The Master was an 
eyewitness of the widow who cast into the Temple treasury her two mites. It was a 
small offering that would induce scorn amongst some, but the heavenly Treasurer 
looked on her heart, and knew the sacrifice she was making. She gave all that she 
had. As Christians we know these things, but we forget them. too. Our God is the 
God of small things, as well as the great. Let us not forget the contrast between the 
majesty of the cedars of Lebanon in their size and beauty, and the smallness of the 
Rose of Sharon, and the lily of the valley. Perspective is all important in spiritual 
service. 

Wonderful testimonies 
Let us not despise the 'puny' gospel leaflet. It is not only a piece of paper with a 
message attractively illustrated. It contains a message from the Living God, whose 
will is that all should be saved. Think of all the wonderful testimonies given by men, 
women, boys and girls, who have been brought to the Saviour through reading a 
leaflet or booklet. People need to know that God loves them, and longs for them to 
accept His dear Son as their Saviour. Countless souls will be in heaven through 
believing the message of God's grace contained in a tract. Zechariah asks a vital 
question; 'For who hath despised the day of small things?' (Zech.4:10). An 
anonymous writer has wisely said: 

My life shall touch a dozen lives, before this day is done. 
Leave countless marks for good or ill ere sets the evening sun; 
This is the wish I always wish, the prayer I always pray; 
Lord, may my life help other lives it touches by the way. 
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FOCUS 
WATER BAPTISM: REGENERATION OR DEDICATION 

By George Prasher, Manchester, England 
Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them into 
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit (Matt.28:19). 
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to the whole creation. He that 
believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that disbelieveth shall be 
condemned (Mk.16:15,16). 

Baptism by immersion in water of disciples who had believed the gospel message 
stands out clearly in the New Testament as the will of our resurrected Lord and 
Saviour. Yet within a few centuries of His ascension to glory the original simplicity 
and spiritual meaning of baptism became obscured by unsound teaching; in particular 
it was misrepresented as the means by which regeneration (i.e. new spiritual birth) 
was brought about. 
The Roman Catholic Church was conspicuous in this development. At the Council of 
Trent (1545-63) it was asserted: 'Whoever shall affirm that baptism is indifferent, that 
is. not necessary to salvation, let him be accursed... If then through the transgression 
of Adam, children inherit the stain of primeval guilt, is there not still stronger reason to 
conclude that the efficacious merits of Christ the Lord must impart to them that 
justice, and those graces, which will give them a title to reign in eternal life? This 
happy consummation baptism alone can accomplish'. 
Nor has the Roman Catholic position changed with passing centuries. For its 1994 
Catechism states: Through baptism we are freed from sin and reborn as sons of God; 
we become members of Christ, are incorporated into the Church and made sharers in 
her mission: baptism is the sacrament of regeneration through water and word-
Baptism not only purifies from all sins, but it also makes the neophyte (new convert) a 
"new creature", an adopted son of God, who has become a partaker of the divine 
nature, a member of Christ, co-heir with Him, a temple of the Holy Spirit.’  
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Regeneration: the Spirit's work 
How far-reaching the implications of such doctrine! For regeneration is scripturally the 
result of the Holy Spirit's work in awakening an individual's soul to repentance 
towards God and faith in Jesus Christ. 'Not by works done in righteousness, which we 
did ourselves, but according to his mercy he saved us, through the washing of 
regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, which he poured out upon us richly, 
through Jesus Christ our Saviour' (Tit.3:5,6). The error of baptismal regeneration 
seems even more pronounced in the case of children as yet unable to understand 
their sinner need or to appreciate God's saving grace in the gospel. For the so-called 
'sacrament' of baptism at the hand of a priest is alleged to procure even for them all 
the spiritual blessings inherent in the new birth. 
Of course the doctrine of baptismal regeneration is by no means confined to the 
Roman Catholic Church. In somewhat varied guises it is taught by many other 
denominations. One of the lesser known groups which lays great emphasis on 
baptism being essential for salvation originated as recently as 1979 in Boston, USA, 
having broken away from the original Church of Christ which was also founded in the 
USA in the eighteen-twenties. This organization began as 'The Boston Church of 
Christ'; in London, UK. it operated as The Central London Church of Christ'; and in 
Manchester, UK, as 'The Manchester Church of Christ'. 

Scripture misrepresented 
One of the movement's main tenets is that baptism by immersion in water is essential 
for salvation. Salvation by faith in Christ alone is regarded as false doctrine. To them 
baptism is the moment of conversion and salvation. They teach that an individual first 
comes into a state of belief, but is not saved until he shows repentance by being 
baptized for the forgiveness of sins. They summarize the theology of the gospel as 
Belief + Baptism = Salvation. This misinterpretation of Scripture about baptism is but 
one of the movement's serious doctrinal errors. They also deny the doctrines of 
original sin and predestination. They claim that people can be saved only through 
membership of their church, and that any of their adherents who leave the sect will be 
eternally lost. The baptism in water of disciples of the Lord Jesus is consistently 
featured in the Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles as a public commitment to the 
resurrected Lord. It follows the inner work of regeneration already wrought by the 
Spirit of God. It is essentially an act of dedication in obedience to the Master's will. 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 
Various and Strange Teachings 

By Ian E. Penn, Nottingham, England 
Introduction 
Not many people live in Australia. Its population of nearly 19 millions is roughly the 
same as that by which the population of India increases annually. Moreover, few lived 
there before 1788 since when it has been peopled by successive waves of 
immigrants and their descendants. Yet, in such a short space of time and amongst so 
few, there are representatives of most of the world's religious bodies and beliefs. 
(Humphreys and Ward, 1995). (1) Two major 20th century developments have 
promoted this remarkable phenomenon. Ease of global travel and increased religious 
tolerance (in the western world especially) allow immigrant communities to carry their 
religious beliefs to their new homes and to keep open lines of communication to their 
home-lands.  
'many false prophets shall arise' (Matt.24:11)  
Similar, if less well developed, newfound freedoms following the successful American 
Revolution of 1776-83 paved the way for the multitudes of economic and religious 
refugees, mainly from Europe, to people that part of the New World in the 19th 
century. They eventually created the foremost political and economic power of the 
20th century. It is easy to imagine how in such a hotbed of change, when men were 
busy discarding old ways of life and building a new life in a new world, that they 
 should look to the future. Many from Europe took with them the Bible and it is also 
easy to imagine how the spread of interest in its unfulfilled prophecies, especially 
about the Second Coming of the Lord and involving the establishment of His new 
kingdom on earth, should find fertile soil and take root in the minds of many such 
people. Adventist excitement, arising from the thoroughly un-scriptural practice of 
trying to predict the date of the Second Coming, ultimately gave rise to a number of 
different groups which were widely influential throughout the 20th century. These with 
their approximate current numbers are: the Seventh Day Adventist and related 
groups (8,300,000). Millennial Dawn, now Jehovah's Witnesses (4,700,000), 
Christadelphians (100,000), Church of the Latter Day Saints popularly known as 
Mormons (8,000,000), Church of Christ Scientist or Christian Science (100,000). 
Although these represent diverse beliefs, they tend to share several things in 
common. All originated in 19th century North America; each rejected well-established 
church teaching; each developed new teachings, commonly claiming new revelation, 
whether by direct divine intervention or through prophets whose writings, in particular, 
were considered authoritative; each (with the exception perhaps of the last named) 
had its own interpretation of  
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events surrounding the Second Coming and this came to dominate other beliefs. Such 
beliefs generally involve a mixture of what had been traditionally regarded as New 
Covenant and Old Covenant beliefs. Despite their peculiar and in some cases rather 
doubtful origins, all these groups, perhaps largely because of their emphasis on 'good 
works' of one kind or another, have come to be accepted in the 20th century world. 
Apart from parts of the Seventh Day Adventist movement, all deny the Godhead of 
Christ and are examples of the spirit of Antichrist (1 Jn 2:18-23). In that they attract 
persons to a gospel of works, their guests are 'in the depths of Sheol' (Prov.9:l8). 
The emphasis placed by the Church of Christ Scientist, on the importance of spirit 
over matter in human experience, has arisen to become one of the major 
developments in the spread of 20th century diverse and strange teachings. Indeed the 
diversity was increased by a new major phenomenon, a preoccupation with metaphysical 
(beyond the body) and psychical (spirit) aspects of religious thought.  

The fool hath said in his heart, 
There is no God' (Ps.53:1) 

Before considering this phenomenon, it is necessary to mention a unique feature of the 
20th century which is the popularity of the idea that human beings can successfully 
order their lives without reference to any supernatural being, or form of religion, or even 
superstition. On the one hand, if we include state-sponsored Soviet or Sino-Marxism, the 
numbers involved are very large indeed. On the other hand, 'humanist' or 'rationalist' 
societies, though quite small in size, have successfully, as they see it, influenced 
Western Society. It should be noted, however, that the apparently large numbers of 
persons claiming nowadays to have no religious affiliation are not necessarily secular 
humanists but are really saying that they have no conviction about particular 
conventional beliefs. In America, at least, such persons are amongst those most likely to 
be interested in unconventional, mystical, magical phenomena such as re-incarnation, 
astrology or ghosts (Stark 1997, p.37) (2).  Indeed, it might be that the departure from 
knowledge which comes by revelation to that based on rationalist investigations alone, 
or to beliefs commonly based on personal experience ascribed to a spirit world, 
became one of the greatest growth areas of strange teaching in the 20th century. 

'seducing spirits' (1 Tim. 4:1) 
The 20th century saw the rise of scientific investigations of the power of the mind and 
spirit beyond that usually experienced by human beings. The pioneering days of such 
investigations lay in the preceding two centuries and sometimes originated in a desire to 
prove rationally the spiritual world of which the Scriptures speak. Out of them grew 
the modern Spiritualist or Spiritist movement which most believers accept readily as a 
modern expression of that so fully condemned in the Scriptures. The latter do give 
instances of communication from 'beyond the grave' but these always reinforce the 
Bible's central teachings by condemning human involvement in 
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such things and, of course, they pale into insignificance by comparison with the 
Resurrection of Christ. Nevertheless the rise of such activity is to be seen in a country 
like Brazil, which is nominally Roman Catholic yet up to as many as 35,000,000 
people are said to be associated with various forms of spiritism. Practitioners of 
spiritism, involving seances and alleged communication with the dead, have 
generalized beliefs such as the Fatherhood of God, Brotherhood of Man and 
continuous existence of the soul. At heart, however, there is a belief in sinners putting 
right their own sins in the next life, if not in this life, by the agency of their individual, 
hidden psychic powers. 

'philosophy and vain deceit’ (Col.2:8) 
A slightly more knowledge-based version of such beliefs is the teaching of 
Theosophy which has pervaded much new thought. It claims that the nature of God is 
in every person and indeed in all nature itself. But God, in such beliefs, is not a 
Person, merely a principle which lies behind the laws of the universe. Thus, Love is 
God rather than God is Love. That nature needs to be released through various re-
incarnations to attain spiritual perfection. The individual may even be helped to do so 
by spiritual beings or 'Masters' who have so progressed that they take bodies to help 
struggling humanity attain such a state. In such things there appears to be a degree 
of convergence of belief with the more extensive religions of the East. A more 
westernized development lies in the derived beliefs of Anthroposophy which is said to 
number over 500,000 adherents. It is a science of the spirit world which places Christ 
at the centre, as the One anticipated by eastern religions of the past, and who had full 
super-sensory perception. Individuals can through training increase their knowledge 
of the realms of the spiritual by applying these principles in established fields of 
scientific study including agriculture, medicine, nutrition and education. Scientology, 
is perhaps a more extreme modem version of such things, claiming to use technology 
and counselling to help the individual to increased awareness of his ‘immortal being' 
and so lead to greater harmony between himself, his neighbours and God.  

'a different spirit, which ye did not receive' (2 Cor.11:4) 
It will be seen that continuing from the 19th century, the major developments that 
have arisen are really, by comparison with the Scriptures, significant steps backward 
from the revelation of God in Christ. They indicate a pre-occupation with the search 
for spiritual reality which refuses divine revelation on its own but adds to it or relies on 
individual, personal beliefs and experiences. Complementing such attempts at 
knowing God by searching through human means is that to which mankind always 
reverts, the gospel of works. But the Scriptures say that Man cannot by searching find 
out God (Job 11:7). There really is no need for such a search since Bible revelation 
begins from the point man is striving to meet in his searching. Progressing from that 
starting point, the Scriptures unfold their wondrous story of the Christ and God's ways 
with man and His purposes  
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for him. The fruits of man's unaided searching contrast with what has come by 
revelation, the gospel of grace and the gift, to all believers in Christ, of the 
permanently indwelling Holy Spirit. 

Conclusions 
The ease of communication and travel developed in the 20th century and the 
culmination of religious tolerance which has spread through the developed world 
since the end of the 17th century make it likely that the reader of this magazine may 
encounter some of the diverse and strange teachings mentioned above. It seems 
unlikely that the believer will be carried away by them if he or she is well grounded in 
the following truths of the Scriptures: 

(1) the deity of Christ, and His work on the Cross 
(2) the deity, personality and work of the Holy Spirit 
(3) the gospel, both to the sinner and to the saint 
(4) the house of God, particularly its different expressions in the different 

dispensations. 
The believer may take heart in two ways, even at the blossoming of such strange and 
diverse teachings and their tendency to converge on the most elementary levels of 
spiritual experience, such as the reality of the supernatural, the spirit-world, the after-
life and man's relationship to them. 
Firstly such beliefs will be embraced, we believe, as part of the great, religious 
Babylon whose objective is to enslave the souls of men and whose flourishing and 
demise are associated with the soon-coming of the Lord Jesus Christ (Rev.18:1-24). 
Indeed, it may be that 20th century ease of travel, growth of religious tolerance and 
pre-occupation with spirits may replicate on a global scale some of the major features 
of the old Roman Empire. Secondly, if some men and women are prepared to shed 
their loosely held cultural beliefs for the folly of such diverse and strange teachings, 
then surely some by the help of the Spirit, may be persuaded to accept the sweet and 
unadulterated word of the truth of the gospel of the grace of God.  
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'IT IS WRITTEN...' HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(6) Lives as Lessons: Biographies 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada  
Introduction 
There is no substitute for personal experience, it seems. When conversation turns 
into debate, the appeal to real life examples usually is more powerful than an 
argument based purely on theory. This is proven in the mind of a youngster, who 
responds to a  
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parent's refusal with the simple statement: 'Well, my friend Jimmy's parents let him!' 
The technical arguments against the child's proposed action will likely fall on deaf 
ears, no matter how well based they are on the theoretical probability of something 
awful happening as a result. This reality extends into adult life. Jesus knew this and 
often used personal knowledge of real life to support His doctrinal statements. Take 
for instance His explanation of how true obedience springs from grace (Matt.21:28-
31). He tells of two sons asked to do a job by their father; one says yes, but leaves it 
there; the other says no, but later actually gets on with the job. Who was obedient? 
The deep doctrinal lessons of grace giving the repentant sinner an undeserved 
second opportunity, and the worthlessness of a broken promise of a religious 
hypocrite, are well illustrated. And no doubt readily accepted by Jesus' hearers too. 
Why not? Everyone could relate to the facts, and the personal experience was 
undoubted and clear. The issue of whether or not Jesus' parables are based on 
factual accounts or just realistic pictures is interesting, but inconsequential. As the 
Son of God He certainly had access to enough real examples, without having to 
press fiction into service. Moreover, even as pure illustrations His parables have a 
telling accuracy about them; it is their indisputable association with real life that 
makes them effective as a teaching tool. So we may justifiably include parables in our 
comments on Bible biographies. 
In this article we are not trying to explain all the details and meanings in any particular 
biographical account. As will be seen from our illustration above, we shall take some 
liberty with the term biography, to include real life sketches of various types. Our 
objective is for the reader to recognize how helpful is the use of such biographies. 
Then, as we come across them in our Scripture reading, we will be more appreciative 
of the work of the Holy Spirit in using this tool to gain our attention and to help us see 
the relevance of the situations He describes. And as we remember the way in which 
our own lives may be used by the Spirit as living letters to others (2 Cor.3:2), we shall 
not forget the potential forcefulness and clarity of what we actually do for Christ 
ourselves. 

Learning from failure 
A forceful thing about the biographies in Scripture is their frequent attention to 
unwelcome failure. This is one of the things that support out faith in the complete 
reliability of our Bibles. If what we read there were only heroism, purity and success 
we might conclude the accounts were just fanciful legend or religious myth. But 
biblical biographies are full of descriptions of natural failing as well as praiseworthy 
achievements. It is easy to provide examples, but to test this in the extreme let us 
look at men who were among the best. Abraham is described as 'the friend of God' 
(Jas.2:23); Moses is described as the meekest or humblest man alive (Num.12:3); 
David is described as a man after God's own heart (Acts 13:22); yet despite this, 
Scripture records significant failings on the part of each of these men. Abraham twice 
pretended to be just Sarah's brother instead of her husband (Gen.12:13; 
Gen.20:2,12,13). Moses failed to honour God before the people (Deut.32:48-52). 
David was even guilty of adultery and murder (2 Sam.12:9). As you read the Bible 
biographies you can be sure you are given a true account, and often a compelling 
one. We see our own weaknesses in the lives of others. We may even tend to be 
most critical of those who are guilty of  
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our own particular weaknesses! In any event, Scripture presents life the way that it is, 
for commendation and always for our contrition. We should never be lulled into 
thinking we are strong enough to avoid all the failures we see in others. 
Joseph was a man who knew about temptation. But he knew what to do about it 
(Gen.39:7-12), even though the action he took was costly. In this he was behaving as 
the godly man who swears to his own hurt, but remains resolute (Ps.15:4). The latter 
scripture is a true description of our Lord Jesus Christ. When as a man He committed 
Himself to do all the will of His God and Father, He knew that this would result in His 
own awful suffering, but He never gave up. We have many lovely insights in this from 
the life of Joseph. He was repeatedly challenged, but never turned away from the 
high standard He knew God expected. From his place of favour at his father's side, 
he went on a mission of mercy to his brothers, perhaps expecting their rejection, for 
that is how they had previously treated him. Yet he fulfilled the father's will, even 
though it led to immense suffering. That suffering and trial later led to the highest 
glory that the world could imagine being given to anyone; Pharaoh said: You shall be 
over my house, and according to your command all my people shall do homage; only 
in the throne I will be greater than you' (Gen.41:40). Scripture records no error on the 
part of Joseph at any time. What a biography! It is worth studying the life of Joseph in 
preparation for the weekly remembrance of the Lord Jesus in the Breaking of the 
Bread. Like the meal offerings brought by godly Israelites under the Law, which in 
type tell so much of the pure life of the Lord Jesus, the account of Joseph provides 
illustration after illustration of the even more lovely One he foreshadowed. We may 
turn to Ps.105:17-22, a concise summary of the role Joseph played, and ponder how 
much the psalmist realized about the Messiah depicted in what he wrote. But why not 
read the fuller account between Gen.30-50? 
We tend to think of biographies as accounts of the lives of famous individuals, like 
Joseph, but in Scripture we find God uses the experience of a whole nation as a 
biographical lesson. In fact He tells us this quite specifically: 
For I do not want you to be unaware, brethren, that our fathers were all under the 
cloud, and all passed through the sea; and all were baptized into Moses in the cloud 
and in the sea; and all ate the same spiritual food; and all drank the same spiritual 
drink, for they were drinking from a spiritual rock which followed them; and the rock 
was Christ. Nevertheless, with most of them God was not well-pleased; for they were 
laid low in the wilderness. Now these things happened as examples for us, that we 
should not crave evil things, as they also craved.  
(1 Cor.10:1 -6). 
When you read the Old Testament scriptures do you look upon them as a source of 
examples? Have you been baptized in water? In the passage we have just read we 
learn that what happened to Israel as they passed through the Red Sea 
corresponded to what happened to us when we were baptized. They left behind 
slavery to the world's ruler, Pharaoh; they took their baptism, and emerged under 
God's rule and under new leadership, Moses, so that they could please God in their 
service to Him. Verse 6 says this biography of the people of Israel was to provide an 
example for us.  Now stop a minute and let the truth of that sink in. God moved about 
two million people through that experience, because He wanted amongst other things 
to provide you and me with 
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a better understanding of baptism. We immediately realize how important this issue is 
to God. Baptism today is part of the biography of everyone who finds a place of 
service in the house of God. We therefore start to see that the thrill of baptism is not 
just the release from a life of slavery to sin, but the appeal of a good conscience in 
service to God (1 Pet.3:21). As we read biographical sketches in the Scriptures we 
need always to keep our eyes open; perhaps we are intended to see in them much 
more than the day to day things they record. 

The Life of Christ 
Joseph and Melchizedek portray in the Old Testament something of the Lord Jesus 
Christ as Saviour, Priest and King. In the first four books of the New Testament we 
have accounts of the Lord Jesus in the days of His flesh. There have been debates 
for centuries regarding the Gospel accounts. Critics have wondered why the first 
three in our Bibles, Matthew, Mark and Luke were all needed. Sometimes the 
question reflects a view that the accounts are just records of the day-to-day life of 
Christ, mainly focused on the three years before He was crucified. To think that is 
largely to miss the point. The Gospels are not just biographies, they are documents 
written with a much greater purpose than simply reporting events. 
The Holy Spirit has used these glimpses to reveal specific lessons about Christ to us. 
John says specifically in his account that the purpose was: 'that you may believe that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing you may have life in His name' 
(Jn 20:31). That purpose required a detailed record of just a few days of the Lord's 
period of ministry. Luke set out to deliver a treatise (Acts 1:1;  Lk.1:1-3), a factual 
account with a purpose (v.4). Treatise' in Acts 1:1 is a translation of the Greek 'logos', 
a word meaning a reasoned communication. There were reasons for what is 
recorded, and omitted, in Luke's Gospel, and those reasons were not simply Luke's. 
The Holy Spirit Himself made such decisions, and saw fit to repeat things in Matthew 
and Luke that were already recorded in Mark's Gospel. 
Undoubtedly the focus of all the Gospels is Christ. Illustrations of Him in the lives 
recorded in the Old Testament are now compared to the real thing. Isaiah's prophetic 
passages describing God's people as his 'servant', are now found to be pictures of 
the One who is truly His Servant (Isa.41,42; Matt.12:18). It is understandable that 
God sees fit to repeat such things, and show them to us through multiple witnesses. 
What God so desired to see in His people, He now sees in His Son, and the Gospels 
present that to us. 
So we present for readers' attention biblical biographies. We have something to learn 
from them, from the lives of the least to the Greatest. 
 
Biblical quotations are from the New American Standard Bible. 
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THE COLLECTION' 
To give, is not to lose, but to sow seed 

By Alex Hope, Musselburgh, Scotland 
It began at Antioch. Then it spread to churches of God in the three provinces of 
Macedonia, Galatia and Achaia. Paul called It 'The Collection' and it was a means of 
relieving the deep poverty which had arisen among the churches in Judea. 
When Agabus gave his prophecy about a famine throughout the Roman Empire, the 
response of the Antioch disciples to need in Judea was immediate. They simply gave 
what they could afford (see Acts 11:28-30). It was a lovely example of caring for one 
another. Paul and Barnabas carried their gift to the disciples in Judea. This sowing 
took root later among other Gentile churches. The Collection' became a big thing in 
the ministry of Paul. An assurance given to Peter, James and John that he would 
help the poor was faithfully kept. Here are a number of verses relating to this subject: 
 
Romans 15:26  
 

Macedonia and Achaia made a certain contribution for the poor in 
Jerusalem. 

Romans 15:27 
 

The Jews shared spiritual things with the Gentiles, now it was the 
turn of the Gentiles to reciprocate by sharing in carnal things, i.e. 
money. 

Rom.15:28  
Acts 24:17 
 

'The Collection' was regarded as fruit. 
Paul changes the description to 'alms and offerings'. Behind such 
words we can discern compassion and generous giving. These 
offerings would be costly. 

1 Cor.16:1  
 

Paul, using apostolic authority, had brought the churches of Galatia 
into 'The Collection'. 

1 Cor.16:2 
 

The method used in Corinth was simple, regular and systematic. 
Every Lord's Day brethren and sisters decided what they could 
give.  

1 Cor.16:3 
 

The accumulated collection became a bounty, i.e. a gift freely 
given.  

1 Cor.16:4-9 
 

These verses give some idea as to how their contributions would 
reach Jerusalem.  

2 Cor.8:16-24 It was finally decided that three brethren would carry The 
Collection'. Two brethren are un-named but are obviously men of 
outstanding character and they accompanied Titus.  

 
Such is the importance of The Collection' that Paul devoted two whole chapters to it 
(2 Cor.8,9). Interestingly, in all these verses about this, not once is money mentioned. 
The continuing theme in both chapters is a statement made by the 
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Lord Jesus, 'it is more blessed to give than to receive'. The Macedonian churches 
had excelled in their generosity.   This galvanized Corinth into doing the same.   Their 
response encouraged the apostle. It enabled him to write about many aspects of 
giving to the Lord: 

• Giving is not a matter of duty (i.e. a tax) but a manifestation of love. 
• Giving was not according to their means but beyond their means. This was 

'the riches 
• of their liberality'. 
• Giving is like sowing; either it is done bountifully or sparingly. 
• Giving by Gentiles is an example of care towards their Jewish brethren.  It 

highlighted 
• church unity. 
• Giving is an exercise. What you start you finish, even if it takes a whole year. 
• Giving involves grace and fellowship. 

Perhaps we could draw special attention to three well-known verses which stand out 
in 2 Corinthians: 
1. You 'know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ... he was rich, yet for your sakes 
he became poor' (2 Cor.8:9). 
2. God loves 'a cheerful giver' (2 Cor.9:7). 
3. 'Thanks be to God for his unspeakable gift' (2 Cor.9:15). 
There is a lot we can learn from 'The Collection'. It was a practical means of 
explaining the principles of our giving to the Lord. The Lord Jesus spent time in the 
Sermon on the Mount to teach His disciples about almsgiving and a correct attitude to 
money. Paul continued the theme. 
In coming to the box each Lord's Day we acknowledge that we are part of a 
Fellowship of churches. We have an opportunity, indeed a responsibility, to support 
our full-time evangelists and funds for outreach and the maintenance of assembly 
halls. In particular, giving to funds for the relief of need has a direct association with 
'The Collection'. 
Of course, all giving to the Lord is a personal and a private thing. It is the evidence of 
the sincerity of our love. The One who sits over against the Treasury still values the 
widow's mites. Money has a place in all our lives - but if your eye sees the need and 
your heart is touched then stretch out your hand. Remember the words of the old 
proverb: 'To give, is not to lose, but to sow seed'. 
 

'Come and see a man...' (Jn 4:29). 'Behold, the man!' (Jn 19:5). 
The first statement was spoken out of a heart that was captivated by the 
Man, Christ Jesus. He had answered all her questions, He accepted her as 
she was and had given her a gift that thrilled her very soul. But Pilate's 
statement was cold and indifferent. He had no love for the Man before him. 
He was but a man. For many today, hearts will move and tears will moisten 
the eye as again we recall the day when He saved us through the awesome 
triumph of His death on the Cross. 

Golden Bells Calendar 
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
Certainty in the Face of Change (7) 

By B.D.Johnston, Leigh, England 
 As this year approached, billions of pounds were spent to mitigate the effect of 
anticipated widespread disruption arising from the fact that computers have clocks 
and date programs inside them, and older versions could get confused as to which 
century they were in. In the event, the dateline was passed with hardly a headline: 
triggering only a debate as to whether this was the result of effective preparation or 
overstatement of the problem. On the side of the former is the reported case of the 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission which back in 1998 had looked at the Seabrook 
nuclear power station in New Hampshire and found so-called 'millennium bug' 
problems, which, unless fixed, in their opinion would have affected the computers that 
monitor vital safety functions charged with keeping the nuclear reactor cool. Little 
wonder that reports of that type had raised the spectre of Chernobyl! 
It was that kind of uncertainty that was seized upon by religious millennialists. Some 
Christian authors began writing about how 'millennium bug' problems could trigger a 
financial melt-down leading to an international depression, making it possible for the 
Antichrist or his emissaries to establish a one-world currency or a dominant one-
world economic system. 
The international news magazine TIME in conjunction with CNN conducted a poll 
during 1999 in which they asked people what their state of preparedness was for the 
year 2000, bearing in mind especially all they had heard about the so-called 
'millennium bug'. Forty-seven per cent of those questioned said they would take extra 
cash out of their bank account. Thirty-three per cent said they would stockpile food 
and water; while twenty-three per cent intended to stockpile fuel. Twenty-six per cent 
of folks planned on keeping family members at home just so as to be sure. 
One thing we can say from the Bible with absolute confidence is: this world is not 
going to end any-time soon. The Bible does tell us, without putting a date to it, that 
there are going to be plenty of big changes ahead. We can expect trends towards a 
global market and global economy in which all buying and selling can be regulated, 
and trends toward big government featuring the amalgamation of individual nations 
into confederated kingdom states all owning allegiance to a dominant world power. 
These are trends anticipated by those who read and study the Bible. In the same way 
people who read and studied their Bibles knew, long before it happened in modern 
history, that there was going to be a modern state of Israel once again occupying its 
ancient homeland and that this would be a source of continual tension in the Middle 
East. 
The preparation the Bible urges upon us is of being prepared to meet our God (Amos 
4:12). which includes 
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being ready for the second coming of Jesus Christ. In this series, we have been 
thinking about the return of Christ even as He promised: 

Let not your heart be troubled; you believe in God, believe also in Me. In My 
Father's house are many mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you. I 
go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will 
come again and receive you to Myself; that where I am, there you may be 
also (Jn 14:1-3). 

These words were for those who believed in Him: those who were His followers. 
Christ is coming back first of all to take all true Christians to be with Himself. Bible 
students popularly refer to this as the 'Rapture of the Church'. In other words, the 
time when the Lord Jesus will snatch away from this world all born-again believers 
and take them to be with Himself. All believers on the Lord Jesus whether dead or 
alive at the time of Christ's return will go. All believers since the time of the New 
Testament apostles form Christ's Church, biblically called 'the church, which is His 
body' (Eph.1:22,23). It is this Church that Christ is coming back for. It is viewed in our 
Bibles as the Bride of Christ with Jesus Christ Himself as the heavenly Bridegroom. 
In this connection, Jesus' words, 'I go to prepare a place for you', may have a special 
significance. In the land and time of the Bible, marriage customs included a betrothal 
period before the wedding ceremony. Betrothal, however, was much more formal 
than our present day engagement. It was then the bride gave her consent to what 
was usually her parents' choice of groom, and the parties established the terms of the 
marriage contract. They were legally bound from that time until the marriage was 
consummated after the actual wedding which was usually a year or so later. In the 
intervening time both bride and groom had duties to fulfil in preparation for marriage 
to each other. The groom, for his part, worked hard to prepare the bridal chamber. 
Often this was done by adding a room to his father's house. Christ said that in His 
Father's house are many rooms, many mansions, and He is preparing a place for us 
there. He is getting it ready to receive His blood-bought bride. Another responsibility 
on the groom's side was that he, or more normally his father, paid what was known 
as the 'bride-price1. 
The Lord Jesus paid the ultimate price for His bride when He gave Himself for her at 
the Cross. Remember how we can read in Eph.5:25-27: 

Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave 
Himself for it, that He might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water 
by the word, that He might present it to Himself a glorious church, not having 
spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that it should be holy and without 
blemish. 

Christ's Church is His bride, and the bride's preparations are hinted at in Rev.19 
which is among the writings of the apostle John that we have focused on in this 
series: 

let us be glad and rejoice and give Him glory, for the marriage of the Lamb 
has come, and His wife has made herself ready'.   And to her it  
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was granted to be arrayed in fine linen, dean and bright, for the fine linen is 
the righteous acts of the saints (Rev.19:7.8). 

We have often said, that good works do not earn us salvation, and neither do they, 
for the Bible says salvation is a gift by the grace of God. Now we can see where good 
works really do fit in. Christian acts of service are pictured as being the bridal dress of 
the Church which is the bride of Christ. The apostle John gives us this entrancing 
glimpse in Revelation of the heavenly wedding ceremony which celebrates the union 
of Christ and His Church, that is all believers. Very likely there is a link back again to 
eastern wedding customs, this time affecting the bride's preparations. At the betrothal 
stage, the groom gave white 
 linen to the bride in order for it to be made into her wedding dress. During the period 
up until the wedding ceremony itself, he continued to give personal trinkets to be 
sewn into the dress. They could be of gold or silver or precious stones and the bride 
sewed them into the dress so that, in a way, the groom would be able to look at his 
bride adorned in this dress and see himself in her. 
Let us realize we are preparing our wedding dress by all that we do for our Lord now 
in His service. Whatever practical preparations we make for earthly things must be 
left as a matter of personal judgement, but we can and must prepare for future and 
heavenly events which God's Word says are certain and imminent. Biblical quotations 
are from the NKJV. 
 

‘I AM’ 
By Alan Toms, Leicester, England 

The Lord Jesus said, 'Before Abraham was, I am' (Jn 8:58). He loved to use that title 
during His sojourn on earth, linking it as He did with various aspects of human need, 
'I am the bread of life', 'I am the light of the world', for example. It reminds us that our 
ever-present God and Saviour is the eternal I AM. We follow the precious truth a step 
further, for who has not been comforted by the great promise of Isa.41:10, 'Fear thou 
not, for I am with thee; be not dismayed, for I am thy God'? That Old Covenant 
promise is carried into our New Covenant experience by our risen Master's 
declaration, '...lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world' (Matt.28:20). 'I 
am with you'. Great words, great truth, linking His almighty power with our frailty and 
weakness. 
Men and women of faith in all ages have grasped its significance and resting in it 
have been overcomers. To Jeremiah, trembling at the immensity of the task God was 
laying upon him. came the word, 'Be not afraid... for I am with thee to deliver thee' 
(Jer.1:8). The apostle Paul likewise in the night vision at Corinth heard the Voice 
saying, 'Be not afraid, but speak, and hold not thy peace: for I am with thee' (Acts 
18:9,10). It banishes fear. It must do, for if He is with us, and for us, who can be 
against us? May God help each one of us to live in the peace and enjoyment of it. 
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FOCUS 
A NOTABLE SCIENTIST REMEMBERED 

By George Prasher, Manchester, England 
Three months ago an exhibition in Birkenhead, U.K. commemorated the 110th 
anniversary of the birth of an outstanding scientist, Dr. Arthur T. Doodson CBE, DSc, 
FRS, FRS (Edinburgh) (1890-1968). 
Between 1930 and 1960 Dr. Doodson's brilliant work with the Liverpool Tidal Institute 
at Bidston Observatory, on the outskirts of Birkenhead, earned him world renown. In 
1956 he was made a Commander of the British Empire for his services to science. 
Among his outstanding achievements was the development of the Doodson-Lege tide 
predicting machine, which was installed at the Observatory in 1950. This made 
possible the calculation of tidal levels anywhere in the world, so providing reliable 
statistics so vital both to commercial shipping and naval operations. 
Many of our readers may not be aware that Dr. Doodson was an editor of this 
magazine for about twenty years until his death in 1968. An appreciation by his 
fellow-editors in that year included the following tribute: 
'He had an exceptionally rich and discerning mind, trained and given to research, and 
was thus able quickly to apprehend the salient features of any discussion or article... 
He had a fluent pen himself and contributed richly to the edification of the readers of 
this magazine... He delighted in the words of David: 

How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, 0 God! 
How great is the sum of them! 
If I should count them, they are more in number than the sand: 
When I awake, I am still with thee (Ps.139:17.18). 

We treasure the memory of the Word of God our brother spoke unto us, and 
considering the issues of his life, we endeavour to imitate his faith'. 
An article by Dr. Doodson entitled Science and the Word first appeared in the June 
1947 issue of Needed Truth, and was later published in booklet form. It offers a 
valuable perspective on the approach of an analytical scientific mind to the inspired 
Word of God in Scripture in subjection to the leading of the Holy Spirit; as illustrated 
by the following brief excerpts. 

As to conflict between Science and Scripture 
'In the popular mind there is a vague idea that science has some kind of conflict with 
the  
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Word of God. No doubt this is due partly to the difficulties which arose in connection 
with the hypothesis enunciated by Darwin with regard to the origin of species, but it 
might also be associated with the treatment which Galileo the famous astronomer 
received from the churchmen when he announced that the earth revolved around the 
sun and was practically a sphere. Both these times of trouble arose from wrong 
conceptions of the purposes of Scripture. The Bible, as we see clearly enough today, 
is neither a textbook of science nor a textbook of history. The Bible was never 
intended to describe events or things which had no relation to its main purpose, 
which was... above all to reveal the Lord Jesus as the One through whom all the 
purposes of God would be established, and for whom all things have been created'. 
The true scientist prefers to keep to what can be proved, and it is rather the journalist 
with scientific leanings who too often speaks as though in the name of science. ...The 
search for truth by the scientist is impersonal, and is not conditioned by any 
understanding, correct or incorrect, of any passages in the Word of God. ...we can 
rest assured that the facts of science will always be in conformity with the statements 
of Scripture, and we do not need to worry about any hypothesis which the scientist 
uses to keep his facts together until they can support for themselves the full edifice of 
truth'. 

As to remarkable scientific references in Scripture 
After relating the swift movements of the living creatures as described in 
Ezek.1:16,17 to the principle of the modem gyroscope, the article comments: 'When I 
read such words as these, one scientist at least has a spirit of wonder, and his 
appreciation of the accuracy and inspiration of the Word of God is deepened'. 
And regarding such scientific insights in Scripture Dr. Doodson offers this advice: 
'...while the Bible is not a textbook of science, what is said here and there has a value 
for the diligent student of the Word of God. If he says, "Lord, increase my faith", here 
are things which will help him. I would commend to every young man and woman the 
study of God's creation along with the study of the Word, for the heavens are the 
work of His fingers and there are some earthly things which He will tell us that we 
may believe the more readily the heavenly things which He rejoices to set before us'. 

The works of the LORD are great. 
Sought out of all them that have pleasure therein (Ps.111:2). 

A telling epitaph 
On the headstone of Dr. Doodson's grave are the words: 

'WISE UNTO SALVATION" 
A fitting reflection of his personal faith in Christ Jesus as a result of his knowledge of 
the sacred writings! (2 Tim.3:15). 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 
The gospel... bearing fruit and increasing' 

By Alan Toms, Leicester, England 
 In the 20th century world population increased by a staggering 4536 million. 
According to Whitaker's Almanack it was estimated in 1900 at 1622 million and by the 
turn of the century demographers calculate that the figure has exceeded 6 billion. 
Every one of those millions of people is part of the world which God so loved, and still 
loves, that He gave His only-begotten Son for their salvation; every one of them a 
precious soul for whom Christ died. They were in God's mind before the foundation of 
the world, when According to the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus 
our Lord' the elect among them were 'foreordained... unto adoption as sons through 
Jesus Christ unto himself (Eph.3:11, Eph.1:4,5). Glorious truth! We live to see God's 
eternal purpose being fulfilled and, by His grace, to have the privilege of a little part in 
the outworking of it. 
'All souls are mine', God says, individually known and loved by Him, and each one 
with a right to hear of the Saviour who died. Clearly that fact was implied when God 
said of His Servant-Son, 'I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou 
mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth' (Isa.49:6). The same thought was 
surely in the Saviour's mind also when He commissioned His disciples to 'Go... into 
all the world, and preach the gospel to the whole creation' (Mk.16:15). 

The great commission 
That commission has never been repealed. The century under review began with an 
increasing awareness among evangelical believers that the Master's parting words 
were as binding upon them as upon His apostles, that they should be His witnesses 
unto the uttermost part of the earth. A dedicated army of men and women went out, 
reaching the far corners of the earth with the precious message entrusted to them, 
but inevitably progress was slow. Missionaries confined to the relatively small area to 
which they were assigned, found after a life-time of service that there remained vast 
multitudes beyond their reach who still waited to hear the story of God's love. But in 
the last two or three decades a remarkable change has come about, largely as a 
result of immense development in technology. There is no doubt that we are living in 
'the time of the end' when 'many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be 
increased' (Dan.12:4). The rapidity with which knowledge has increased is breath-
taking, and the increase of technological knowledge in particular has turned out 
remarkably to the progress of the gospel. 

Bible translation 
The translation of the Scriptures is an example. Wycliffe Bible Translators, founded in 
America in 1935 and in Britain in 1953, report that it was in 1976 they commenced 
typesetting by  
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computer and as electronic equipment has become readily and more cheaply 
available their task has speeded up tremendously. Whereas it used to take two 
workers around twenty years to analyze a language and present the native people 
with the Word of God in their mother tongue, they can now complete a translation of 
the New Testament, and sometimes the whole Bible, in three or four languages in 
that same time period. When they started work only 388 languages and dialects had 
any part of the Scripture translated. As we enter the new millennium there are 333 
major languages with the whole Bible, 876 with the New Testament and a further 
1028 with portions of the Word of God. 
This is pioneer work, of course, for no one can be born again except 'through the 
word of God, which liveth and abideth' (1 Pet.1:23). When missionaries from the 
Churches of God responded in 1947 to the call of Burmese Christians to 'come over 
and help us' they were very thankful to find that Adoniram Judson had left behind 
him, after years of sacrifice and suffering, an excellent translation of the Scriptures in 
the Burmese language. On that solid foundation our brethren were able to build. 

Radio outreach 
This is another area of gospel activity which has taken a leap forward, particularly in 
the closing decade of the last century. 'In 1985 the four major international 
broadcasting companies coordinated their efforts and resources in a visionary and 
ambitious project, called The World by 2000, to provide programming to every man, 
women 
 and child by the turn of the century in a language they could understand' (Trans 
World radio information sheet, December 1997). The apostle Paul had a similar urge: 

...from Jerusalem, and round about even unto Illyricum (modern day Croatia), 
/ have fully preached the gospel of Christ, he wrote. Yea, making it my aim so 
to preach the gospel, not where Christ was already named... But, as it is 
written. They shall see, to whom no tidings of him came. 
And they who have not heard shall understand (Rom.15:19-21).  

Radio has many advantages, not least that carried over the air waves the message of 
God's love reaches places that human feet could never reach; and of course, one 
voice reaching many thousands, often millions of people all at the same time. Another 
great advantage is that those of other faiths who would be ostracized, or worse, if 
they publicly displayed an interest in the Christian gospel can listen unobserved in the 
privacy of their own homes. 
In the Churches of God we are deeply thankful to have a tiny part in making Christ 
known to the nations through our Search for Truth radio programmes. Using the high-
powered transmitters of Trans World radio (made clearer and cheaper by Astra 
satellite to Europe) we are broadcasting our weekly messages to all five continents of 
the world. Remembering that God's desire is two-fold '...that all men should be saved, 
and come to the (full) knowledge of the truth' (1 Tim. 2:4) we aim to provide gospel 
appeal as well as sound  
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teaching for believers, an outreach activity calling for constant prayer. 
The internet 

What shall we say of the value of the internet so recently developed through 
technological advance? Already Christ's ambassadors are taking advantage of this 
new means of communicating the gospel of Christ. Seeking souls are searching the 
world-wide web to find the way of salvation. Surely a loving God who is not willing 
that any should perish is making it possible for His servants to use these modern 
means of communication that 'by all means' they may 'save some' (1 Cor.9:22). 

Other voices 
But as always the relentless opposition of the powers of darkness continues and all 
around us other voices are clamouring to gain the attention of people in every land. 
Last month our contributor to this series drew our attention to the many 'divers and 
strange teachings' (Heb.13:9) which have mushroomed during the last century. 
Behind them we detect the voice of the Tempter who deceived Eve in the garden of 
Eden, 'a liar and the father thereof as the Lord Jesus described him, and sadly there 
is no lack of people being led astray by his lies. We are thankful, however, for all who 
stand unflinchingly against such error for 'the word of the truth of the gospel'. 
'Omnipotence has servants everywhere' and we salute the vast army of faithful ones, 
fellow-members of the Church, His body, who will not give place, no, not for an hour, 
to those who would pervert the gospel of Christ. 'Jesus Christ, and him crucified' is 
still the only message to meet the deep need of human hearts.  

The persecution of believers 
One further point in our subject demands consideration, for the persecution of 
believers has had a profound influence upon the spread of the gospel from the very 
beginning of Christian testimony. Hardship and suffering endured out of love and 
allegiance to the Lord Jesus has proved to be '...for the elect's sake, that they also 
may obtain the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory' (2 Tim.2:10). 
During the century under review persecution of believers reached a high level with 
the rise of communism and the growing strength of Islam, and heart-warming stories 
reach us of lives gloriously won for Christ as a result of such suffering witness. They 
serve to remind us that these faithful men and women, of whom the world is not 
worthy, have been filling up on their part that which is lacking of the afflictions of 
Christ for His Body's sake, for we understand it is to such suffering the apostle Paul is 
referring in Colossians 1:24. We honour their memory. 

In conclusion 
We rejoice, yea, and we will rejoice that Christ is proclaimed. We live in a changing 
world. The message has not changed. It never will. But methods of proclaiming it are 
changing as great doors and effectual are opening to us. These are urgent and 
challenging days as we draw closer to the return of our Lord Jesus. The apostle's 
parting charge from the Roman dungeon comes echoing to our hearts down the 
centuries of time, 'Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season' (2 Tim.4:2).    
God help us to heed it.    We  
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cannot, must not be complacent while the souls of men are perishing in hopeless sin 
an.' we have the treasure in our earthen vessels to bring them light and life and love. 
Let us lift up our eyes and look on the fields white unto harvest; and let us catch me 
vision of the aged seer in Patmos of the harvest ingathered, as he viewed   the vast   
multitude   of   the 
 redeemed from every tribe and tongue and people and nation, swelling the Saviour's 
praise. When they sing their new song we shall be among them, praise God. Then 
God's eternal purpose in Christ will be finally fulfilled. But 

now to watch, to work, to war,  
And then, to rest for ever. 

 
'IT IS WRITTEN'... HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(7) On the Scene: Reporting 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
 

Immediacy 
A question for you: how many times do you think you would read the word 
'immediately' or 'straightway' in the Gospel by Mark? To make a better educated 
guess you might check the first chapter, and by the end of it you will have seen these 
words appear over ten times. Mark obviously wants to give readers a sense of how 
being with the Lord Jesus Christ was a thrilling experience. We might ask ourselves if 
that is the way we would report our lives as His disciples. If not, perhaps we are not 
living sufficiently in His company. 
Another interesting fact about Mark's Gospel is the way in which the present tense is 
used when reporting past events. Most modern English Bibles do not translate it that 
way; they adopt the past tense to make it easier for their readers. The New American 
Standard Bible places an asterisk in the 
 text wherever this occurs, and it is often interesting to think how the account reads if 
we translate literally using the present tense. The Revised Version helps to give us 
that literal translation; here is an example, with the present tense underlined to show 
the point: 
And they lead him out to crucify him. And they compel one passing by, Simon of 
Cyrene, coming from the country, the father of Alexander and Rufus, to go with them, 
that he might bear his cross. And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, 
being interpreted, The place of a skull. And they offered him wine mingled with myrrh: 
but he received it not. And they crucify him, and part his garments among them, 
casting lots upon them, what each should take (Mk.15:20-24). 
In doing this, Mark almost puts the reader in the speaker's place.   If you  
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would like to see some other examples, look up Mk.2:3-10; Mk.4:35-41; Mk.6:30-51. 
In fact, it has been found that Mark uses the 'historic present' more than 150 times. If 
you have an NASB version, then watch out for those asterisks! Then note how 
sentence after sentence is linked by the word 'And'. Again this is surely neither 
accidental, nor poor grammar; it conveys the continuity of the events; it evidences 
how absorbing the developing situation must have been to those immediately 
involved. If you have been through a truly exciting experience, as you have sensed 
the work of God being displayed before your very eyes, you will likely tell others 
about it in the same way as Mark. However, we sometimes might have to ask 
ourselves if the thrill of discipleship is a remembered rather than present experience! 
The vital Scripture reports can stir us back into action. 

Give Me the Facts 
Perhaps Peter was Mark's main source of information, and you may just imagine how 
Peter's reputed impetuosity came out in the way he reported events to Mark. 'So what 
happened next' might have been on the lips of Mark before he duly recorded these 
'immediately' statements. Mark has acted as a good reporter; he has captured the 
facts and the flow of events. He certainly has provided more detail on specific 
accounts than Matthew or Luke, and this may be because Peter could provide close 
personal insights about the emotions felt by people who were actually present on 
those occasions.  Mark specifies names, numbers, times and places (e.g. 
Mk.3:6;5:13; Mk.11:19; Mk.14:68). He reports actions, feelings, non-verbal 
communications (gestures, sighs, looks, as we might say: body language), all of 
which make us believe he quotes an eye-witness. You may check these in the 
following passages, for instance: Mk.3:34; Mk.5:32; Mk.6:34; Mk.9:36; Mk.11:12. 
Given that Mark compiled his record years after the events, the ability to provide such 
intimate details is a mark of the Spirit of God at work. The Holy Spirit may bring to 
mind truth about Christ (Jn 14:26). Only someone who has first stored away such 
words and feelings could have them restored. It begs the question, 'Are we putting 
the Word of God firmly into our minds, so that the Spirit can bring them to our 
remembrance when needed?' If we have never read some parts of the Scriptures, 
how may the Spirit of God stir us to remember them? The Lord's words to His 
downcast disciples show how we may find support from 'all the Scriptures' (Lk.24:27). 

First Things First 
Scripture's use of reporting makes it difficult for us to put the book down. That is very 
important in these essential Gospel accounts. We will profit by reading the whole 
account to provide the context for later detailed study, and that initial labour is made 
easier by the use of this literary style. When we have fed on Mark we can take larger 
bites of Matthew and Luke. They provide spiritual nourishment. Just like food for our 
bodies, it can be helpful if we have an appetiser before we attempt more meaty 
portions. We often advise unbelievers to commence their reading of Scripture with  
the  
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Gospel by John, and with good reason, for it impressively introduces them to the 
deity of Christ. But the other Gospels can act as a really good lead-in to more difficult 
matters. Oil painters always paint the background first, and the same practice can be 
beneficial in a spiritual sense too. Matthew, Mark and Luke provide a vital 
background; John picks out essential issues; we need to absorb them all. 

In the Shadow of Mighty Men 
The Gospel that bears Luke's name is a well-documented account, which achieves 
the literary and spiritual objectives that extend to the book of Acts too (Acts 1:1,2). 
Luke tells us that he worked carefully to be sure of the facts. As the accounts are 
presented for our belief, not just our entertainment, they must be trustworthy. After 
Acts 16:10 Luke explicitly links himself with Paul by the word 'we' or 'us', and he was 
clearly in the best place to report Paul's teaching (e.g. Acts 17:22-31; Acts 20:18-35; 
Acts 28:23). It is no surprise then to find that there is an abundance of words that are 
found only in Luke's Gospel and in the Epistles of Paul. A good reporter must 
faithfully state what he has been told, but if the reporter was on the scene himself the 
ability to provide insightful details improves. And in the case of the Scriptures we are 
considering, the Holy Spirit was at all points overseeing the activity and finally 
breathing out Himself, and thus into the writers, the very words that they should use, 
combining the work of deity with human instrumentality to provide the essential 
reports we now read. 
Neither the Gospels nor the book of Acts is simply a biography; they are treatises 
written for a higher purpose than just recording events. But the reporting style they 
use is very helpful to us as we progress towards the higher teaching objective. If you 
read the account of the shipwreck in Acts 27 you will find it absorbs your interest. But 
its purpose is not to feed the emotions; we may note that missing from the Scriptures 
are accounts of at least two other shipwrecks suffered by Paul (cf. 2 Cor.11:25), so 
the purpose is not just to detail exciting events. If the Holy Spirit just wanted to do that 
He would not be short of material, and He would not need to author fiction. The 
thrilling events of Acts 27 tell us how disciples are not immune from bad decisions 
made by those in authority. It also assures us that God has a care for His people, and 
a greater purpose in suffering. 
The reporters of Peter and Paul accompanied spiritual giants, mighty men indeed. 
But to report what is seen of Christ is the higher objective. However, to consider such 
reporting in proper context we are brought to what the writers said about His 
sufferings. The Gospel writers lead us, painfully but factually, through the events. 
When spiritually we are needing a jolt, we may turn to those accounts and be 
reminded very clearly of divine love in action. Nor is such reading of value only at low 
points in our spiritual life; in fact, it is very appropriate when we are preparing to 
worship God, in full awareness of our once-for-all cleansing and with a heart stirred to 
praise Him (Heb.10:22). Why not make a note now to read  
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Jn 18 to 20 next Saturday night?  
'And I saw...' 

Neither Mark nor Luke was numbered among the Twelve apostles, but John had that 
privilege. The Gospel attributed to him, as 'the disciple whom Jesus loved' (Jn 
21:20,24), includes an exceptional amount of detail. He devotes seven chapters to a 
period of 24 hours (Jn 13-19). The detail he provides is characteristic of a first-hand 
witness to the events. But here we are not going to focus on his Gospel record, or his 
epistles, but on the wonderful account of the apocalypse: the Revelation. 
More than thirty-five times in Revelation John reports: 'And I saw'. Again we are 
challenged by the personal witness he provides. When next you are wondering what 
to read, use your concordance to find these 'I saw' passages, and picture with John 
the glorious unfolding of Christ. His depictions of the scenes in heaven and earth are 
very graphic, and in some places the images are difficult for our minds to take in. But 
John reports it exactly the way it was revealed to him. How would you explain to a 
techno-literate maths student just what a slide rule was, and how it was used. Then 
think how much more difficult it would be to explain the term: 'computer mouse' to 
your great-great grandparents. John's task was even more difficult. He saw scenes 
from heaven. The Spirit of God enabled him to report these things for consumption by 
the human mind. Thankfully, He did not tell John to express the multitudes of 
heavenly beings in terms of a mathematical exponent, but the words 'myriads of 
myriads' (Rev.5:11) serve the purpose well, for people of John's age as well as our 
own. 

About the Author 
Why do so many people read newspapers? It is not just because they contain news 
items. It has something to do with the way the news is presented. The appeal to the 
reader's mind is carefully crafted, and the essential facts are passed along, inter-
twined with material that weaves the whole into a record that makes compelling 
reading. Now turn to your Bible, and look for the evidence of the Holy Spirit's use of 
reporters. You will not find the passages difficult to read, and they will challenge you 
to read on. The immediacy of the style will be noticeable (by the way, the Greek word 
meaning immediately is used about 40 times in 13 chapters of Mark's Gospel). God 
knows how our minds work, and He uses these methods of writing so that His points 
will not be missed. So as you read, remember who is really speaking to you! 
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 EDITORIAL 
The writer to the Hebrews refers to the 'immutability' of God's counsel (Heb.6:17), 
namely that it is dependable and unchanging. God's favour goes beyond all that man 
could deserve by His freely giving up His own Son to 'the death of the cross' for us 
ail. His counsel is one of love toward man, willing to show mercy, and faithful to His 
promise to bless those who trust in His divine Word. 
For our part such faithfulness should engender a desire to 'hold fast the confession of 
our hope that it waver not' (Heb.10:23). This quality of hope is described as an 
anchor of the soul. Paul wrote to the Ephesians, '...ye were called in one hope of your 
calling, one Lord, one faith, one baptism' (Eph.4:4,5). He was concerned to see the 
practical expression of the hope that was within them, and that they would not lose 
sight of the fundamentals of their faith, when faced with diversity of teachings. To lose 
hold of the confession of our hope, centred as it is in the person of Christ, is to risk 
being 'carried about with every wind of doctrine' (Eph.4:14). 
This month Dr. Terrell stresses the importance of divine revelation and its supreme 
authority, where compromise would involve acceptance of teaching often blatantly 
contrary to the Word and will of God. The theme of Focus is the deliberate 
suppression and distortion of truth. Far from being confined to the past, such 
suppression of the truth is evident in the present day, and may be traced to the work 
of the Adversary. The series on how truth is presented in God's Word considers rules 
and statutes as a means of guiding our course. Harmonious relationships and 
spiritual growth result where there is an appreciation of the will of God as expressed 
in Christ, with the desire to follow in His ways. For the intent of the statutes is to lead 
in that direction as Elim succeeded Marah (Ex.15:27). Eric Archibald 
 

THROUGH YOUR SUPPLICATION' 
By George Prasher, Manchester, England 

 
Paul was in bonds. Yet his spirit was unfettered. If he was bound, the Word of God 
was not bound. Those who guarded him had felt the liberating power of the gospel. 
The message had spread throughout the whole praetorian guard and to all the rest. 
Even the rivalry of those who preached Christ of envy and strife did not depress 
Paul's spirit; rather he rejoiced that Christ was proclaimed. His every circumstance 
was used to advantage that Christ might be magnified. 
Behind such triumph of spirit lay much prayer and supplication. Certainly Paul's own 
mighty exercise of heart in prayer; but also the supplications of many saints 
throughout the Churches of God, a fellowship in prayer so often sought and thankfully 
acknowledged by the apostle. News of his sufferings and imprisonment would have 
stirred the saints to fervent remembrance. So that where trial had abounded, 
sustaining  
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grace had flowed yet more abundantly. The light of witness had shone powerfully in 
the Imperial city through the Lord's prisoner. Other brethren had been emboldened by 
this example of God's exceeding great power being manifested through an earthen 
vessel. 
To the praying saints in Philippi, Paul now writes from prison, 

I know that this shall turn to my salvation, through your supplication and the 
supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ (Phil.1:19).  

The supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ is unlimited. It sufficed through Paul's direst 
circumstance. It has flowed on in undiminished fulness to meet every trial of our 
present experience. The divine provision abounds. But our responsibility comes into it 
too. Our supplications! It is here that weakness may lie! Each day our supplication 
should be directed towards renewed supplies of grace for our personal trials, that 
Christ may be magnified. There is supplication ever needed for the quickening and 
up-building of the Churches of God. And supplication from Calvary-softened hearts 
for perishing souls. 
That we set ourselves so to pray is as vital now as it was when Paul wrote, '...through 
your supplication and the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ'. 
_______________________________________________________________  
TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 

The Multi-faith Concept 
By Dr. J.D. Terrell, Carlisle, England 

 
'For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, 
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual 
hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places' (Eph.6:12). 

THE CONCEPT: presentation 
The occasion was Commonwealth Day 1990; the setting Westminster Abbey, 
London, U.K. The religious service in the abbey was attended by the Queen and her 
consort as well as other members of the royal family and of the government. First 
was a reading from Buddhist scriptures about the attaining of Nirvana, followed by a 
Hindu text focusing on Brahma, the supreme god of the Hindu pantheon. A 
celebration by Muslims of the virtues of Allah and his prophet came next. After further 
prayers and praise directed to Hindu, Buddhist and Muslim deities and prophets, the 
name of Jesus was briefly mentioned in prayers by clergy from the free Churches and 
the Church of Scotland. The Roman Catholic prayers did not use the name of Jesus, 
 nor did the remaining hymns of final blessing. In spite of subsequent protests 
directed to the Queen as nominal head of the Church of England, Commonwealth 
Day in subsequent years, has been similarly observed. 
But 1990 did not mark the beginning of the Inter-faith Movement. It was as early as 
1936 that the World Congress of Faiths was established by Sir Francis Young 
husband who had come under the spell of Buddhist teachings in India and Tibet. Its 
objective was to 'penetrate the divine essence' believed to be common to all faiths. 
The term 'syncretism' is used to refer to the aim of sculpting a single faith out of the 
perceived common elements of different religions; and 'pluralism' to describe the 
movement   
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to recognize different faiths as individually distinct, but acknowledging the best in 
each other and sharing acts of worship and devotion. There is considerable common 
ground today between inter-faith, or multi-faith movements and New Ageism, which 
has borrowed much from eastern religions to add to its witches' brew of demonology, 
superstition, paganism and astrology. 

THE CONCEPT: implications 
Furthermore, the sinister implications of this for the impairment of truth are closely 
linked to the politics of whole nations and continents. Hence in one Far Eastern 
country in which the writer lived and worked almost fifty years ago, it was apparent on 
every hand that national life in all its aspects, even to the recognition of ethnic identity 
and civil and racial rights, was fused with profession of the Muslim faith. Today, even 
a passing knowledge of countries like Iran, Pakistan and many others, reflects the 
same conditions with religious fundamentalism dominating every aspect of life with a 
chilling ruthlessness. The carry-over of a variety of religious faiths whose origins and 
main bases are outside the western world, is through immigration increasingly 
affecting some western nations. This has led to a quite alarming degree of 
accommodation being shown to the demands of minority religious groups. In the 
name of tolerance and good race relations we are finding just the kind of attitude and 
practice illustrated in our opening paragraph. This is increasingly reaching into the 
world of education where a poverty of Christian conviction among so many teachers 
leaves an open door for aggressive multi-faith religious education demands; 
demands which are progressively met by supine and often faithless government 
agencies. Young disciples in colleges and universities are now rubbing shoulders 
with enthusiastic peddlers of eastern religions. It is significant, however, that violent 
protests emerge from the Indian sub-continent, in particular against incursions of 
'christian' evangelism including Roman Catholicism. 

THE CONCEPT: challenge 
Now if disciples of Jesus Christ are to give an effective witness to revealed divine 
truth with all these wind-; of religious error swirling around them, they will need both 
to recognize what is going on for what it really is, a major satanic initiative in end-time 
days before the Lord's return; and to identify the true nature of the concoction of 
heresy and fantasy which this situation represents. Contributions are included in this 
series of articles under the general title of Twentieth Century Review on the subjects 
of cults and of the New Age movement. Add to this the progressive incursions of the 
eastern mystic religions, whether Hari Krishna or Zen Buddhism or whatever, and the 
welcoming embrace they are receiving in the name of religious tolerance. It becomes 
imperative that the disciple of the Lord understands the essential errors involved, and 
the correct response from the Word of God. 
Three issues stand out for examination. Firstly, the truth about the person and 
character of God; secondly, the issue of revelation and the status of Holy Scripture; 
and, thirdly, the reality of sin in the human condition and the consequent need for  
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forgiveness and salvation, to be found alone in Christ. To encompass ail of these in 
the short space of an article like this is daunting if not impossible, but the essentials 
may be set out. 

The nature of God 
The perceptions of deity contained in the wide variety of world religions are legion. 
They range from the Lord Buddha who in life never claimed a status like the God of 
the Bible, to the extensive pantheon of gods in the Hindu religion; the latter for the 
most part represented by idolatrous images which can only be described as 
grotesque. This is not to deny for a moment that among the devotees of these and 
other religions there are many truly devout and sincere people, however deluded we 
may perceive them to be from the vantage point of divine revelation in Scripture. The 
God of the New Testament, indeed of the whole of Scripture, is the triune God, 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit (2 Cor.13:14). Some religions are so far from this concept 
that they bear no possible comparison. But in Islam we have 'Allah', and to attempt a 
comparison, not to say identification, with the God of the Bible is attractive to some. 
However, the out-and-out denial of the deity of the Lord Jesus Christ by the Muslim 
forbids any such attempt at identification. Remove God the Son from the divine Trinity 
of Scripture and the entire Christian concept of God lies in ruins. The same indeed 
applies to Judaism. The person worshipped as God by the Muslim and the devout 
religious Jew is simply not the same person as the One who commands the 
Christian's devotion, worship and allegiance. This is true, however attractive it is to 
many people to assign a common monotheism to Islam, Judaism and Christianity. All 
profess one 'God' - but not the same one. It is not possible to pursue this case further 
here beyond adding that care and prayer are certainly needed in witnessing to this 
and other fundamental facts of divinely revealed truth to the Muslim or the Jew. At 
present we are simply establishing the facts and issues in our own Bible-instructed 
awareness. 

Divine revelation 
Christian truth and conviction rest on the reality of divine self-revelation; in creation; in 
the Word of God; and supremely in God incarnate in the person of Jesus Christ 
(Heb.1). The idea of revelation as such is either denied or ignored by a wide range of 
world religions. This essentially follows from what they believe about the nature and 
person of 'God'. Orthodox Judaism declares the Torah to be absolute God-given 
revelation, though many non-orthodox religious Jews deny the whole idea of absolute 
revelation. Muslim theology affirms that the Qur'an (Koran) was written by God before 
all time and channelled through the prophet Mohammed. 
When we come, however, to eastern religions and their philosophies, their widely 
varied perception of 'God' virtually excludes anything resembling revelation. The very 
idea of revelation requires that there be a revealer. It is really subjective intuition 
which dominates the mystical and mythological religions. And it is solemn as well as 
interesting to observe in our own day the extent to which this subjective approach has 
encroached on Christian thinking to the detriment of reliance on the absolute 
authority of  
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the written Word of God. Thus the disciple of Jesus Christ needs to be ready to 
defend the truth of divine inspiration and revelation in the Bible as a fundamental 
bulwark against other world religions (2 Tim. 3:16). We simply cannot allow our grip 
on the all-authority of the Scriptures to relax in the global religious scene of today. 

Sin and salvation 
The entire principle of human sin separating from an infinitely holy God, and calling 
for a divine initiative in reconciliation and redemption, is absent from most world 
religions. Even in Judaism and Islam this is an alien idea as evidenced by the bitter 
antagonism both show to the deity, person and saving work of the Lord Jesus as the 
sole basis of human salvation, human works being excluded (Jn 14:6; Acts 4:12). 
Eastern religions submerge such a doctrine in the myth of re-incarnation, so denying 
one of the most fundamental and solemn of Biblical declarations that 'it is appointed 
for men to die once, but after this the judgment' (Heb.9:27). It is not possible in this 
short article to go into the varieties of salvation theories of other religions, but they 
belong to another world from Christian doctrine on this most vital of subjects. Some 
sects of Hinduism attach the word 'salvation' to a striving for 'enlightenment' through 
meditation and other self-reliant means. The Buddhist's ultimate aspiration to the 
nothingness of Nirvana has no meaningful relationship to the Christian conviction 
about salvation from sin and the promise of heavenly joy in the presence of a 
personal God and Saviour 'who loved me and gave Himself for me' (Gal.2:20). How 
transparent is the Adversary's master-stroke in dismissing the whole idea of offensive 
human sin and divine saving grace! 

Spirituality true and false 
Even the briefest consideration of these issues concerning the Inter-Faith Movement 
should serve to alert the true disciple of the Lord Jesus to the sinister and corrosive 
nature of what it involves. The heir apparent to the British throne is well known for his 
commitment to the defence of 'faith' rather than of 'the faith', meaning Christian 
doctrine. In many ways this sums up the issue before us. The evident failure of 
material things to satisfy the human heart has gripped many people and driven them 
to seek some, any, form of 'spirituality' which might offer some satisfaction and peace 
of heart. What better from the enemy's point of view than a wide spectrum of notions, 
however bizarre, to choose from; all so long as they resolutely divert human attention 
from 'repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ' (Acts 20:21). 
Or, better still, seek to reconcile or even fuse together these 'spiritual' philosophies 
with Christian teaching, and so enhance the natural resistance of the sinful human 
heart to the challenge and appeal of the pure gospel of Christ. 

 Beware lest anyone should cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, 
according to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the 
world and not according to Christ. For in Him dwells all the fullness of the 
Godhead bodily; and you are complete in Him, who is the head of all 
principality and power (Col.2:8-10).  

Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 
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FOCUS 
FALSIFYING HISTORY 

By George Prasher, Manchester, England 
 

Did six million European Jews in fact perish as a result of the Nazi holocaust? Was 
Hitler personally ignorant of the mass murders until 1943? Were the gas chambers of 
Auschwitz a mere myth, most prisoners having died of disease, starvation or hard 
labour? 
These are some of the issues raised at a trial in a British high court earlier this year. 
David Irving, a self-taught historian who had specialized in the history of World War II, 
with particular interest in German affairs, was the plaintiff. He brought a case for libel 
against Deborah Lipstadt, author of Denying the Holocaust: the Growing Assault on 
Truth and Memory: and against Penguin Books the publishers. The book had 
described Irving as "one of the most dangerous spokespersons for Holocaust denial". 
He had indeed made a name for himself as a controversial, provocative historian. As 
far back as 1977, in a book entitled Hitler's War, Irving had claimed that Hitler was 
unaware of the mass extermination of Jews until 1943. This made him popular with 
neo-Nazi groups, an association which caused many publishers to refuse to print his 
books, while he was actually refused entry to Canada and Germany. 
Irving's legal challenge to Professor Lipstadt boomeranged on him severely. The 
defence demonstrated how he had repeatedly distorted evidence. The judge ruled 
that criticisms of Irving in Denying the Holocaust were 'almost invariably well 
founded'. For instance 'no objective, fair-minded historian would have serious cause 
to doubt that there were gas chambers at Auschwitz'. Nevertheless the judge 
acknowledged that Irving had shown 'an unparalleled knowledge' of World War II and 
had unearthed many documents formerly undiscovered. It seems all the greater pity 
that such a capable mind should have been applied to developing an historical 
interpretation which flies in the face of factual evidence. 
It happened that about the same time as this legal case was concluded Pope John 
Paul II was visiting Israel and Jordan. Included in his itinerary was the Yad Vashem 
Holocaust Memorial. Standing with bowed head in tribute to holocaust victims he 
said.  
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'In this Memorial the mind and heart and soul feel an extreme need for silence'. It is 
now almost seven years since the opening of the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum in Washington D.C. Attempts to falsify the history of Hitler's genocidal 
policies show how important it has been to perpetuate the record of true facts such as 
are vividly preserved in these Israeli and American Memorials. 
The Lord Jesus Himself identified the originator of falsehood when He said to certain 
Jews of His day: 

You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to 
do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, 
because there is no truth in him. Y/hen he speaks a lie, he speaks from his 
own resources, for he is a liar and the father of it (Jn 8:44). 

The Devil's sinister deceptive influence lies behind widespread tendencies to cast 
doubt on the realities of the Nazi holocaust. These trends derive from continuing anti-
Semitism which flows strongly beneath the surface in some countries, and from time 
to time erupts in such forms as desecration of Jewish cemeteries or even open 
demonstrations by neo-Nazi groups. People of this ilk naturally welcome any revision 
of history which places the persecutors in better light or suggests that Jewish 
sufferings have been exaggerated. 
The apostle Paul wrote: 'For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all 
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who suppress the truth in unrighteousness' 
(Rom.1:18). Perhaps there is no clearer example of this than when Israel's chief 
priests and elders conspired to suppress the truth of the Lord's resurrection: 

When they had assembled with the elders and taken counsel, they gave a 
large sum of money to the soldiers, saying, "Tell them, 'His disciples came at 
night and stole Him away while we slept'. And if this comes to the governor's 
ears, we will appease him and make you secure".  So they took the money 
and did as they were instructed, and this saying is commonly reported 
among the Jews until this day (Matt.28:12-15). 

The falsification of history at source! As the wise Preacher said: 
...there is nothing new under the sun. Is there anything of which it may be 
said, "See, this is new"? 
It has already been in ancient times before us (Eccles.1:9,10). 

Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
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‘IT IS WRITTEN’...HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(8) On the Statute Book: Laws and Commands 
By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

 
Introduction 

Anyone who thinks we have a problem with our justice system should read  Lk.18:1-
8; such problems are not new! God knows well that His requirements for the 
operation of a just society are not always met, because people fall short of the large 
responsibilities they are given (see Deut.13:8-13; Rom.13:1-7; 1 Pet.2:13-17). In 
democratic societies, we may see weaknesses in any or all of the three main aspects 
of government; that is: enacting of laws; executing the will of the people; and trying 
cases in court. While people may suffer under such weaknesses, it might be worse if 
there were no government at all. Certainly, in Scripture we find the times when 
people proceeded to do simply what each felt was right were disasters. It is worth 
noting what is said in Proverbs 12:15: 'The way of a fool is right in his own eyes', and 
then to compare this with what we read in Jdgs.17 and Jdgs.21. The proverb is 
evidently true. And the Scriptures record that the worst action ever committed by 
humanity was done by 'lawless men' (Acts 2:23RV). Therefore, it is no surprise that 
God in speaking to His people through the written Word, the Bible, has set out rules 
and procedures to govern their lives. He knows what is best, and His commandments 
are not burdensome (1 Jn 5:3). In fact His intention in the old covenant Law was to 
lead people to Christ (Gal.3:24), for their eternal benefit. In this article we want to 
draw attention to this necessary feature of God's Word: God's Law, Then as we 
subsequently read our Bibles we shall perhaps note such portions with increased 
gratitude. Of course, we know that the Law given to Israel has been fulfilled in Christ, 
and we now live in a day of grace. However, there is much to learn of the enduring 
principles found in God's laws and commands. 
It is a mark of the spiritual person that he or she loves God's law. Ps.119 in particular 
frequently testifies to this fact. The Psalmist expresses it simply: 'O how I love Thy 
law! It is my meditation all the day' (Ps.119:97). He goes on to point to certain 
advantages of this attitude: 'Those who love Thy law have great peace, and nothing 
causes them to stumble' (Ps.119:165). It would seem that adherence to the law is a 
very worthwhile pursuit. However, love for the law is more than just the practice of it. 
And certainly practising the law is more than the preaching of it! We might recall the 
Lord's harsh condemnation of hypocrisy in this matter: 'Woe to you lawyers as well! 
For you weigh men down with burdens hard to bear, while you yourselves will not 
even touch the burdens with one of your fingers' (Lk.11:46). Are we not quite prone to 
this ourselves though? 'Don't do as I do; do as I say!'  
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is likely not the attitude of the minority. Another relevant but almost rhetorical 
question would then be: why is so much of Scripture devoted to commands? 
Before going further, we should perhaps remind ourselves of the different aspects of 
God's Law that we find in the Scriptures. Ps.19:7-9 is helpful at this point, because it 
lists what we need to consider: 

The law of the LORD is perfect, restoring the soul; 
The testimony of the LORD is sure, making wise the simple. 
The precepts of the LORD are right, rejoicing the heart; 
The commandment of the LORD is pure, enlightening the eyes. 
The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; 
The judgments of the LORD are true; they are righteous altogether.  

Law, testimony; precepts; commands (or commandments); judgments; let us look at 
them in turn, and statutes too. 

Law 
In the Old Testament the word translated 'law' comes from another word meaning 'to 
throw', which itself implies action with an aim. You can see how the thought of 
direction is bound up in the term. The Law of God is not a list of unavoidable but 
pointless claims of the Supreme Being; it is purposeful direction. Therefore, when we 
come across laws in our Bible-reading we should first of all ask ourselves. 'What is 
the purpose here?' In substance we would then be challenging ourselves in the same 
way the Lord did when He said: 'What is written in the Law? How does it read to 
you?' (Lk.10:26). It is not always obvious, but study and thought about the matter will 
repay the effort. 
Sacrificial laws were only one part of the Law, and their physical application has 
ceased (Heb.7:12; 8:13). The Law also governed the relationships of the people with 
each other. Spirit-led people desired to achieve this in the grace of God, they saw the 
perfection of the Law as the hallmark of the divine pre-eminence that God had given 
to Israel among the nations (Deut.4:8). The failure of the people in keeping these 
requirements did not discredit the Law, but pointed forward to a time when One would 
come who would show it to be gloriously honourable and keep it in every respect 
(Isa.42:21; Matt.5:17-19). 

Testimonies 
The Bible also speaks of the Law as 'testimonies'. This term is used because when 
once the people of God knew God's expectations, their actions were measured by 
them. The Law acted as a witness, revealing bad and good behaviour against the 
standard and principles of the Law. So we see that Moses, after completing a 
codification of laws for Israel required a copy to be always kept in the ark of the 
covenant. The ark then became called the 'ark of the testimony' (Ex.25:16,22), as 
containing 'the testimony'. In fact, the covenant that God made in establishing Israel 
as His people was inextricably linked with the Law upon which the covenant was 
based. 

Precepts 
Next we come to 'precepts', a term found only in the Psalms. It has to do with 
principles, which are the rules to be followed in specific circumstances. 
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We all know how we are trained from childhood to react in specific ways to certain 
events. The same is true ir, God's dealings with people. He expects us to be trained 
to operate according to principles, rules, which He has determined should govern 
situations. Note the Psalmist's remark that these principles rejoice the heart. Not the 
heart of every person, of course, for some are set on disobeying God. But for the 
godly man or woman, the ability to obey God's precepts brings joy. 

Commands 
Ps.19 also speaks of 'commandments', or commands. These present us with 
straightforward obligations, no 'and, if or but' If you carefully look for each place 
where God tells Christians in the New Testament to do some specific thing, or 
something in a specific way. you may count up more than 600 such commands. Try 
looking for them in your reading. You might think straightaway of the commands to 
preach, baptize and teach (Matt.28:16-20; Acts 10:42-48). However, they do not all 
start off, 'You must...', or 'You must not...'. They may be as simple as 'Rejoice 
always', or 'In everything give thanks' (1 Thess.5:16,18). Remember what has already 
been noted, that the commands of God are not burdensome. Perhaps they would be 
if we simply approached them as things that we just had to do in our own strength, 
but God gives His enabling grace to help us, and to make the process enjoyable. 
Have you ever approached the matter of keeping God's commands as something that 
you might be missing out on? To fail to keep them is not to get away with something; 
it is to miss the blessing that comes from obedience. Therefore, it is worth studying 
our Bibles to find these commands, and to put them into practice. As disciples of 
Christ we will want to keep His commands, because it is the mark of the love and 
friendship that exists between us (Jn 14:15; 15:14). 

Judgments 
'Judgments' doesn't sound like a very friendly word, but seeing God's judgments as 
our friends is a useful way of looking at Scripture. They are not recorded there by 
accident, but by design. Judgments is a term which usually refers to decisions that 
God made in particular cases, and which then became precedents for all subsequent 
similar situations. We might term them 'God's case law'. Our all-wise God has 
enabled people to discern right and wrong, and decide cases between opponents 
(e.g. 1 Kgs.2:9; 1 Cor.6:5). We must remember that God is the Judge of all men, and 
His determination is in every case absolutely correct (Gen.18:25). In Heb.12:23 God 
is described as 'God, the Judge of all', but the phrase can be just as correctly stated 
'a Judge who is the God of all', it is worth noting that His judgment is not only correct 
it is inescapable, for He is God of all and none can exclude himself or herself from the 
reach of His law. 

Statutes 
Finally, for our purposes here, we turn to 'statutes', which we are told means literally, 
'engraved laws'. So judgments and statutes comprise the whole law, thus: 'what great 
nation is there that has statutes and judgments as righteous as this whole law which I 
am setting  
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before you today? (Deut.4:8). The Holy Spirit has helped us greatly in providing the 
written requirements of God, they are so to speak 'on the statute book'. We neglect 
them at our own risk; we   keep   them for  our blessing. As we turn to our Bibles, let 
us note how God speaks to us so profoundly and so helpfully in His Law.  
Biblical quotations are from The New American Standard Bible except where 
otherwise stated. 

'BEHOLD MY SERVANT' 
By William McCubbin, Dulwich, England 

 
 Liberty and the joy that goes with it are part of the blessings that God gives when we 
trust His Son for salvation. It is possible to get so occupied with this freedom that we 
may forget the fundamental reason for which it was given. Our freedom can be used 
to do exactly what we like, but of course we could have done that when we were still 
in bondage. It becomes very clear, when we look at the Word of God, that God freed 
us from sin and its consequences in order that we might serve Him. It is also clear 
from the Scriptures that there is tremendous honour in the service of God. Indeed the 
Son of God, when He was on earth said: 'I am among you as he that serveth' 
(Lk.22:27). We should not be surprised by this statement, remarkable though it is, for 
God had centuries before identified this Man as His perfect Servant. The prophet 
Isaiah spoke of this aspect of the work of Messiah several times over, and, in fact, 
four passages in Isaiah are sometimes referred to as the Servant Songs. In them we 
find some remarkable lessons for our service. 

Chosen for fruitbearing 
In the first song Isaiah 42:1-9, our attention is drawn to One referred to by God as MY 
Servant. This personal pronoun indicates both relationship and appreciation. Things 
that we describe as 'mine' are usually very special to us. We find that this Servant is 
described as 'elect' - a chosen one. It is astonishing that we too are chosen by God. 
Jesus reminded His disciples 'Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and 
ordained you. that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain' 
(Jn 15:16). 

Chosen for service 
It is reassuring, too, to note that this verse confirms that we are chosen for service. 
Conscious of that choice, we look to see how we can best carry out our task and are 
reassured to find that God 'upholds' His servant. We will not be left to rely on our own 
strength, but we will rely on the One who is mentioned in the passage under 
consideration '...I have put my spirit upon him' (Isa.42:1). In the day in which we live, 
we are granted something even more intimate than this, for we have God's indwelling 
Holy Spirit to turn to for direction and help. The character of the servant is mentioned 
at some length.    It is in  
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sharp contrast to the contemporary style, where he who shouts the loudest is soonest 
heard. This servant delighted the heart of His Father by not acting in this way. On the 
contrary - 'He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his voice to be heard in the street. A 
bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall he not quench...' 
(Isa.42:2,3), This was borne out beautifully when Jesus walked the streets of Israel. 
His patience and gentleness appealed to the weak and the vulnerable. Little children 
were not afraid to be taken up in His arms tc receive His blessing. Some of us may 
have to learn this character of service. In the second song Isa.49:1-6 there is a 
contrast. Now the Servant is seen as a sharp sword, a polished shaft, an arrow in 
God's quiver. It should not be thought that the Lord Jesus was weak because He was 
gentle. He is described here in military terms. Strength, accuracy and power are all 
implied. This was a Man who could rebuke hypocrisy, double standards and sins of 
all kinds. A combination of gentleness and power is needed by God if His purpose in 
our service is to be realized. We have to take on the spirit of Christ who was 
described by John when he said, '...grace and truth came by Jesus Christ' (Jn 1:17). 
God's purpose in using us in His service is illustrated by Isa.49:3: 'Thou art my 
servant, O Israel, in whom I will be glorified*. There can be no higher motivation 
towards divine service for Israel or for us than the realization that it is God-glorifying. 

Chosen for suffering 
The third servant song is contained in Isa.50:4-9.   Now a sombre note is introduced, 
and we find that service can involve suffering. So it was for God's perfect Servant, 
and some of the things that He endured are described in detail. It is only after this 
reminder that suffering may occur, that God's Holy Spirit graciously challenges our 
hearts and asks: 'Who is among you that feareth the LORD, that obeyeth the voice of 
his servant...?' (Isa.50:10). This challenge makes us stop and count the cost. It was 
this same Servant who reminded His disciples when He was on earth: 

The disciple is not above his master, nor the servant above his lord.   It is 
enough for the disciple that he be as his master, and the servant as his 
lord.  If they have called the master of the house Beelzebub, how much 
more  shall they call them of his household?  Fear them not... (Matt. 
10:24-26). 

He pointed out that they would be ridiculed, and persecuted and even put to  death,   
but  together with  these warnings gave reassurance that '...the very   hairs   of   your   
head   are   all numbered.  Fear ye not therefore, ye are of more value than many 
sparrows' (Matt.10:30,31). 

Chosen for exaltation 
The final servant song commences at Isa.52:13 and continues through to the end of 
chapter 53. Two strands are interwoven in the prophecy: one continues the theme of 
the sufferings of the Servant, the other presents the counterbalance of His exaltation 
to heights unimaginable. 'Behold, my servant shall deal prudently, he shall be exalted 
and extolled, and be very high' (Isa.52:13). The deep sufferings He was to undergo 
are acknowledged in  
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verse 14 as they will be throughout eternity: 'As many were astonied at thee; his 
visage was so marred more than any man, and his form more than the sons of men'. 
In chapter 53 the prophet returns to the Servant's sufferings in greater detail: 

He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with 
grief: and we hid as it were our faces from him; he was despised, and we 
esteemed him not.    Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our 
sorrows: yet we did esteem him stricken,    smitten   of   God,    and afflicted.   
But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our 
iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes 
we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every 
one to his own way; and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all 
(Isa.53:3-6). 

The songs become very precious at this point as we see God's Servant 
misunderstood,   despised,    rejected, broken-hearted,   wounded,   bruised, bleeding 
and bearing our sins.   For it gives us an insight to Paul's remarkable words    in    2    
Corinthians    12:10: Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in    reproaches,    in    
necessities,    in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's sake'. This is what being a 
servant of Christ may involve for the dedicated disciple. There are implications for our 
lives in the light of what the pattern Servant bore for us. To know the fellowship of His 
sufferings is seen as our highest privilege, serving Him with all our hearts because 
He first loved us. Overarching all of this, however, is a thought of triumph. The 
prophet concludes with a glorious vision and promise: 

...he shall see his seed,  he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the 
LORD shall prosper in his hand. He shall see of the travail of his soul, and 
shall be satisfied...    Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and 
he shall divide the spoil with the strong... (Isa.53:10-12). 

That will be the day of reward for God's perfect Servant. His days of toil are over and 
He sits at God's right hand waiting the day when those who rejected Him will bow the 
knee in homage. 
When we first enter His service, we have little idea how far-reaching the implications 
are. Enough to say that John saw in his vision: 

...the   holy   city,   new Jerusalem, coming  down   from   God   out   of 
heaven... the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it; and his servants 
shall serve him: and they shall see his face and his name shall be in their 
foreheads (Rev.21:2; 22:3,4).  

That is the tremendous prospect in store for those who serve the Lord Christ.  
Biblical quotations from the AV. 

 
 
I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and 
the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me 
and gave Himself for me. (Gal.2:20). 
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'HE CAME TO SIMON PETER' 

By Roy Hyland, Buxton, England 
 

The event recorded in Jn 1:35-42 marks a change in Simon's life, which led him 
eventually to leave his fishing business to follow the Lord. His brother Andrew made 
the introduction: 

We have found the Messiah' (which is translated the Christ) and he brought 
him to Jesus.  

The result was that Simon Peter became one of the Lord's chosen twelve. The 
change of lifestyle became complete as boats, nets and the call of the sea were to be 
left at the invitation to Simon and Andrew, 'Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of 
men (Matt.4:19). 
It had been one of those nights fishermen like to forget, but it was soon to be followed 
by an unforgettable day. After teaching the multitude from Simon’s boat, the Lord said 
to him: 

'Launch out into the deep and let down your nets for a catch'. But Simon 
answered and said to Him. 'Master, we have toiled all night and caught nothing, 
nevertheless at Your word I will let down the net' (Lk.5:4.5).  

Well said Peter! He already knew enough about the Man sitting in the boat to trust 
His word. The result, however, amazed him. The abundant harvest of fish was hauled 
in, the nets at breaking point, the frail boat weighed down almost sinking. Peter felt 
unworthy that day: 

he fell down at Jesus' knees saying. 'Depart from me. for I am a sinful man O 
Lord!’(Lk.5;8).  

Amid the happenings of an eventful night recorded in Jn 13, Peter finds himself in an 
uncomfortable situation. The Master, at whose knees he had previously fallen down, 
is about to wash his feet.  It is too much for Peter and he finds himself  saying: 

'You shall never wash my feet!' Jesus answered him. 'If I do not wash you, you 
have no part with Me'. Simon Peter said to Him. 'Lord not my feet only, but 
also my hands and my head!' Jesus said to him, 'He who is bathed needs 
only to wash his feeet, but is completely clean: and you are clean...' (Jn 13:8-
10).  

Peter had said, 'You shall never wash my feet!" not defiantly, but because he felt as 
unworthy at that time as he had done previously. 
Having set them an example, the Creator and Upholder of all things explained the 
reason for His actions. The 'all-over' washing or bathing refers to cleansing from sin 
by the Word of God, experienced by all those who trust the Lord Jesus Christ for their 
eternal salvation. The washing of the feet - the part rather than the whole –refers to 
daily cleansing from sin and defilement. Although the eleven were 'completely clean’ 
having fully trusted their Master, they needed to know that 'fellowship with Him is 
maintained and restored through confession of sins (1 Jn 1:6-10).  

Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
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EDITORIAL 

When the Israelites were about to enter the promised land, Moses although not 
himself entering, addressed the people: 

... the LORD your God is bringing you into a good land, a land of brooks of 
water, of fountains and springs, that flow out of valleys and hills; a land of 
wheat and barley, of vines and fig trees and pomegranates, a land of olive oil 
and honey (Deut.8:7,8).  

This year's cover picture illustrates, against the background of an olive tree, the 
grains. fruits and honeycomb which the Israelites were promised the land would 
produce. 
The pomegranate is a small tree or bush belonging to the myrtle family. It has deep 
green leaves and a scarlet flower which is bell-shaped. The tree grows wild in some 
eastern countries; it is also widely cultivated. Pomegranates must have been grown 
in Egypt during the Israelites' captivity there, because they lamented their absence 
when they were in the wilderness of Zin. The pomegranate is not native to Israel, but 
after its introduction became quite common. The Hebrew word is rimmon and several 
places in Israel bore that name, probably indicating that the tree grew in profusion in 
those areas. Examples are Rimmon (Josh.15:32), Gath-Rimmon (Josh.19:45), En-
Rimmon (Neh.11:29). Normally pomegranates are about the size of an orange, but 
some varieties are larger. Inside the fruits there are longitudinal compartments which 
contain hundreds of seeds covered with a transparent jelly-like substance. When the 
juice is squeezed out a cool refreshing drink can be made; the fruit has been used in 
this way at least since the days of Solomon (Songs 8:2). 
The priests of Israel wore distinctive clothing when they engaged in the service of 
God; but the greater glory and beauty was in the clothing of the high priest. The high 
priest wore the ephod which covered the front and back of his body. It was made of 
fine linen embroidered with gold, blue, purple and scarlet thread. Beneath the ephod 
Aaron wore a robe of blue. Attached to the hem of this blue robe were golden bells; 
between the golden bells were pomegranates embroidered in blue, purple and 
scarlet. Of the robe of the ephod God said: 

...it shall be upon Aaron when he ministers, and its sound will be heard when 
he goes into the holy place before the LORD and when he comes out, that 
he may not die (Ex.28:5-8,31-35). 

The sound of tinkling golden bells told the listening people that Aaron had not died in 
the presence of Deity and made them thankful that the offering presented on their 
behalf had been accepted by God. The silent testimony of the equal number of 
pomegranates was as necessary as the sound of the golden bells; the one 
complemented the other. The significance of this is aptly stated in the expository note 
which appears on the back of the Golden Bells Calendar published by Hayes Press: 
'God requires of His servants precious fruit as well as melodious sound. There should 
be an equal balance, practice and profession, character and testimony'.  
Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 

David Hyland 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 
Israel's Nationhood 

By David B. Viles, Dulwich, England 
 
Friday November 29 1947, Flushing Meadow, New York. The General Assembly of 
the United Nations was in session to decide one of the most difficult questions of the 
century - the claims and counter-claims of Israeli and Arab to the land of Palestine. 
The history of the issue had been written in blood. 50 years before, the British 
Government, desperate for Jewish help during the darkest days of World War I, had 
issued the Balfour Declaration of support for a Jewish national home in Palestine. 
Now, the same Government, exhausted by years of struggle to maintain the peace in 
Palestine, had had enough. The power which had been instrumental in defeating the 
might of Nazi Germany, with a collective sigh of relief handed the Palestine problem 
back to the United Nations. 
The problem was of course far older than the 20th century. Some 1900 years before 
the Christian era, God had made a promise to Abraham which He has never revoked: 

I give to you and your descendants after you the land in which you are a 
stranger, all the land of Canaan, as an everlasting possession; and I will be 
their God (Gen.17:8). 

Through    the     line    of Isaac, the promise   was   cascaded   down   the 
generations of the nation of Israel. However, Isaac's older half-brother, Ishmael, was 
also given the promise of being the father of a great nation (Gen.21:18),   and   his   
descendants   were among the progenitors of the Arab peoples. It is in these national 
destinies, established so long before, that the intractable 20th century Arab-Israeli 
problem has its roots. 

The national identity 
In 1900, few dispassionate observers could have foreseen the establishment of a 
Jewish nation within the next 50 years. Ever since the Roman army had stamped out 
the last remnants of Jewish independence at Masada in AD73, the Jewish nation had 
been dispersed across the world without a land to call their own. Their history had 
been in general one of obscurity and persecution, despised and feared by Christian 
societies for their role in the death of the Lord Jesus. 
Over the centuries, marked differences of tradition and outlook had developed. Old-
established Jewish communities from Poland dressed and thought very differently 
from, for example, new Jewish immigrant communities in Chicago or New York. Yet 
underlying these superficial distinctions was the powerful cohesive force of the 
Jewish religion, centred on the Torah and kept alive by dedicated teachers. Jewish 
communities throughout the world clung obstinately and fanatically to the traditions of 
their fathers. The Passover Prayer would be repeated through the centuries, with its 
heartfelt climax: 'Next year in Jerusalem'. Every year, Jews throughout the world 
would unite to meditate on the words of earlier Jewish exiles: 

If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem, let my  
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right hand forget her skill! If I do not remember you, let my tongue cling to the roof 
of my mouth... (Ps.137:5,6). 

So had God forgotten His promise made to Abraham so long ago, and confirmed 
through the pages of the Old Testament? God answers the question Himself, in a 
singularly beautiful way: 

Can a woman forget her nursing child, and not have compassion on the son of 
her womb? Surely they may forget, yet I will not forget you. See, / have inscribed 
you on the palms of My hands (Isa.49:15-16).  

The history of Israel comforts us that God does not break His promises -only that He 
works to His own timescale. Writing to the saints in Rome around AD57, and 
surveying the ruin of his own nation's sin and pride around him, the apostle Paul was 
led to ask rhetorically in Rom.11:1: 'Has God cast away His people?' His answer was a 
strong 'Certainly not'. God had merely broken off the natural branches of Israel's 'own 
olive tree' (v.24) 'because of unbelief (v.20), and in their place branches from a wild 
olive tree - Gentile believers in the Lord Jesus Christ - would be grafted in (v.24) to 
share in the spiritual blessings of Israel. But, says Paul, the olive tree remains Israel's 
own and God is able to graft those natural branches in again (v.23) 'so all Israel will be 
saved' (v.26). By the turn of the nineteenth century, the divine plan for Israel's national 
restoration was maturing. The dynamic Theodor Herzl (1860-1904 founded the 
Zionist movement to lobby for a national home for the Jews, and the Hebrew 
language was revived and modernized by Eliezer Ben-Yehuda (1858-1922). With the 
British ruling Palestine after World War I, Jews throughout the world seized their 
chance and mass emigration began. 
It was not, of course, the first time that Jewish exiles had returned to their homeland. 
In 538 BC, King Cyrus of Persia decreed that Jews should be allowed to return from 
captivity by the rivers of Babylon to the shattered land of Israel. They came with 
Cyrus' blessing, 'encouraged... with articles of silver and gold, with goods and livestock, and 
with precious things, besides all that was willingly offered' (Ezra 1:6). 
This time, nearly 2,500 years later, it was different. From Russia and from Eastern 
Europe, dispossessed and poverty-stricken Jews poured into the tiny country of 
Palestine. Russian Jews particularly had suffered terribly in politically inspired 
pogroms. By 1903, some 50,000 had found their way to Palestine in what became 
the first Jewish exodus of the century. What they lacked in resources and leadership, 
they more than made up with the ambition and drive which had characterized their 
forefathers returning from Babylon - 'the people had a mind to work' (Neh.4:6). This 
was their land and it was going to be a success. 
They came to a plundered and ruined countryside, most of which was arid desert. 
The solution to making a living from the land was found in a unique experiment begun 
in 1909 on a stretch of marshland near Tiberias. Twenty Jewish settlers began the 
backbreaking work of reclaiming the wilderness. There was no pay and little personal 
space; the community lived, worked and prayed together in the first Kibbutz. From the 
beginning,  
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the settlers faced fierce opposition from their Arab neighbours. Again, the 
experiences of the exiles from Babylon echoed down the centuries: 

Those who built on the wall, and those who carried burdens, loaded 
themselves so that with one hand they worked at construction, and with the 
other held a weapon (Neh.4:17).  

By the mid 1920"s there were over 100 Kibbutzim dotted over the countryside.  A 
million trees had been planted with wise foresight to combat soil erosion   and   
hospitals, roads and schools were being built. Parts of the country began once again 
to take on the appearance of a land flowing with milk  and  honey. But the  Jewish 
settlements and towns were isolated and defensive enclaves within an Arab-
dominated land. While the British tried to be even-handed, the Arab peoples had one 
great tactical advantage - oil -and as a result British policy tended to discourage 
Jewish settlement.   From 1939, the British began to limit Jewish immigration to 
Palestine in order to reduce the tensions in the area. 
The founding of the nation 
From a divine perspective, this was a futile action. God's purpose, in fulfilment of His 
promise to Abraham, was to restore Israel's nationhood:  

Behold, I will bring them from the north country, and gather them from the ends 
of the earth... a great throng shall return there (Jer.31:8).  

The catalyst proved to be, paradoxically, the Holocaust in Nazi-occupied Europe.   
Out of the single greatest mass extermination of European Jews - some 6 million died 
-came a new breed of people. From the ashes of Auschwitz and Belsen, 
 from the ruins of the Warsaw ghetto, emerged a race of fierce, independent 
survivors, determined to change their long history of persecution and destruction. The 
focus of their vision and their energies was Palestine and no power on earth could 
stop them returning. In leaky boats, converted tugs and old tramp ships thousands of 
Jews ran the British blockade to arrive exhausted but happy in their own land. Britain 
rapidly lost patience. Friday 29 November 1947. It was a tense time.   Two thirds of 
the UN member nations had to vote 'yes' if Palestine    was    to    be    partitioned 
between Jew and Arab.  The force of the Jewish argument for a separate destiny in 
Palestine was overwhelming and as Uruguay and Venezuela voted 'yes' the Jews 
knew they had won. On 14 May 1948, the new Jewish state was proclaimed by David 
Ben Gurion: 
We hereby proclaim the establishment of the Jewish state in Palestine, to be called the 
State of Israel... With trust in Almighty God, we set our hand to this declaration... on the 
soil of the homeland'. 
It was only the end of the beginning. Immediately, five Arab nations invaded the new 
country. With infinite effort, they were repulsed  in the War of Independence.    Three 
more major wars ensued, all of which saw Israeli victories which      exceeded all 
expectations, while the population continued to grow with further mass returns of 
Jews to their homeland. Today, this tiny country only slightly larger than Wales is a 
thriving and prosperous nation recognized even by most of its Arab neighbours. 
God's promise made to Abraham so long ago has been fulfilled in our own time and  
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will continue to develop in accordance with God's prophetic word: 
Today the LORD has proclaimed you to be His special people, just as He has 
promised you... and that He will set you high above all nations which 
 He has made, in praise, in name. and in honor, and that you may be a holy 
people to the LORD your God, just as He has spoken (Deut.26:18,19). 

 Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 
 

'PREACHING... EVERYWHERE' 
By Alan Toms, Leicester, England 

'And they departed, and went throughout the villages, preaching the gospel, and 
healing everywhere' (Lk.9:6). The Master Himself had sent these apostles. He had 
given them the message and the power to speak it, and it remained only for them to 
go and preach it. This they did. To every village they went. Farther, and yet farther - 
until the precious message had been told in every place. A great work was begun 
that day, and the results of which will be seen only when we reach glory. 
To a similar noble work the apostle Paul devoted his life. The gospel which I 
preached unto you', he says in 1 Cor.15:1. To the Galatians he writes of 'the gospel 
which was preached by me' (Gal.1:11). Nor had his labours been confined to these 
parts only, for 'from Jerusalem, and round about even until lllyricum' he had 'fully 
preached the gospel of Christ' (Rom.15:19). What a preacher he was! Carrying the 
message of the Lord Jesus had been the burden of his life, and when his days of 
preaching were almost done, he urges his child Timothy to carry on the work. Very 
touching are his words when we remember they were written from prison, 'I charge 
thee in the sight of God, and of Christ Jesus... preach the word... do the work of an 
evangelist' (2 Tim.4:1 -5). 
Down through the centuries men of God have taken up this message and carried it 
out.  Love of the One whom they preached has urged them on and His power has 
upheld them. Thank God the same message is ours to preach today. The need is as 
urgent now as ever it was - perhaps more so, for His coming seems so near. Surely 
the very groan of men around us is a challenge to our hearts to speak to them of 
Jesus.  

‘Why will ye die?’ the voice of God is calling,  
‘Why will ye die?’ re-echo in His Name,  
Jesus hath died to save from death appalling  
Life and salvation therefore go proclaim. 

Back again to Luke and we find that 'the apostles returned... and he took them and 
withdrew apart' (Lk.9:10). There was a time for going out and a time for withdrawing 
with Him. That was the secret of their strength and it will be the secret of ours too. 
The message to speak and the power to speak it, come only from the Master's 
presence. 
The Master is calling us, 'Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to the whole 
creation' (Mk.16:15). That is a great work. Let us not fail in it. Let us speak of Him in 
every place, perhaps when Christ has not yet been named. Then once again it will be 
true that: They shall see, to whom no tidings of Him came. And they who have not 
heard shall understand (Rom.15:21). 
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FOCUS 
EUROPE'S SHIFTING PERMISSIVENESS 

By Brian D.Johnston, Leigh, England 
In more than one way Britain remains an island in Europe. Britons, exposed to the 
obsessive smuttiness of the tabloid press, have the highest rate of teen pregnancy 
and sexual disease in Western Europe. Teenage pregnancies are double those in 
Germany, triple those in France and are six times higher than in the Netherlands. The 
British Medical Journal reported last year that there was 'substantial sexual ill-health 
among teenagers in England and Wales.' 
This appears to be different from the trend in continental Europe. In many parts of 
Europe the age of first sexual intercourse is rising, not falling, and in surveys most 
young people rank 'fidelity' way ahead of free love. However, that's not fidelity as 
expressed in marriage, for among European teenagers not influenced by 'prescriptive 
religions' there is an increasing consensus that sex and marriage are unrelated. 
Battered by soaring divorce rates, marriage has declined from near-obligation to a 
mere option for those living together in what the French still call concubinage - with 
no social division between those who choose to get married and those who don't. 
Studies clarify their use of the term 'fidelity1 by reporting that young males now bind 
sex much more strongly to love, relationship and faithfulness than 20 years ago. 
If we think of our society today as being permissive, we need only compare it with life 
in the first century Roman Empire, especially in Greece. The tendency to sexual 
permissiveness was all around then. Paul wrote to remind his friends at Thessalonica 
that the Christian faith refuses to take its standard from contemporary society: 

For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you should abstain from 
sexual immorality, that each of you should know how to possess his own 
vessel in sanctification and honor, not in passion of lust, like the Gentiles who 
do not know God; that no one should take advantage of and defraud his 
brother in this matter, because the Lord is the avenger of all such, as we also 
forewarned you and testified. For God did not call us to uncleanness, but in 
holiness. Therefore he who rejects this does not reject man, but God. who 
has also given us His Holy Spirit (1 Thess.4:3-8 NKJV). 
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We have to give the apostle Paul top marks for clarity: when he says 'this is the will of 
God'. I doubt if he could have made it any clearer There are many things, of course, 
that God wills we either should or should not do as Christians, but the particular point 
here is that it's God's will that we should be pure, despite all the sexual impurity that's 
all around us. Sanctification, to use Paul's word here, is the everyday process by 
which the old ways and old habits are increasingly done away with and replaced with 
new ways fitted to the service of God. This is the will of God for us. 
It requires that we keep ourselves from sexual immorality. Then, more positively, Paul 
adds that Christians should keep themselves in sanctification and honour. Honour 
belongs on the side of those who walk the way of holiness; on the other hand, sexual 
impurity brings only dishonour and shame. Here we have the figurative use of Vessel' 
in the New Testament Scriptures and so what's being said would refer to the 
Christian acquiring more and more mastery over his or her body. In God's design 
marriage partners are to bring to marriage that sexual purity which is the other 
person's right and proper due. 
Did you notice the bit about knowing God? Sometimes we can 'box up' the subject of 
'knowing God' within some theological discussion; or compartmentalize it into the 
department of our church life. But when Paul here touches on this greatest of all 
subjects in his letter to his Thessalonian friends, it's very decidedly in the context of 
their sexual standards. It just shows how important it is that we, as followers of Christ, 
enter more fully into a practical knowledge of what our faith means in day to day 
living. 
Paul began this section on Christian standards by coming straight out and talking 
about 'the will of God'. Now he closes the same section with a reference to 'the call of 
God'. The apostle makes it abundantly clear that if we treat lightly the same things 
that people all around us treat lightly, then we're really despising no less a person 
than God Himself. Paul sets this practical matter on the highest possible plane. His 
teaching about sexual purity flows out from a consideration of 'the will of God' (v.3) 
and reaches the high point of 'the call of God' (v.7). The Christian life is a life which 
rests on the basis of a divine call; a life in which the divine will is to be primary, and 
where the greatest privilege is 'knowing God'. These things will only ring true in our 
lives if there is evidence of the kind of purity we've been talking about, for God 
Himself 'is pure' (1 Jn 3:3). 
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‘IT IS WRITTEN’...HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(9) True to Life: Proverbs 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
 

'You put the boat in the water, not the water in the boat'. A little known but obviously 
true proverb. Not all true statements are proverbs, but proverbs are generally true 
statements. Proverbs may be used when passing on truth to youngsters as well as to 
challenge the minds of adults. For instance, even little children playing with a model 
boat in a pond will see the need to follow the proverb's simple direction. But its 
primary application is to more mature people, specifically to Christian disciples, it is 
an analogy; it makes a clear, simple point that has a more important, deeper 
application. In this case the application has to do with keeping oneself pure. It 
addresses that well-known aspect of the Lord's teaching, that we are to be 'in' the 
world, but not 'of it. If we think of all the negative aspects captured in the scriptural 
term 'the world' as being the water in our little proverb, then the meaning becomes 
obvious. It is instructive because all too often Christian disciples are tempted to be 
worldly, to invite worldliness into their lives. Now that is just like bailing water into a 
boat! At the conclusion of this article we will return to this theme, and note that 
Scripture itself uses proverbial statements to make this point. 
In everyday writing a riddle and fable are useful tools to help us engage the mind of 
the reader more fully. But a proverb is effective in both raising interest and expressing 
the kernel of an idea in few words. Moreover, proverbs are very memorable, because 
they synthesize real life; we remember them because life proves them true. Proverbs 
are like condensed parables, doing their teaching by analogy. Indeed in the Greek 
language the word we read as 'proverb' in  Lk.4:23 is actually the Greek word for 
'parable'. In this series we have already briefly looked at parables; now we are to 
consider how and why the Spirit of God has used proverbs in the Scriptures. No 
doubt you will think immediately of the Book of Proverbs, and indeed one definition of 
a proverb is provided for us there: 'an enigma, the words of the wise and their riddles' 
(Prov.1:6). It sounds daunting, doesn't it? But we will find the study and use of 
proverbs manageable and helpful. The proverbs of Scripture teach spiritual wisdom. 
Surely the Spirit of God knew our need of this as He determined to incorporate so 
much of this type of instruction in the Scriptures.  

Early examples 
Bible Proverbs are not just found in the book of that name. There are several very 
early examples of this figure of speech, but the first time a quotation is actually said to 
be a proverb appears in 1 Sam.10:12. That is where the newly minted proverb 'Is 
Saul also among the prophets?' is recorded.   It  
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arose from the surprise of the people that Saul would display prophetic 
characteristics, quite unlike him. So it seems a bit like when we say, 'can pigs fly?' 
But in reality, in Saul's case the proverb was a true oxymoron, for the surprising thing 
about the statement was that Saul certainly did prophesy! So Israelites used the 
proverb about Saul to describe something unlikely, but true. It is those kind of things 
that attract our attention in life. We should watch out for proverbs in Scripture that 
open to us the different realm of things that is available to us when we yield to the 
Holy Spirit. 
Perhaps the first Scripture proverb is: 'it is said, "Like Nimrod a mighty hunter before 
the LORD"' (Gen.10:9). It is sad that this comment that came to be a proverbial 
saying was about a person who seems to have been pivotal in mankind's early 
departure from God. He became the namesake of the rebellious. Nimrod, whose 
name seems to come from a word meaning to rebel, may have been mighty, but his 
activities were subject to the review of the Almighty, as are the activities of good and 
bad rulers today (1 Pet.2:13,14). So we learn that we have to keep context in view 
when we are looking for proverbs in Scripture, noting who makes the statement and if 
the Bible endorses it or simply reports it. 
The next occurrence of a proverbial quotation assures us of God's sacrificial provision 
for all our waywardness: 'And Abraham called the name of that place The LORD Will 
Provide, as it is said to this day, "In the mount of the LORD it will be provided*" 
(Gen.22:14).   In 2000 AD we can look back to the original context of what happened 
on Mount Moriah and recognize that Abraham's proverb was not limited to the ram 
provided as a substitute for Isaac. It looked forward to God providing even for rebels 
like you and me in the giving of His own Son on what became known as Mount 
Calvary (Heb.11:17-19). This early proverb may therefore spring to mind when we 
are drawing near to God in thanksgiving and worship. 
Proverbs are intended to be wise sayings that in their context hold true through time, 
that are portable from generation to generation. However, sometimes the Holy Spirit 
used them on the lips of prophets to show when their application should cease. See if 
you can work this out comparing Jer.31:29 to Ezek.18. 

The Book of Proverbs 
Some broad divisions of the Book may be made by recognizing the groupings of 
quotations made or collected by a particular person. There are parts of the Book that 
keep to an instructional topic. However, most of the content is devoted to bringing 
together proverbs written as what are now called maxims, or aphorisms, which are 
condensed, pointed, practical statements. Proverbs are excellent for teaching, for 
they make their point in an easily remembered, pithy way. They also have a way of 
emphasizing their relevance by coming to our minds just after we should have 
remembered them! They have an 'I told you so' ring of truth to them, proven by 
experience. 
Wisdom is more important than knowledge, and the book of Proverbs 
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provides tools for gaining wisdom. Thus the proverbs should be learned not for their 
information but for their application. It is no coincidence that most of the first part of 
the book of Proverbs provides wise guidance for parent-child relationships and 
practical morality; these are in short supply elsewhere, and help to build a sound 
base for further instruction. Many of the proverbs were addressed originally to kings 
or princes, but we may listen to their instruction too. For instance, Proverbs 21:1 
says: 'The king's heart is like channels of water in the hand of the LORD; He turns it 
wherever He wishes'. You can imagine how for irrigation purposes, water is diverted 
from its source to the needy parts of the land. God uses rulers in a similar way, to 
apportion resources where they are most needed. And if this is true in the spheres of 
responsibility where God still evidences that He rules in the kingdom of men 
(Dan.4:17), will He not direct our hearts too? (as you perhaps learned in a memory 
verse: Prov.3:6). Although some of the Proverbs require an understanding of the 
idiom the writer uses, most have clear enough meanings that we can pick up easily, 
and apply profitably. Try using the book of Proverbs alongside your regular reading of 
other portions of Scripture, or as memory verses, especially from Prov.10-22:16. 

New Testament Proverbs 
Proverbs appear in Matthew, Mark and Luke. Also, there are at least 14 references to 
the Book of Proverbs found in the epistles. As we can see, what a proverb does is 
use a simple parallel thought to provide a deeper, lasting teaching. For instance, 
when the Lord Jesus Christ was speaking in Nazareth, Dr. Luke records (Lk.4:23) 
that He said to them, 'You will quote this proverb to Me, "Physician, heal yourself!'" 
We might say 'charity begins at home' with similar force. Reading their minds. He 
took a proverb very familiar to them and used it to express their feelings. But He 
refused to do what they wanted and they violently rejected Him. You may want to 
check out Matt.15:14 and Mk.2:22 as further examples of New Testament proverbs, 
and ask yourself why they were used in this way. 
Many proverbs are inherently scornful or derogatory (see Deut.28:37; 1 Kgs.9:7; 
Ps.44:14, Jer.24:9; Matt.13:57, Jn 1:46). Noting this, link Old and New Testament 
proverbs by turning to the psalmist's prophecy concerning Christ in His experience of 
rejection: 'I became a proverb to them. They that sit in the gate speak against me; 
and I was the song of the drunkards' (Ps.69:11,12 AV). Despite His purity, the 
deepest scorn that Israel feared fell, and worse, upon Him. The proverb of the day: 
'Can any good thing come out of Nazareth' was unwisely attributed to the Saviour at 
the beginning of His ministry (Jn 1:46), and He knew what it was to bear reproach 
(Rom.15:3). Makes you think, doesn't it; in fact it urges us to meditate, which is no 
doubt an intention of the Holy Spirit in bringing this type of literature before our minds. 
Back to the ship  
2 Cor.6:14-7:1  is an appeal, followed  in effect  by a list of five supporting   proverbial    
statements. They confirm the necessity first to 
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differentiate right from wrong, then to separate the two in practical sanctification. As 
we said at the beginning, we must keep the water out of the boat! Following the 
maxims is a statement about the prize that is available for the people who observe 
the instruction. Paul then draws a logical and practical conclusion to what the 
proverbs say, and restates the opening appeal. We may read it as follows: 

Do not be bound together with unbelievers; for: 
1. what partnership have righteousness and lawlessness? 
2. what fellowship has light with darkness? 
3. what harmony has Christ with Belial? 
4. what has a believer in common with an unbeliever? 
5. what agreement has the temple of God with idols? 
For we are the temple of the living God; just as God said, I will dwell in them 
and walk among them; and I will be their God, and they shall be My people. 
Therefore, come out from their midst and be separate,' says the Lord.  'And 
do not touch what is unclean; and I will welcome you. And I will be a father to 
you, and you shall be sons and daughters to Me'; says the Lord Almighty. 
Therefore,  having these promises, beloved,   let  us  cleanse ourselves from 
all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. 

As you read through the Scriptures, watch out for proverbs and proverbial 
statements. Sometimes you will recognize them by their introduction: 'as it is said'. 
Sometimes, the maxim will almost hit you, as 'what fellowship has light with 
darkness?' does in the above quotation. As you grapple with the message in them, 
think about their context, and consider the possible application for you.  Perhaps they 
are mocking you for falling out of the boat! Or perhaps they are giving you warning 
not to continue in the path overboard you have been going.   Or better still they are 
arming you with wise advice for yourself and others, to help you in sanctified service 
for God. 
Biblical quotations from the New American Standard Bible except where otherwise 
stated. 
 
 
 ...the king held out... the golden sceptre... So Esther drew near, and touched the top 
of the sceptre (Est. 5:2). 
Intercessor! Choice word and work. It means one who pleads or entreats on behalf of 
others. That is what Esther did. A beautiful picture is portrayed of this sensitive, loving 
Jewess pleading with a Gentile monarch to protect her captive people. Graciously 
she entered his presence, touched the sceptre, then interceded. Her plea was 
granted. What an example to us as we engage in supplication, prayers and 
intercession for others. 

Golden Bells Calendar 
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PREPARE YOUR HEARTS... AND SERVE' (I SAM. 7:3) 

By lain Hunter, Edinburgh, Scotland 
  

‘Why... me like this?’ 
This question highlighted by Paul in Romans 9:20 has often been asked in various 
contexts. Older brothers and sisters can look back on life's faithful service and 
realize, at least in part, the role given to them through divine grace. Younger 
energetic disciples with service before them may wonder about progress and what 
role the Lord has for them. 

For me... what? 
This can be a healthy concern as one obediently prepares for service, but we must 
always be careful not to look over our shoulder in envy or surprise at the role given to 
others. It may be wrong to ask, 'When will I be recognized as a deacon or overseer?' 
or 'Could I not make a better youth leader?' Are we well prepared and ready? Do we 
have the ability to take on board such a task when the opportunity occurs? (see 
Matt.25:14.15). 

Remember Peter 
In Jn 21:20-22 John that loved disciple, was following behind Peter and the Lord. 
Peter took the opportunity to ask, 'Lord, what about him?' The Lord replied, '...what is 
that to you? You must follow me'. Young Christian, herein lies an early profitable 
lesson. The Lord has complete knowledge of our lives and our desire to serve Him. 
We should submit to and follow the Lord leaving the outcome with Him (see 2 
Cor.10:12,13). 

Just live your life before your Lord, 
It matters not what others do – 
Your actions will be weighed by Him  
Who metes out judgment just and true.  (Roe)  

The Potter's work 
The Lord desires to shape our lives to His glory. As we submit, our spiritual nature 
will reflect the creative touch of His hands. He can beautify character for service. 
John. Peter and  Paul  all  submitted as  individual disciples to serving in different yet 
complementary spheres of testimony.  As we complement each other in our service 
together, to follow steadfastly will be our best testimony. Belonging to Christ, we aim 
to live Christ-like lives. With the Holy Spirit's help, an enduring change can result"... 
put off your old self (Eph.4:22-24). '...the new has come!' (2 Cor.5:17).  By yielding 
and growing towards spiritual maturity, subject hearts promote this change. Sadly, 
sometimes we are what we are because we choose not to yield or change. 

Be a lively Christian 
Romans 12 is a chapter that embraces Christian conduct and deportment; 
challenging us over the sacrificial yielding of our bodies and the transforming and 
renewing of our minds for effective service. Are we prepared for this? We have 
spiritual life, but we can be lukewarm in heart, not the lively Christian which the Lord 
desires us to be. Guard against worldly influences for they weaken our resolve.  
Rather be exercised to serve  
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intelligently and wholeheartedly, not of compulsion but out of love from an 
enlightened mind. The psalmist said. The Lord will perfect that which concerns me' 
(Ps.138:8 NKJV). Resting in this assurance, we shall find answers to such questions 
as 'Why... me like this?' or 'For me... what?' Then we shall for ourselves 'be able to 
test and approve what God's will is - his good, pleasing and perfect will' (Rom.12:2). 

Press on in your service for Jesus, 
Spurred on by your love for the Lord; 
He promised that if you are faithful, 
One day you'll receive your reward. (Fasick)  

Biblical quotations are from the NIV except where otherwise stated. 
 

A STUDENT OF THE WORD? 
By Lindsay Woods, Cullybackey, N. Ireland 

Since the very beginning men have been in pursuit of wisdom and knowledge. Indeed 
the desire for wisdom, to be like God knowing good and evil, brought sin into the 
world through the disobedience of Adam, who ate the fruit of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil. 
It is certain that man's intelligence and inventiveness have brought many great 
benefits through the fields of science, medicine and technology, but often the pursuit 
of earthly wisdom and knowledge has been for very selfish reasons to gain power, 
influence and wealth. God considers the wisdom of this world to be foolishness (1 
Cor.1:20) for men want to be self-sufficient and to rule out any dependence on God. 
More than ever today young people are expected to study long and hard for 
academic qualifications which are essential for good career and employment 
opportunities. Solomon says that 'much study is a weariness of the flesh' 
(Eccles.12:12) and sadly the time for prayer and study of God's Word in the young 
disciple's life can be neglected. In some cases the content and focus of college 
courses may exert a harmful influence on the disciple's mind and much prayer should 
be made before choosing a career. Pressure to do well and be successful are very 
real, but it will be essential for the young disciple, and indeed all of us, to have a strict 
discipline for studying the Word, meditating on it and praying about it and its 
outworking in our lives. To neglect this will bring about the starvation of our new 
spiritual life in Christ and we will not be able, or qualified, to serve the Lord effectively 
in the world. 
The word 'study' is used in two senses in the New Testament. One means to be 
ambitious (1 Thess.4:11) and the other to be diligent (2 Tim.2:15). Paul says to the 
young man Timothy 'study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that 
needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth' (2 Tim.2:15 AV). The 
results of earnest, careful and disciplined study with prayer, will soon be evident to all 
our fellow Christians and friends, and to all those with whom we study and work. The 
Psalmist knew the real blessings of his study and meditations in the law of God night 
and day; he was given more wisdom than his enemies, more insight than his 
teachers, more under-  
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standing than the elders and his feet were kept from every evil path (see Ps.119:97-
105). Direction, guidance and help can be found in the Word of the Lord for every 
circumstance of life. 
James tells us that there are two kinds of wisdom, earthly and heavenly. The former 
is unspiritual, of the Devil and results in envy, selfish ambition, disorder and every evil 
practice (Jas.3:15,16). However, 'the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all 
pure; then peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, 
impartial and sincere' (Jas.3:17 NIV). He encourages us, if we lack this spiritual 
wisdom, to ask God for it, really believing that He will give it and He will give us 
generously (Jas.1:5-8). Solomon asked for wisdom, not for selfish reasons, but that 
he might effectively judge the people of Israel, and God was delighted to give him his 
request making him wiser than any other man (1 Kgs.3:12; 4:31). And God gave him 
other blessings which he could have asked for, both riches and honour (1 Kgs.3:7-
14). The Lord's promise to all of us is '... seek ye first his kingdom, and his 
righteousness; and ail these things shall be added unto you' (Matt.6:33). 
Out of his experience Solomon could say: 

How much better to get wisdom than gold, to choose understanding rather 
than silver! (Prov.16:16 NIV),  

and both the Psalmist and Solomon knew what the secret of true wisdom was, 
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (Ps.111:10; Prov.1:7; 
Prov.9:10).  

Peter's final words in his second epistle encourage us to 'grow in the grace and 
knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ' (2 Pet.3:18). Paul tells us that in 
'Christ... are all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge hidden' (Col.2:3). Let us dig 
them out, under the Spirit's guidance, in our study times. 
Before we can be a servant of the Lord, a teacher, or a preacher, we shall first of all 
need to be a student of the Word. Only then can 'the man of God... be complete, 
furnished completely unto every good work' (see 2 Tim.3:14-17). Maybe the following 
points will be of help to you in your daily reading. Dr. Griffith Thomas first suggested 
them in Search the Scriptures by G.T. Manley and H.W. Oldham (3rd edition 
published by Intervarsity Press). 
1. Open all occasions with prayer for the Holy Spirit's light. 
2. Ask to be guided to some definite thought for yourself. 
3. Dwell prayerfully on that thought. 
4. Find the purpose of it in your life's experience. 
5. Yield the whole soul in full surrender to its truth and power. 
6. Link it on to truths already known and thereby strengthen the chain of experience. 
7. Trust God to reproduce it in your life that day. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Israelites were redeemed from Egypt by the blood of the Passover lamb and a 
display of divine power in opening up the Red Sea. This allowed them safe passage 
on dry land from Egypt to the Sinai peninsula. The closing waters separated them 
from Egypt and destroyed their pursuing enemies. They journeyed to the oasis of 
Kadesh Barnea from where Moses sent a reconnaissance party, one representative 
from each of the twelve tribes, to spy out the land of Canaan. Information was 
required concerning the nature of the land, the number of inhabitants and whether the 
cities were walled or open encampments. They were asked to bring back samples of 
the fruit of the land: 'Now the time was the season of the first ripe 
grapes'(Num.13:20). Forty days later the spies returned with their report - and 
displayed the sample of fruit they had brought. In the Valley of Eshcol they had: 

Cut down a branch with one duster of grapes; they carried it between 
two of them on a pole.   They also brought some of the pomegranates 
and figs (Num.13:23).  

The twelve spies were unanimous that different tribes inhabited various parts of the 
country and the dwellers in the fortified cities were strong. Unanimity ended there. 
Joshua and Caleb were men of faith whose confidence was in the God of Israel. They 
said, 'Let us go up at once and take possession, for we are well able to overcome it'. 
The majority, lacking courage and trust in God, displayed a defeatist attitude, 'We are 
not able to go up against the people, for they are stronger than we' (Num.13:30,31). 
Sadly, the people followed the advice of the ten spies, murmured against Moses and 
Aaron and rebelled against God. Their judgement was to wander for forty years in the 
wilderness; they would not see the land God had promised to their fathers, except 
Joshua and Caleb. 
Forty years later, a new generation was about to enter the land under the leadership 
of Joshua. Moses was not entering the land, he addressed those who were about to 
enter: 

...the LORD your God is bringing you into a good land... 
a land of wheat and barley, of vines and fig trees and 
pomegranates, a land of olive oil and honey (Deut.8:7,8).  

Against the background of the fruit and foliage of an olive tree, the front cover 
illustrates the grains, fruits and honeycomb they were promised the land would 
produce. Israelis describe these as 'the seven varieties'. These fruits were 
representative; the land was capable of producing many other fruits such as dates 
and almonds. Solomon said: 

I made myself gardens and orchards, and I planted all 
kinds of fruit trees in them (Eccles.2:5).  

Today the Israelis produce a wide variety of fruits for home consumption and export. 
The olive is first mentioned in Scripture in Gen.8:11. The second dove which Noah 
sent out of the ark returned with an olive leaf. This indicated that the waters had 
abated. It may also indicate that God's anger had abated and reassured the eight 
souls who were to replenish the earth. Further reassurance was given in the 
appearance of   
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the rainbow and the covenant promises associated with the bow in the sky. The olive 
leaf and the dove have long been regarded as emblems of friendship and peace. 
Attempts at reconciliation where there has been conflict are often described as 
holding out an olive branch. 
When olive trees flower they become covered with a profusion of cream coloured 
flower-clusters. Only a small percentage of the flowers actually turn into fruit. When 
green olives ripen they become black and contain 50% more oil than the green 
olives. It is therefore more economical to wait until the olives turn black on the tree. 
Olives may be harvested when green in September and October and marinated for 
food. Harvesting the black olives for oil production goes on from late October to as 
late at early January in some colder areas of Israel. In Bible times the oil was used for 
cooking as it is today. Other uses included anointing the body, the treatment of open 
wounds and the anointing of prophets, kings and priests. Another important use was 
for domestic lighting; oil lamps have been discovered in archaeological excavations 
all over Israel. 

Oil: an emblem of the Spirit 
The interpretation of the fifth vision of Zechariah indicates the typical significance of 
oil in many places of Scripture (Zech.4:1-14). The interpreting angel arouses the 
prophet from sleep with the question, 'What do you see?' The vision was of a golden 
lampstand, the central shaft was surmounted by a reservoir from which seven lamps 
were fed. The reservoir was fed continuously with oil from two olive trees which stood 
one on each side of the lampstand. The angel told the prophet that the two olive trees 
'are the two sons of oil' (RV). These are taken to be Joshua the high priest and 
Zerubbabel the leader of the people and master-builder of the Temple. There had 
been many obstacles to the completion of the Temple. The message being conveyed 
to Zerubbabel through the prophetic vision is that the Spirit of God is active through 
human instrumentality to bring God's purposes to fulfilment. Whatever the opposition, 
the work will be completed: 
'Not by might nor by power, but by My Spirit' says the LORD of hosts (v.6). 
This interpretation is supported by the description of the two witnesses active during 
part of the 70th week of Daniel's prophesy (9:24-27) being described as '...the two 
olive trees and the two lampstands standing before the God of the whole earth'. God 
has said, 'I will give power to My two witnesses and they will prophesy' (Rev.11:1-6). 
They will be empowered by the Spirit of God. 
The use of oil as an ingredient of the meal or grain offering has been interpreted as 
illustrating the operation of the Holy Spirit in the life of the Lord Jesus Christ. There 
were two ways in which the oil and the grain could be brought together: '...it shall be 
unleavened cakes of fine flour mixed with oil, or unleavened wafers anointed with oil' 
(Lev.2:4). Once mixed, it would be impossible to separate the grain from the oil, each 
being absorbed by the other. In His earthly life, the Lord was completely yielded to 
the leading of the Holy Spirit. The 'mind of the Spirit' and the will of the Lord were 
inseparable. He could say, 'The Spirit of the LORD is upon Me to preach the 
gospel...'(Lk.4:18). Un-grieved and unquenched the divine Spirit dwelt in fulness in 
that sacred Temple of His body.  
Biblical quotations are from the NKJV, David Hyland  
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 

New Age Fallacies 
By B.D. Johnston, Leigh, England 

 The close of the twentieth century saw a growing disenchantment on the part of 
many with traditional forms of Christian religious practice. During the 1990s 
'spirituality' became trendy, although suffering from a lack of clear definition. This 
developing interest in spirituality as the twentieth century drew to a close appeared as 
a reaction against a secular materialism generally, and also specifically as a reaction 
against a sense of unreality afflicting much of traditional Christian religious practice. 
As well as expressing this strong desire to be free from an overly materialistic culture, 
a movement popularly known as the New Age Movement emerged to feature a belief 
in the supernatural; a strong occultic influence; concern for the environment; a loose 
attitude to personal morality; and a 'realize yourself mentality. 
At the turn of the millennium, such ideas derived some kind of special impetus from 
the then popular apocalyptic scenarios. In rural America throughout 1999 some 
groups with a New Age outlook were doing brisk business in selling non-perishable 
bulk foods such as dried blueberries and other chaos-resistant delicacies. They 
gleefully anticipated the disruption which they rather hoped the millennium computer 
bug would cause. They loathe the information age and believe that a new Golden 
Age will soon be ushered in. All of which brings us to what is, perhaps, the defining 
idea underpinning all the other beliefs and values characterized today as 'New Age'. 
It is the idea that claims humankind is close to a breakthrough into a new age: that 
we are on the verge of evolving a new global consciousness. A lot is talked up about 
the passage from the so-called Age of Pisces to the Age of Aquarius. This belief in 
spiritual evolution is bound up with the claim that humankind will reach its full 
potential when sufficient people personally discover their self-divinity: that is the god 
within them -or so they believe. It is then that a new age will dawn: a golden age free 
from violence and disease - a perfect world where we will all live as one. Eastern-
style meditation, drugs, and a whole range of therapies are among the means used to 
achieve this end. 
New Age philosophy regards Jesus as the most advanced human ever to have lived. 
Advocates would say that He manifested Christ-consciousness -as though 'the Christ 
spirit' had descended to reveal divine truth to people in the man Jesus. In many ways 
there is nothing really new about this. Very similar heretical views about the person of 
Jesus Christ were in evidence towards the close of the first century. That is why the 
apostle John was so keen to stress Christian certainties, especially when writing the 
first of the Bible letters which bear his name. His writing in our Bibles has the ring of 
real assurance about it as he stresses that Jesus is the Son of God and throws out  
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the challenge: 'every spirit that does not confess that Jesus Christ has come in the 
flesh is not of God'. That verse, found in first John chapter 4 verse 3. Is a very 
interesting one. There is an old reading of this verse that gets a mention in the margin 
of some Bible versions (e.g. RV) in which 'not to confess Jesus' is regarded as 
'annulling or loosing Jesus'. It seems that this matter of failing to confess Jesus was 
once, long ago, understood as separating Jesus from the Christ, instead of identifying 
them. This certainly fits with what we know of the heretics' views at the close of the 
first century. They taught that the Christ, a divine spirit, descended upon the man 
Jesus at his baptism and withdrew from him before his death. To counteract this 
heresy, the apostle John's language is very precise. It wasn't that the Christ had 
come into the flesh of Jesus, but that Jesus was the Christ come in the flesh. Jesus 
and the Christ were to be     absolutely     identified. His convictions about the person 
of Jesus Christ surface again in the fifth chapter of his first letter when he speaks of 
Jesus Christ 'who came by water and blood... not only by water, but by water and 
blood' (v.6). 
Why does John insist that Jesus came by water and by blood? And what does this 
mean anyway? An old interpretation, one which makes sense of the background, 
understands the water and blood as standing for the historical experiences the Lord 
passed through in his baptism and death. Again we ask, why this emphasis? Why 
pick on Jesus Christ's baptism? It appears there was a man, a contemporary of 
John's, by the name of Cerinthus.   He was one of those, perhaps foremost among 
them, who distinguished between 'Jesus' and 'the Christ'. Their opinion was that 
Jesus was a mere man, born purely naturally of Joseph and Mary, a man upon whom 
the Christ descended at his baptism and from whom the Christ departed before the 
Cross. In other words this heresy claimed that the Christ was united with Jesus at his 
baptism, but that Jesus became separated again from the Christ spirit before dying on 
the Cross. The existence of this heretical fallacy could well explain the significance of 
John focusing on the truth of Jesus Christ going through the experiences of baptism 
and death for our salvation. 
Another fallacy which has been doggedly persistent over the intervening millennia, 
and which surfaces again within New Ageism, is that it is right to venerate, or explore 
contact with, spirit beings. New Agers talk of contacting 'spirit guides' or 'masters' by 
a process of 'channelling': which is akin to the error of mediums. In all this there are 
features reminiscent of the veneration of spirit beings or angels in New Testament 
times. In the Bible letters to the Galatians and Colossians we find Paul making 
reference to 'the basic principles of the world" (Gal.4:3.9; Col.2:8,18,20). This 
expression is not without ambiguity as to its precise meaning, and scholars such as 
F.F. Bruce (1) have supplied alternative renderings like: 'the elemental spirits of the 
cosmos', aligning this with references to 'rulers of this age' and 'spiritual hosts' (e.g. 
Eph.6:12). W.E. Vine (2) also notes that even if it refers instead directly to the 
elementary principles of the religious speculations of Gentile cults  
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and Jewish theories, then there was there at that time, expressed in these 
speculations, the view that the constellations either were animated heavenly beings 
or at least governed by such. Tragically, many today are again in bondage to 
astrological powers and occultic forces - and the New Age Movement is by no means 
opposed to this, but rather encourages it. Such is the spirituality of the New Age 
Movement. 
This alternative, and fallacious, New Age spirituality is but one example of the 
popularity various forms of spirituality are enjoying today, as we commented upon 
earlier. Often it is a term used broadly in association with the human spirit or 
rationality principle; or equally, it is used over against that which is corporeal or 
material. In reviewing New Ageism with its fallacies, we make passing reference to 
Corinth. It seems that in some ways, a faction of the Church at Corinth, like their New 
Age counterparts today, had a disdain for material things. At Corinth this seems to 
come across in their disinclination to believe in future bodily resurrection and their 
toleration of gross immorality among themselves. They, too. sat loose it seems to 
personal morality viewing their immoral bodily behaviour as having little or no effect 
on their spirituality. 
Biblical spirituality, however, is not primarily set over against the material realm as 
such. In the New Testament, we find 'pneuma' (spirit) and 'pneumatikos' (spiritual) 
used over against 'sarx' (the flesh) and not 'soma' (the body); in other words 
spirituality (the term spirituality itself does not appear, but can be taken as the 
condition of being spiritual) is opposed to carnality, and has reference to the influence 
of the Divine Spirit. The adjective 'spiritual' could not biblically be applied to any who 
are 'sensual... not having the Spirit' (Jude 19). Furthermore, the early argument of 
Romans chapter 8 (w.l-9) clearly shows that, more than merely having the Spirit, it 
involves living 'according to the Spirit'. To that we can add that true spirituality 
acknowledges the commands of the Lord (1 Cor.14:37); finds its expression in 
selflessly and meekly seeking the well-being of others (Gal.6:1 - the 'flesh' can glory 
in judging and humiliating); and avoids seeking to discern things merely from a 
natural or worldly point of view (1 Cor.2:10-16). Having said all that, we recognize 
that we can be surrounded by spiritual songs, blessings, truths, gifts and sacrifices 
but yet be personally afflicted by a sense of unreality. The answer can never be to 
experiment with New Age or any other 'form of spirituality', but is found, through 
engaging in the biblical disciplines, in the longing for a greater sense of God.  
References: 
(1) The Message of the New Testament, F.F. Bruce, The Paternoster Press, 1972. 
p.35ff. 
(2) Vine's Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words, W.E. Vine, Riverside, see 
under 'elements'. 
Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
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FOCUS 
WORLD POWERS IN GOD'S HANDS 

By Edwin Neely, Brantford, Ontario, Canada 
 

Al Gore and George Bush are front page news as you read your November Needed 
Truth. The American presidency and government are again ostensibly in the hands of 
the American voting public and world events over the next four years will be greatly 
affected by the election outcome. I say ostensibly because the setting up and 
knocking down of world powers has always been and will always be in the hands of 
Almighty God (Job 12:23). To Israel, long ago, Ezekiel stated words that contain truth 
still current: 
Thus says the Lord GOD:... 'Overthrown, overthrown, I will make it overthrown! It 
shall be no longer, until He comes whose right it is, and I will give it to Him' 
(Ezek.21:26,27). 

Concern for morality 
While we await Christ's earthly kingdom to be set up following His return to this earth, 
we look with interest upon the overturning and establishing of earthly administrations, 
and particularly as they affect the Middle East and Israel. Gore, the Democrat 
candidate, has chosen Joseph Leiberman, a practising orthodox Jew, as his running 
mate. Should Gore become president and be forced to leave office before the end of 
his term, Leiberman would automatically take his place. Could the American people 
be happy with what they might think his influence is on American-Israeli relations? 
Certainly Leiberman, a U.S. senator, has been very pro-Israel. Gore, a born-again 
believer and also pro-Israel, and Leiberman, his choice for vice-president, each 
promise high moral ground as the standard of a government that they would lead, 
and an absence of the questionable personal morality that has plagued American 
leadership over many presidencies. Bush, the Republican, also expresses concern 
for personal morality, its effect upon the nation, and for the furtherance of the peace 
process in the Middle East. Either candidate might find his policies stymied by a 
contrary congress or senate. The American system allows for a congress of opposing 
political persuasion to its president. The Scriptural outlook is, in any case, that world 
morals will continue to deteriorate and that any peace in that area will be temporary 
at best. A tribulation of universal proportions must yet centre around control of the 
mid-east, and the agony of constant skirmish will upset the nations until the arrival of 
the Prince of Peace who was so long ago rejected, He whose right it is to reign. 
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Pray for peace 

The North American continent is not specifically mentioned in prophecy, but as a 
world power prior to the return of Christ, its attitudes and wealth have had a 
tremendous influence on how the world has adjusted. The attitude of the believer, 
whether American or not, must be one of earnest prayer that peace might obtain and 
that opportunity for the extension of God's kingdom might also continue. And as we 
pray, let us remember the urgency expected of Israel in their declining days before 
the captivity. Ezek.9:4 portrays it: 'Go... and put a mark on the foreheads of the men 
who sigh and cry over all the abominations...' Is my prayer only a wish for peace and 
prosperity with my own situation in view? Or do I ache for the slide in public morality 
that surrounds us all? Do my prayers reflect that ache and so reflect the mind of the 
One through whom I pray and of His Father to whom I pray? Even Balaam loved 
righteousness. His lack was that he didn't hate iniquity. We look to the Lord Jesus as 
the standard: You have loved righteousness and hated lawlessness; therefore God, 
Your God, has anointed You with the oil of gladness more than Your companions 
(Heb.1:9). 
The word for 'mark' in Ezek.9:4 is the word tav, the name of the last letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet, made at that time in the form of a cross. Whatever that mark meant 
to Israel, those who today live lives marked clearly by the Cross will have the interest 
of mankind on their hearts (1 Tim.2:1 -4) and in their prayers and the compassion of 
Christ for mankind that makes such entreaty more than a mere repetition of prayerful 
thought. 

Effects of the Cross 
The character of men in Scripture is often seen by what is described upon their 
foreheads (consider Jer.3:3; Ezek.3:8; Rev.7:3; Rev.14:1; Rev.22:4 and even Uzziah 
whose leprosy broke out on his forehead 2 Chron.26:19). Let us be those whose 
'foreheads' display the effects of the Cross within our hearts. 
Whether Gore or Bush becomes president, he and his government will need our 
earnest prayer. No matter what your opinion might be of the United States, its 
financial thrust and its policies, they are very far reaching and until God brings ail 
nations to bow at the throne of the Lord Jesus Christ's earthly throne, nations of such 
strength and prominence require the supplication of the godly. 

Biblical quotations from the NKJV. 
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IT IS WRITTEN'...HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(10) It's Obvious! Irony, Rhetoric and Exaggeration 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
 

 If you think that English is easy to understand, try explaining to someone learning the 
language what we mean by saying: 'Why cut off your nose to spite your face?' It won't 
help to try to explain each word in turn, so it's no use just pointing to the dictionary. 
Moreover, the sentence structure is easy and correct, so the solution won't be found 
in a grammar textbook. Now perhaps you're saying to yourself, 'Why make such a big 
deal of it? It's obvious!' That is a good response. The power of most idioms, like this 
one, is that they are obvious (to people who use them). But sometimes the graphic 
way in which they make their point defies literal explanations. Of course, we could 
just say, 'Don't make matters worse!' Instead of using remarks about noses and 
faces, but the striking idiom may help to make the point more effectively. It is just so 
in the Scriptures. 
God does not play around with words, but He uses plays on words to make His points 
effectively. He has carefully chosen every word of Scripture, and sometimes He uses 
these in idioms that are intended to provoke a bit more thought. So in our Bible 
reading we may occasionally find sentences which require more than an 
understanding of vocabulary and grammar. This article will point us to a few 
examples that mean more than they literally say.  The objective is to help us to be on 
the lookout for these kinds of statements, so that we pause appropriately when God's 
word seems to use exaggeration or contradiction. There is an explanation. 

Irony 
Irony is saying something using words that would normally mean something different, 
or even the opposite. For instance, we are speaking ironically if we say: 'I've never 
heard that one before!' when responding to someone who is giving us the same old 
excuse for their failure. The key to the use and understanding of irony is to know what 
is the truth of the matter. We must ask what is the expected response to the 
statement. Is it purely descriptive, or is it stating something that is far from true as 
though it were true, and if so, what is the change in behaviour that is required to 
make it true? The Scriptures include examples of God making ironic statements, and 
more frequently men making them. If we understand the context we will readily see 
the emphasis in the irony. Irony is found on the lips of Michal, the daughter of Saul, 
as she derides her husband David: 'How the king of Israel distinguished himself 
today!' (2 Sam.6:20). She meant no such thing. Rather she believed that by acting as 
one of the common people he had damaged his regal standing. Scripture records her 
irony, and leaves us to seek out the truth of the matter in the 
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rest of the passage. She wanted David's attitude to be like hers, but she was not only 
out of tune with him, she was not in accord with God and suffered for it. 
The depth of irony is reached when we hear the soldiers at the Cross say: 'Hail, King 
of the Jews!' (Matt.27:29). The contrast between the words and the meaning is 
absolutely clear. The Spirit of God in recording the words actually spoken has 
ensured that the depravity of mankind is honestly emphasized. 
Paul is also guided by the Spirit to use irony in his corrective teaching. In 1 Cor.6:4 he 
takes to task the Church of God in Corinth for attempting to resolve disagreements in 
the courts instead of resorting to the wise counsellors available to them in the 
Church. He says: 'Is it so, that there is not among you one wise man who will be able 
to decide between his brethren, but brother goes to law with brother, and that before 
unbelievers?' (1 Cor.6:2-6). Of course there was no question that wise men were 
available to them. You can turn to 2 Cor.11:19 for another interesting use of irony by 
Paul on the matter of exercising wisdom. Then look up Tit.1:12,13 and see how Paul 
introduces irony by noting that a common saying, 'Cretans are always liars'... was 
spoken by a Cretan! If so, must it be a lie? No, says Paul, This testimony is true', and 
therefore corrective ministry was appropriate and necessary. 
The Lord Jesus Christ Himself used irony when appropriate to strengthen the point 
He was making. For instance, when speaking to Nicodemus He said: 'Are you the 
teacher of Israel, 
 and do not understand these things?' (Jn 3:10). Obviously the teacher should have 
knowledge; it was ironic that Nicodemus who should know, did not. Likewise in Jn 
7:28 the Lord says, 'You both know Me and know where I am from'. However, His 
meaning is basically the opposite, i.e. they did not really know who He was and they 
were wrong in their belief as to where He was from. The irony highlighted the error 
and emphasized how misguided they were in thinking Him to be disqualified from 
being the Messiah. 
You can look out for other statements using irony as you do your daily Bible reading. 
Not all of them are obvious. This is especially so in the prophetic books, but if you are 
ready for the challenge see if you can explain the irony in the following passages: 
Isa.2:10; Isa.8:9,10; Isa.57:13; Jer.51:8; Ezek.28:3; Amos 4:4,5; Nah.3:14. How 
instructive is the Word of God! When we look into it as a mirror we see ourselves as 
we really are, and sometimes we see things from its pages that emphasize to us that 
change is necessary in our lives. It is as if God needs to shake us to our senses. That 
is when He uses irony. 

Rhetorical Questions 
We speak rhetorically, sometimes combining it with irony, when instead of making a 
statement we pose a question that has a self-evident answer. For instance we might 
say: 'Who doesn't know?' when we clearly mean that everybody knows, or 'Who 
cares?' when in our view it is evident that nobody cares. The context in each case will 
determine whether the question is rhetorical or not.   As an 
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example of a passage that requires us to note the context we may turn to Acts 
26:27,28. Paul appears to use a rhetorical question when he said during his trial: 
'King Agrippa, do you believe the Prophets?' for he could immediately proceed: 'I 
know that you do". It is safe to assume that Paul's objective was not to introduce 
doubt about the matter, but to rely upon an undoubted fact. Agrippa's answer is 
interesting too, but it is potentially ambiguous. He said to Paul: 'In a short time you 
will persuade me to become a Christian'. This may have been a sincere declaration of 
growing faith. Alternatively Agrippa's response to Paul's rhetorical question may have 
been tinged with irony. Paul had put him in a dilemma with the question: if he denied 
that he believed the prophets his reputation would suffer, and he would have lost the 
right to sit in judgement; yet if he agreed with Paul's conclusions about the messianic 
prophecies the case would be closed in Paul's favour. So we may infer that he spoke 
with irony when he challenged any attempt to persuade him to Christianity, and here 
we remember that 'Christian' was then a term used in scorn. In the next verse (v.29) 
Paul moves away from any figures of speech, and speaks absolutely plainly to the 
king and the court. 
Bible passages such as these come alive as we appreciate not only the words that 
are recorded but the way in which they were used. Now turn to Jn 5:39,40, and see 
the rhetorical way in which the Lord spoke to those who read the Scriptures ardently, 
but refused to see what the Word of God actually meant.   He said: 'You search the 
Scriptures, because you think that in them you have eternal life'. To see the force of 
this statement, put a question mark at this point, and then ask yourself how His 
hearers would have responded. Surely, they would have answered with a resounding 
'Yes!' Taking that self-evident response for granted, the Lord adds His necessary 
teaching: "it is these that bear witness of Me.' The hearers are now boxed in; they 
cannot deny the first thing He said, but if His second point is also true they will not 
escape the logical result, and just to be sure they have understood this, the Lord 
goes on to say: 'and you are unwilling to come to Me, that you may have life'. You 
can use this technique daily. Mentally add a question mark after what seems to be an 
obvious Scripture statement; ask yourself what your personal response is to each 
such important and enduring question. 
The rhetorical questions in the Scriptures are included so that we will react more 
positively to their meaning. You may want to read Rom.4:7-10 and Rom.8:31-39 to 
reinforce your own appreciation of this form of speech, giving your own answer to 
each of the questions and marvelling anew at the grace of God expressed so 
positively in such Scriptures. 
Exaggeration 'I've told you a million times not to do that!' Perhaps there are some 
parents who haven't spoken in this way to their children, but the majority of readers 
will doubtless relate to this figure of speech. We exaggerate for emphasis. In this 
example we don't really mean that we have said the same words exactly a million 
times, or even nearly 
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a million times. We just mean we have said it before and further repetition should not 
be necessary. It would quite likely make us upset if the person addressed took issue 
with the literal accuracy of our statement. Yet one of the most frequent challenges to 
the accuracy of the Bible is based on exactly that issue. If the Bible is the Word of 
God it must be true. But if a Bible statement is not literally correct it does not make 
the statement untrue or the Bible dishonest; truth has to do with accuracy of meaning, 
and we may honestly use hyperbole (exaggeration) or other figures of speech to get 
across the true meaning of something important. An example of this is found in 
Mk.1:37, where it says: 'they found Him, and said to Him, "Everyone is looking for 
You'". Obviously not everyone in the world was looking for Him, but the point was 
clear and honestly made. We would not be justified in expecting Scripture to state the 
exact number of people enquiring about the Lord's whereabouts. However, in the 
many places where we see apparent exaggeration used, we should be on the alert to 
question why this is so. Rather than provide a list of examples on this point, we 
suggest the search take place in your daily reading. Looking out for examples of 
irony, rhetorical questions and exaggeration will add to our appreciation of the 
message of the Scriptures in such portions. And that's no exaggeration!  
Biblical quotations from the New American Standard Bible. 
 

FOOT WASHING: THE SERVANT'S TASK 
By A/ex Reid, Leigh, England 

 
The most meaningful revelations about the true natures of men and women are 
shown in their deeds, as it is written: 'By their fruit you will recognize them' 
(Matt.7:16). In Genesis 18 we are given an insight into the character of the patriarch 
Abraham. This insight is brought to light by his attitude and actions towards the three 
visiting strangers who appear in the chapter. Abraham acts to show hospitality to the 
strangers, as was the custom of those days. Not only does he offer the hospitality of 
his  tent, but behaves towards the strangers in a most reverential way, bowing low 
and addressing them as 'lord' and calling himself 'your servant' (Gen.18:3). He offers 
them first water for their feet, then food and drink. 
Although he was a rich man with servants at his command (see Gen.13:2 etc.), 
Abraham attended personally to the needs of his guests. He selected the tender calf 
for the meal, brought the curds and milk to go with the meat and personally laid the 
meal before the visitors, standing nearby in the attitude of a servant.  
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waiting to attend to whatever their needs might be. Although the text does not 
specifically say so, it would not be surprising if Abraham had himself washed the feet 
of his guests. These things speak volumes about the man Abraham. He was 
obviously possessed of great personal humility and did not think himself superior to 
others, or above menial tasks. 

A theophany? 
Of the three visitors, two were angels (see Gen.19:1), the third is referred to in 
Gen.18:1,13,17,20,22,26,33 as 'the Lord*. It is thought by many Biblical scholars that 
this is one of the theophanic appearances of Christ in the Old Testament. If this is so 
then Abraham ministered personally to the Lord Jesus Christ, perhaps washing His 
feet. 
These ministrations of Abraham to Christ, arising from his personal humility, brought 
their own reward. First, the patriarch received confirmation of the earlier divine 
promise concerning a son by his still then barren wife Sarah (Gen.17:19-22; 
Gen.18:10-14). Secondly, he received insight into the divine will regarding the cities 
of the plain, and the Lord's future purpose in him (Gen.18:16-21). So the pattern 
established is personal humility, leading to service, followed by reward and insight. 

Hospitality withheld 
We now turn to the New Testament for the complete antithesis of what we have just 
observed concerning Abraham. In Lk.7:36-50, Simon the Pharisee had invited the 
Lord to dinner. But any pure motive for the invitation can be discounted, since as the 
Lord pointed out (Lk.7:44-46), the normal courtesies shown to invited guests were not 
extended to Him. Had Simon invited Jesus out of personal curiosity, or for some other 
reason? Whatever the reason, Simon did not hold his guest in high esteem. Perhaps 
the withholding of the normal requirements of hospitality were a deliberate slight to 
Christ.  

A contrast 
As a result of his attitude of counting himself better than others (see Lk.7:39), the only 
insight Simon the Pharisee obtained was a revealing of the narrow mean-spirited 
nature of his own heart. This revelation to Simon was highlighted by the actions of the 
woman brought before us in the passage. She obviously had no thought of self-worth 
as she demonstrated by her attitude to the Lord, performing those tasks that Simon 
had neglected. Not only did she carry out the servant's tasks, but did them in such a 
highly personal and touching way that her high esteem of Christ and her lowly opinion 
of herself were plain for all to see. Her reward was confirmation from the Lord's 
mouth of what had already taken place in her heart: 'Your sins are forgiven... Your 
faith has saved you; go in peace' (Lk.7:48-50). So the pattern is repeated again; 
personal humility; service to Christ, followed by reward and insight. 
We now turn to the scene brought before us in Jn 13:1-17, the incident of Jesus 
washing the disciples' feet. As the evening meal was being served the Lord girded 
Himself with a towel, took water and began to wash His disciples' feet. Should one of 
them not have voluntarily performed this task? Was it a sense of pride, a lack of 
humility, or 
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an unwillingness to serve each other that prevented any of them coming forward to 
carry out this menial task? Disputes had previously arisen among them as to which 
one of them was greatest and this had resulted in bad feeling between them (Lk.9:46, 
22:24). Was it a sense of shame at not having been the one to come forward that 
prompted Peter's strong protest to his Master? 

An example 
Whatever the reasons were that held them back, they were given an object lesson in 
personal humility. Their beloved Lord and esteemed Master personally washed the 
dusty feet of His followers. The lesson struck home; no room for pride here; the last 
vestige of 
 excuse was swept away with the words: 'Now that I, your Lord and Teacher, have 
washed your feet, you also should wash one another's feet. I have set you an 
example' (Jn 13:14,15). The example and its import come down to us today. We 
should not think ourselves above performing the most menial services for our fellow 
disciples. After all, is service towards a fellow disciple, a fellow member of Christ's 
body, not in essence a service to the Lord Himself? So our pattern is seen again; 
humility preceding service to others and through them to Christ, followed by insight 
and reward: 'Now that you know these things, you will be blessed if you do them' (Jn 
13:17).  

Biblical quotations are from the NIV. 
 

ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES 
By David J. Webster, Liverpool, England 

 
God does not react to situations in the way we do. He is never taken by surprise nor 
forced to reconsider or adapt to circumstances. His plans are never found to be 
inadequate nor does He have to develop things by a process of trial and error in the 
way that we do so often. Paul put the events of the death, burial and resurrection of 
our Lord in this context when he wrote: 

For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that Christ died 
for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried,  that he was 
raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to 
Peter, and then to the Twelve (1 Cor.15:3-5).  

Peter made the same point to his audience in his great Pentecost address:  
Men of Israel, listen to this: Jesus of Nazareth was... handed over to you by 
God's set purpose and foreknowledge; and you, with the help of wicked men, 
put him to death by nailing him to the cross. But God raised him from the 
dead, freeing him from the agony of death, because it was impossible for 
death to keep its hold on him (Acts 2:22-24). 

From our human perspective in Old Testament times God looked forward to the time 
when the Lord Jesus would live on the earth and would, in His life, fulfil what was 
written in God's Word.   Now we are able to look back to what was written in the 
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books of the Old Testament to see pictures and direct prophecies that were fulfilled 
by the life, death, burial and resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 'According to the 
Scriptures' assures us that it was part of God's plan that the Lord Jesus should die on 
the Cross and that He should rise again on the third day. Astonishingly it also 
confirms how much God loves you and me! We can only kneel in awe and wonder 
and thank Him with gratitude for such determined love. 
The Old Testament Scriptures have a lot to say about the Lord Jesus. Isaiah wrote 
poignantly: 

Yet it was the LORD'S will to crush him and cause him to suffer,... by his 
knowledge my righteous servant will justify many, and he will bear their 
iniquities. Therefore I will give him a portion among the great and he will divide the 
spoils with the strong, because he poured out his life unto death, and was 
numbered with the transgressors. For he bore the sin of many, and made 
intercession for the transgressors.(Isa.53:10-12)    

The book of Jonah contains a picture of the Lord, according to the Lord Jesus 
Himself (See Matt.12:40) when it records 'Jonah was inside the fish three days and 
three nights' (Jon.1:17).  
'According to the Scriptures' presents a challenge too. Peter wrote:  
Concerning this salvation, the prophets, who spoke of the grace that was to come to you, 
searched intently and with the greatest care, trying to find out the time and 
circumstances to which the Spirit of Christ in them was pointing when he predicted the 
sufferings of Christ and the glories that would follow.   It was revealed to them that 
they were not serving themselves but you, when they spoke of the things that have now 
been told you by those who have preached the gospel to you by the Holy Spirit sent from 
heaven.  Even angels long to look into these things.    Therefore, prepare your minds 
for action: be self-controlled; set your hope fully on the grace to be given you when Jesus 
Christ is revealed (1 Pet.1:10-13).    
'According to the Scriptures' brings in the 39 books of the Old Testament and refutes 
the idea that Christianity only needs the New Testament. If the Old Testament writers 
were serving us it must be important that we read, study and meditate on what they 
have to say.  Let us look out for those pictures, that word of prophecy, those poetic 
images which reinforce the story that the Gospel writers tell and  remind us that 
'everything that was written in the past was written to teach us, so that through 
endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope' 
(Rom.15:4). 
Scriptural quotations are from the NIV.  
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EDITORIAL 

 
So year 2000 has passed without the spectacular disruption in world affairs which 
many people had feared would happen! May we nevertheless be guarded from 
relaxing into the attitude taken by certain sceptics in apostolic times. Questioning the 
coming again of the Lord Jesus they allayed fear of what this might involve for them 
by arguing that 'since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the 
beginning of creation' (2 Pet.3:4). 
Our Twentieth Century Review Series this year has shown very clearly from scripture 
that all things are certainly not continuing as they were in former centuries. We are 
living in a most exceptional time, fraught with world problems - economic, social, 
religious, political and scientific - which are unprecedented in human history. This 
month's final article of the Series shows how directly many of these issues are related 
to prophetic scriptures about the second coming of Christ. We may justifiably draw 
cheer from the Lord's word in Lk.21:28; 'Now when these things begin to happen, 
look up and lift up your heads, because your redemption draws near'. 

God's longsuffering 
How awesomely impressive are God's longsuffering and restraint! It has always been 
so. Despite the provocation of a world filled with violence and corruption, Divine 
'longsuffering ...waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was being prepared' (1 
Pet.3:20). Had only ten righteous persons been found in corrupt Sodom judgement 
would have been stayed (Gen.18:32). Backsliding Israel and Judah 'transgressed 
more and more, according to all the abominations of the nations, and defiled the 
house of the LORD which He had consecrated in Jerusalem... But they mocked the 
messengers of God, despised His words, and scoffed at His prophets, until the wrath 
of the LORD arose against His people, till there was no remedy' (2 Chron.36:14-16). 
Still now the day of grace extends, for the Lord 'is longsuffering toward us, not willing 
that any should perish but that all should come to repentance' (2 Pet.3:9). 
Yet how deep the affront to God and to His beloved Son in today's world! Millions are 
devotees of religions which deny Christ's Deity. As featured in 'Focus' this month 
countless clamant voices promote materialism, ungodly pleasures and so much else 
which diverts the mind from God. Basic divine moral standards are increasingly 
trampled underfoot. Must not the time inevitably be near when again the wrath of God 
will arise against the world, when there will be 'no remedy'? 

 Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
 George Prasher 
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TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIEW 

'Where is the Promise of His Coming?' 
By P. Capewell, Stoke-on-Trent, England 

 
 

False prophets 
For centuries, people have been predicting the end of the world. As those dates have 
passed uneventfully, these self-styled prophets have had to revise their opinions 
using all sorts of ruses. Many of them forecasted this event would take place in 1999, 
among them a prestigious seer, Nostradamus, who predicted a world catastrophe in 
July 1999; supporters of Michael Drosnin, author of the controversial book. The Bible 
Code, who applies numerology to the Hebrew Bible; Shoko Asahara, imprisoned 
leader of a Japanese cult best known for its mass murder of passengers in the Tokyo 
subway whose revised date was September 1999; and the American, Jack Van Impe 
who opted for an apocalyptic World War III. Inevitably, all such predictions have been 
discredited. The Lord's promised return is assured, but its timing is in the hands of the 
Father: 'It is not for you to know times or seasons which the Father has put in His own 
authority' (Acts 1:7). 

Discern the time 
However, as the Lord taught (Lk.12:54-56), if we can read the signs of impending 
weather changes, we should also discern the signs of the times. Among those signs 
are 'wars and rumours of wars... famines, pestilences, and earthquakes' 
(Matt.24:6,7). The year 1999 alone witnessed an alarming number of disasters. In 
January, an earthquake hit the city of Armenia in Colombia, leaving 1,000  dead and 
another 20,000 homeless. In the early hours of August 20*, an earthquake struck 
Western Turkey, trapping people in their beds and killing 40,000. Just twelve weeks 
later, another 'quake caused further damage in the same area. America and the 
Bahamas suffered the sharp tongue of Hurricane Floyd in mid-September. Death and 
destruction were strewn across the cyclone-ravaged Indian state of Orissa. The death 
toll topped 9,000 and fifteen million were rendered homeless. Parts of Venezuela 
were devastated by floods and mud slides in December. International tensions were 
unabated with the American arms inspector calling off his team's work in Iraq; the 
ongoing feud between Israel and her neighbours; NATO's massive air strike in 
Kosovo against the 'vile oppression' being carried out against Kosovar and Albanian 
civilians; the sabre-rattling by India and Pakistan over Kashmir, a situation 
exacerbated by the rival nations' atomic potential; the massacre in East Timor 
following the UN-monitored referendum on independence and the comprehensive 
Russian bombing of Grozny, the Chechen capital, in which 50,000 civilians had been 
trapped. 
The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists displays a 'Doomsday Clock' that is meant to 
symbolize the possibility of nuclear catastrophe. On June 11, 1998, it was advanced 
five minutes to read nine minutes to midnight. The movement of the minute hand 
followed the nuclear tests by India and 
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Pakistan, the failed diplomacy in the nuclear sphere, the increased possibility of the 
collapse of the nonproliferation regime and the failure to realize deep reductions in 
the numbers of nuclear weapons. 'How is it you do not discern this time?' (Lk.12:56). 

Our Lord's coming draweth nigh, 
His long-sought unveiling; 
Let us Maranatha cry 
With a faith unfailing. (G. Nelson)  

False Hope 
As the January article in this series maintained, there have been huge strides in 
technology and science especially during the last hundred years. As knowledge 
increases at an unprecedented pace, forecasts of vast progress are being made for 
the next century. There will be 'smart houses' in which many routine jobs will be done 
by voice command. Get up for breakfast and simply say, 'Good morning' and the 
blinds will be drawn back and lights switched off automatically. The process can 
simply be reversed by saying, 'Good evening'. Palm-sized devices will contain the 
equivalent computing power of the first 50-foot machines from five decades ago. 
Cures for all sorts of paralysis are predicted. Medical experts claim it will be possible 
to replace virtually any organ lost to trauma or disease. Cloned body parts promise 
cures, and many diseases could be eliminated before birth through embryo 
screening. It is asserted that all these advances will help in the inevitable march 
towards improvement. The Christian knows that there are, however, irreversible 
declines in underlying standards. Nations are sliding quickly into godless conditions 
of unrestrained sin such as characterized the days of Noah and of Lot, and which will 
attend the coming of the Son of Man (Lk.17:26-30). In many walks of life, there is 
open rebellion against law and order, permissiveness is rampant, divorce is on the 
increase. Signs of the breakdown of family life and even society itself are evident. 
There is an unprecedented greed for material possessions, a sure indication of the 
end times. 'As it was also in the days of Lot: They ate, they drank, they bought, they 
sold, they planted, they built;... Even so will it be in the day when the Son of Man is 
revealed' (Lk.17:28,30). There is a ready and increasingly open misuse of drugs and 
a rapid decline in the fear of the Lord. A multiplicity of false religions leads many 
astray. 'For false christs and false prophets will arise and show great signs and 
wonders, so as to deceive' (Matt.24:24). Spiritual apathy is rife. 'And because 
lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold' (Matt.24:12). Throughout 
the world today, such characteristics are clearly in evidence. Already, there is a 
deepening darkness covering the earth. If the 'mystery of lawlessness' (2 Thess.2:7) 
was at work in Paul's day, how much more it is evident today as children and adults 
alike walk the treadmill of sin. This, surely, is the parable of 'all the trees' of which the 
Lord spoke in Lk.21:29. 
Ecumenical developments  
Reference was made to the Second Vatican Council (1962-65) in this magazine in 
1984 (page 72). That Council brought about a radical change in the attitude of the 
Roman Catholic Church towards other religious groups. 
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Pope John Paul II endorsed the move towards ecumenicalism, which that Council 
heralded, in his encyclical on May 25 1995. Looking forward to the dawn of the third 
millennium, he wrote in his paper entitled, That They May Be One', 'My earnest 
desire is to renew this call (to unity) today, to propose it once more with 
determination. Believers in Christ... cannot remain divided. No one is unaware of the 
challenge which this poses to believers. They cannot fail to meet this challenge... to 
break down the walls of division and distrust, to overcome obstacles and prejudices 
which thwart the proclamation of the Gospel of salvation in the Cross of Jesus, the 
one Redeemer of man.' In the unmistakable move towards so-called spiritual unity, 
this is further evidence of a willingness to re-examine old and previously 
insurmountable barriers. In the light of Scripture, we watch this process moving 
inexorably towards the setting up of a great apostate religious system at 'the time of 
the end" (Dan.11:40). 

The sure hope 
Despite men's best efforts in the spheres of science, technology and religion, the 
world hastens on its downward spiral (2 Tim.3:1-5). As in Noah's day, scoffers treat 
the prospect of the Lord's return as child's play, saying, 'Where is the promise of His 
coming?' (2 Pet.3:4). For the Christian, it is important to 'be ready to give a defence to 
everyone who asks you a reason for the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear' 
(1 Pet.3:15). His stay with the Thessalonian Church curtailed, Paul wrote to them 
later, placing great emphasis on the truth of the Lord's coming (1 Thess.1:10; 1 
Thess.4:16-18). These latter words bear a striking resemblance to the Lord's own 
words in Jn 14:2,3, "I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place 
for you, I will come again and receive you to Myself; that where I am, there you may 
be also". It is evident that the apostle's words had a powerful influence on the lives of 
the Christians in the Church of God in Thessalonica for they were living in a daily 
expectation of the Lord's return for them (1 Thess.1:10). Horatius Bonar, the well-
loved hymn writer, is reputed to have made this remark at the end of each day, 
'Perhaps tonight, Lord,' and, at dawn, 'Perhaps today, Lord'. Such an attitude of 
readiness and anticipation is expected of all disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ 
(Tit.2:13,14). How it would transform our lives! Conscious of the vast amounts of Old 
Testament scripture that had been fulfilled in the Lord's coming, His sufferings and 
ascension, the early Christians enjoyed the confidence expressed by Peter: 'We also 
have the prophetic word made more sure, which you do well to heed as to a light that 
shines in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts' 
(2 Pet.1:19). We have the added enlightenment of the fulfilment of further prophecy 
and we surely must recognize the signs of the times. 'For yet a little while, and He 
who is coming will come and will not tarry' (Heb.10:37). 

We wait the coming of our Lord,  
Nor shall this blessed hope prove vain; 
He cannot break His faithful word, 
That says He'll surely come again. 
(author unknown) 
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Is that true, do we really, seriously await His coming? Such an attitude would have a 
purifying effect on our lives. 'And everyone who has this hope in Him purifies himself, 
just as He is pure'(1 Jn 3:3). 

Shine too, O Hope, in purifying splendour! 
Illume my soul amid earth's squalid night; 
Cleanse from defilement service I would render, 
That unashamed I hail Thy presence bright. (C. Belton) 

Biblical quotations are from the NK]V. 
 

GOLDEN SPOONS 
By R. Darke, Victoria, B.C., Canada 

 
The Lord claims us as His precious jewels, and desires us to be vessels unto honour 
in His house; but how can He use us as golden spoons? The spoon offering is 
mentioned in Num.7, where we are told of the princes of Israel bringing, among other 
things, 12 golden spoons full of incense, at the time of the dedication of the altar of 
burnt offering. Five ingredients were used to make the incense (Ex.30:34), and each 
one speaks of the Person of Christ. All these were blended together, and were not to 
be imitated, for who could be compared with the spotless Son of God? We must not 
forget that the incense could only ascend as a fragrance unto God in the holy place, 
while the fires of the altar of burnt offering burned in the court: the incense was 
placed upon the live coals from off the altar. How this reminds us of the inseparable 
link between the fires of Calvary's altar which Christ endured, and the ascending 
fragrance of prayer in God's Presence! How vitally important prayer is! How often the 
Lord Jesus resorted to prayer, often throughout the hours of the night. It is the 
example of His prayer life which we must follow if we are to be anything for God. 
We are told in Revelation 5:8 of the golden bowls full of incense which are the 
prayers of the saints, which would indicate very clearly the relationship between the 
incense and prayer. This leads us to the importance and value of a golden spoon full 
of incense, which each one of us can bring figuratively to our God. Am I a golden 
spoon full of incense? Am I a praying Christian? God needs men and women today 
who will intercede with arms uplifted like Moses (Ex.17:11), plead with the zeal of 
Abraham (Gen.18:23), continue in supplications and prayers night and day like the 
early widows (1 Tim. 5:5) and always strive in prayer like godly Epaphras (Col.4:12). 
It is our responsibility to lift up holy hands in prayer (1 Tim. 2:8), and to follow the 
Psalmist's example. 'Let my prayer be set forth as incense before thee; the lifting up 
of my hands as the evening sacrifice' (Ps.141:2). Let us be golden spoons filled with 
incense; let us pray without ceasing; let us this day resolve to continue stedfastly in 
prayer (Acts 6:4). 
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MANY VOICES 

By Keith Dorricott, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
'There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world...'  

(1 Cor.14:10 RV). 
While walking through Heathrow international airport in London recently, I was almost 
overwhelmed with the barrage of sights and sounds - messages and advertising of 
every kind, from ail directions, visual and audio, all competing for my attention. Every 
square foot of space had something for me to read. I was reminded again that there 
are so many voices in the world nowadays, and they all seem to be shouting at us at 
once. Everyone's selling something, it seems. We are all being constantly bombarded 
in public places with information of all kinds - commercial advertising, political 
propaganda, instructions, entertainment - telling us what to think and what to buy. So 
many messages, all vying for our attention, constituting a barrage on our senses. 
In my country, like many others in the developed world, a household television set 
can pull in over a hundred channels, twenty-four hours a day. Radio programs are full 
of talk shows. The newsstands are burgeoning with an ever-increasing variety of 
magazines - each calling out to be selected by provocative headlines and covers. 
Every aspect of self-indulgence is catered for. As we drive along in our cars, signs 
and billboards are everywhere, all competing for a few seconds of our undivided 
attention. No opportunity is lost - even advertising while we wait on the telephone. 
The media industry, in all its forms, is one of the fastest growing sectors in our 
economies, and the medium has become more important than the message. 

Battle for attention 
Technology, of course, has made a lot of this possible. Astounding developments in 
electronic billboards, the manufacture and reproduction of music, computer animation 
and the ubiquitous Internet have created an overload of information and illusion. The 
economics of information have given way to the economics of attention. The battle 
now is for our attention - to do almost anything to get us to notice. Brand identity has 
become the indispensable factor in marketing, with image and appearance becoming 
of far more importance than substance. 'Hype' is in; reality is out. And. what's worse, 
it can even condition us to begin to crave this constant noise. 
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How do we as Christians cope with this overload of media clutter and superficiality? 
Some of it of course is self-imposed - the radio and television, for example, with their 
constant stream of banalities. At least they have an off button. Perhaps we just wish 
for simpler times. But most of the time we try to tune things out, to turn ourselves off 
in an attempt to screen out whatever offends, whatever is not relevant - but it is a 
constant battle. 

Battle for minds 
The whole world lies in... the evil one (1 Jn 5:19), and the target of the evil one is our 
minds. He is the god of this age and he wants to capture our attention by any means 
possible, and today he has more tools than ever. By these he blinds minds lest the 
light of God enter (2 Cor.4:3-5). All temptation starts in our minds. The god of this age 
tempted Christ by showing Him all the kingdoms of the world and their glory. He's 
doing the same to us today - believer and unbeliever alike - to keep our minds from 
the reality of God. 

God is still speaking 
In contrast to all this noise the Holy Spirit is still at work in the world, calling sinners 
and saints to Christ. But His still small voice can easily be drowned out. Yet God is 
still speaking in the world today - the message of Christ through the person of Christ 
(Heb.1:1,2). His Son is both the medium and the message. And so we are warned: 
See to it that you do not refuse Him who is speaking (Heb.12:25). We are instructed 
to bring every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ (2 Cor.10:5). If we do 
so, the emptiness that the media pumps out constantly will not infiltrate. Christian, let 
us be alert to this information pollution all around us, so that it doesn't deaden us to 
the voice of the Spirit of God. 
There is a future day, we know, when the voice of God in this world will be far from 
silent - when all other mouths will be silenced. God will speak with power and the 
heavens and earth will be shaken. Truth and reality will reign. Meanwhile, let us 
guard our ears and our eyes from the 'many voices'. 

Biblical quotations are from the NASB. 
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IT IS WRITTEN'...HOW? 

A look at the way the Bible makes its points  
(11) Making You Think: Questions 

By Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Introduction 

A colour-blind person who cannot distinguish the colour red may see something quite 
different from other people as they look at the same catalogue. So what do you say if 
such a person, pointing to some red text, asks, 'Why is this print so unclear?' If you 
knew of the colour-blindness problem, you could sympathetically answer that it was 
unclear to you too, but that would be dishonest. Yet to simply answer: 'I can read it 
clearly', might leave the questioner dismayed. Some Bible questions are similarly 
framed. We can go from our imaginary example to the factual dialogue of the Lord 
Jesus Christ with His would-be judges (Lk.22:66-71). The exchange went like this, "'If 
You are the Christ, tell us." But He said to them, "If I tell you, you will not believe.'" 
Why did He not simply say, 'Yes', since they were obviously looking for a yes or no 
answer? Perhaps because their understanding about what the title 'Christ' or 
'Messiah' meant was incorrect. Certainly He was not the Messiah they were wanting. 
He knew that to say He was Messiah would result in their immediate denial. Yet to 
say He was not actually Messiah would be untrue. They needed to see the colour 
properly but they were colour blind in the matter. So He answered neither yes nor no 
but described their need and confirmed their prejudice. 
 Have you ever made a point of stopping when reading in the New Testament about 
questions Jesus asked and answered, to see if there is a deeper meaning to them? 
Although there are many questions recorded in the Bible, this is not an accident. 
They deserve a good deal of attention. 
It has been calculated that out of the almost 1,200 chapters of the Bible over 60% 
contain questions. The Bible records literally thousands of questions. It is in a 
question that Satan first challenges the authority of God: '...has God said?' (Gen.3:1). 
Could you explain the term temptation without referring to a question situation? 
Again, every sinner must answer the same question God posed to Adam ('Where are 
you?') if they would find salvation, for we cannot be saved if we will not acknowledge 
where we stand in relation to God's demands. From Genesis to Revelation the Bible 
forcefully makes its points through questions. They correspond to our natural 
inquisitiveness, but are surely designed to stop us in our tracks and make us think. 
We looked at the use of rhetorical questions in an earlier article and now turn to 
questions of other types. For simplicity we shall condense what could be a very long 
list of reasons why the Bible employs questions to just three categories. Here is the 
first. 
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To obtain facts 
These are the simplest questions reported in Scripture. As in our own everyday lives, 
they usually involve the '5Ws and an H’, Who? When? Where, What? Why? and 
How? You will find these words frequently in the Bible and in most places they simply 
represent enquiries. They are not necessarily lacking in deeper meaning, but they are 
straightforward requests for information by someone who doesn't know (leaving for 
now the recorded questions posed by God or His angels, who are presumed to have 
known the answers and to have been asking a question for a different purpose than 
just finding information). You might like to commence study with the first references 
and then proceed with the help of a concordance through the Scriptures. The 
following appear to be the first occurrences of our usual question words: 

Who: 
Gen.24:23 includes a lovely question posed in the dialogue between Abraham's 
servant and Rebekah. In fulfilling the purpose of his master, he had to establish 
whose daughter Rebekah was, for his best hopes would have been dashed if she 
was not of the right lineage to be an eligible bride for Isaac. So he simply asks, 
'Whose daughter are you?' Once you start reading this account you will find it hard to 
put the book down until you reach the end; it is a compelling account. Many have 
seen in it a beautiful picture of the work of the Holy Spirit in our day in seeking out 
God's chosen ones to be brought into union with Christ. Studying this little word 
'who?' may lead to a consideration of God's greatness, as we focus it on Him, and 
then the greatness of His grace as we turn the question to ourselves, and say: 'Who 
has He (mercifully) called?' 

When: 
For this, our first reference is Gen.30:30. It occurs in reference to a man's concern for 
meeting the needs of his own family. Jacob says to Laban, 'the LORD has blessed 
you wherever I turned. But now, when shall I provide for my own household also?' 
'When' here suggests discussion of priorities in life. As you meet similar questions in 
Scripture, ask yourself what the passage is saying about such a vital issue. 

Where: 
We shall not find this word in a routine question until 1 Sam.9:18. There we hear Saul 
enquiring concerning the location of Samuel the seer's house. Saul was about to 
become king, and the passage tells us something about the question: 'Where does 
God want me to be?' Saul was given opportunity to be in a place of high privilege, but 
as we follow on to see what happened to him we see his heart went far away from 
God. Saul ended up enquiring of a witch, a channeler as she might now be called; 
how far he had departed from his sound initial line of enquiry. When we read 
questions in Scripture about people enquiring where God wanted them to serve Him, 
we do well to consider our own responses, and our progress. It is important 
frequently to check our spiritual whereabouts! 

Why, What and How: 
These separate English words may all be represented by one Hebrew word. 
Gen.12:18 and Gen.27:20 bring each of them before us. The context of these 
questions   in   each   case   relates   to 
circumstances where the truth had not been plainly told. Would it be possible to 
operate a court of law justly if questions to the accused and witnesses were 
forbidden? Questions are important. We must not pass over these little words in our 
Scripture reading without proper consideration. However, what we have looked at so 
far have been the simplest of questions, usually from person to person. When God 
asks questions, our concentration level needs to increase, for He does not use 
questions to gain information; He is omniscient, all-knowing. So we proceed to our 
next category, for which there are many person-to person examples but we shall 
focus on questions by deity. 
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To express strong feeling 
This section focuses on questions that raise emotions, but many Bible questions of a 
similar nature are expressions of doubt or amazement. So look out for these types 
too. When Jesus said, 'O unbelieving and perverted generation, how long shall I be 
with you? How long shall I put up with you?' (Matt.17:17), He was not expecting an 
answer to these emotional questions. These were very important issues for His 
disciples, who at the time were in disarray. And they were important too for the 
people around, who were keen to see a miraculous healing but less interested in the 
source of His power. By 'the finger of God', another way of saying by the Holy Spirit, 
He did such things (cf. Lk.11:20 and Matt.12:28). How sad if the disciples had thought 
that the power to heal was under their control. The Lord's words also describe our 
own generation, and if we wish to see the miracle of the new birth occur we shall still 
need to be conscious of the Spirit's patient work in it. 
We might in a similar way consider the Lord's words: 'O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, who 
kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to her! How often I wanted to gather 
your children together, the way a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, and you 
were unwilling' (Matt.23:37). Some versions have an exclamation mark at the end of 
the sentence, and this seems appropriate in view of the surprising unwillingness of 
the people, despite so many appeals. How often? Might we ask ourselves, how often 
do we want to be as close to our Lord as He wants us to be? You may have heard of 
the wife who said to her husband as they sat on the front bench seat of their ageing 
car. 'We don't sit so close together when we are out driving these days, do we?' The 
answer has application here: 'Who moved?' If simple questions from our mundane 
lives can touch our emotions, consider again the feelings of deity expressed in the 
Lord's 'How often...' You may wish to continue these enquiries in Jn 12:34 and 
Rom.11:34-35, applying the same technique.  

To confirm an opinion, positively or negatively 
Even as a youngster, Jesus is recorded as asking questions that challenged learned 
hearers. And when they posed questions back to Him in typical Hebrew dialogue, the 
result was that they were amazed at His understanding and His answers (Lk.2:46). In 
this way concepts were confirmed through testing initial conclusions.      These   
people   were 
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thinkers. 
Many times Scripture provides the answer to its recorded questions, so it is not 
simply a searching after information, but attempting to make the hearer think before 
the correct answer is provided. However, as we draw this article and this series to a 
close, we should attempt to encourage your continued study. So we shall turn to 
unfinished questions, those that are intended to be completed by you as you read 
them because the answer is obvious, or should be! Here are some examples: 'Is 
anything too difficult for the LORD?'(Gen.18:14). Clearly the answer is 'nothing'. 'And 
He said to them, "Which one of you shall have a son or an ox fall into a well, and will 
not immediately pull him out on a Sabbath day?'" (Lk.14:5). The challenge lies in the 
obvious answer: 'No-one!' So if it is obvious, how did He use the thought to 
advantage? 'Jesus said to them, "Is this not the reason you are mistaken, that you do 
not understand the Scriptures, or the power of God?'" (Mk.12:24). It most certainly 
was the reason. Consider whether it was an accidental lapse or a firm intention not to 
understand the Scriptures in the way God meant them. Answers to such questions 
might be life-changing. Consider: 'And why do you call Me, "Lord, Lord", and do not 
do what I say?' (Lk.6:46). But we must leave the matter here. 'It is written' was a 
sufficient answer from the Lord to justify His every action. For us, a consideration of 
how it is written, as well as what is written, should lead us to greater spiritual 
discernment, as we each take up the challenge of Scripture: 'Be diligent to present 
yourself approved to God as a workman who does not need to be ashamed, handling 
accurately the word of truth'(2 Tim.2:15).  

Biblical quotations from the New American Standard Bible. 
 

THE ARMOUR OF GOD 
By Steve Peers, Aberkenfig, Wales 

In Eph.6:12 Paul stated: 
For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities,  against  
powers,  against  the  rulers  of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of 
wickedness in the heavenly places. Christians are involved in daily warfare that 
cannot be won by using the weapons of this world.   Whether we consider primitive 
weapons such as the sword and spear, or modern technological weapons that terrify 
us by their awesome capability, none of them is of any use in the battle we are 
engaged in. Our enemies are spiritual powers, and if we are to defeat them we have 
to use spiritual weaponry. 
It is suggested that there are three main areas for consideration if we are to succeed 
in the conflict.  
(1) Most importantly of all, the ultimate victory is already won. 
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The Lord Jesus accomplished this upon the Cross at Calvary, when as part of His 
great work of redemption, He completely defeated Satan and his hosts of 
wickedness. We get some insight into this battle by looking at Isaiah 50:8: 

...who will contend with Me? Let us stand together. 
Who is My adversary? Let him come near Me.  

Bible students have related this prophecy to Calvary where the Lord Jesus came into 
conflict with Satan and the powers of darkness and totally defeated them. Knowing 
that victory has been won helps us in our daily battles. We may sometimes become 
despondent, feeling that the fight is too hard. Looking to the Lord Jesus will help us to 
overcome despondency and renew our spiritual strength. 
(2) Being a soldier requires complete dedication: 

No one engaged in warfare entangles himself with the affairs of this life, that he 
may please him who enlisted him as a soldier (2 Tim.2:4).  

The lives of some young Christians are impressive. They have a clear spiritual focus. 
For them the service of the Lord Jesus is everything and nothing is more pleasurable 
than to do His will.  Christians need the level of dedication that is seen in the soldier 
who renounces everything to win the battle.  Such self-denial is essential in spiritual 
conflict. 
(3) We need to be properly equipped for the fight. 
The Christian needs armour to protect and a weapon to attack; there is clear 
indication in Scripture of the weaponry to be used. We have to use 'the armour of 
God': 

Put on the whole armour of God, that you may be able to stand 
against the wiles of the devil (Eph.6:11).  

The armour Paul describes is based on that worn by a Roman soldier. Only one item 
is an offensive weapon - the sword. Everything else is defensive. 
The Roman sword generally had a straight, two edged blade, rather broad and of 
nearly equal width from hilt to point. Christians are encouraged to use 'the sword of 
the Spirit, which is the word of God' (Eph.6:17): 

For the word of God is living and powerful, and sharper than any 
two-edged sword, piercing even to the division of soul and spirit, 
and of joints and marrow (Heb.4:12).  

It is the only effective sword for spiritual conflict. Any Roman soldier going into battle 
would have to rely heavily upon his sword, and would therefore spend a great deal of 
time practising with it to develop his skills. The lesson is obvious. To be successful in 
our daily spiritual battles, we must become proficient users of the Word of God. We 
must spend time with our Bibles. 
As the 'sword of the Spirit' is an offensive as well as a defensive weapon, we can go 
on the attack with it. When engaged in conversation with enquirers, or when facing up 
to the doubts that may pass through our minds, let us resort to the sharp thrust of 
God's Word, responding, 'It is written' as our Master did. 

Protective armour 
The first item of protective armour is the girdle, an item of dress made out of leather 
studded with metal plates. The garments underneath the armour have to be bound  
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together with the girdle before any other items of armour can be added. The Christian 
soldier is to gird his waist with truth, a positive action indicating the need for integrity 
in the life of a disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ. Clearly, this integrity or principled life, 
must be an essential feature of our daily walk. Without it, we cannot wear the other 
armour and will be easy prey for the Adversary. The sword was also suspended from 
the girdle and the linking of the Word of God with truth is an obvious one. God's Word 
is truth and is best used by those who have 'truth in the inward parts' (Ps.51:6). 
The breastplate of righteousness covers the heart. It has to be 'put on' so it is clearly 
not the imputed righteousness of Christ, but a demonstrable uprightness of character. 
The Christian life should be characterized by righteous actions. The heart is the seat 
of our emotions and certainly needs protecting. How often have we gone astray by 
following our own desires rather than doing what is right in the eyes of the Lord? We 
should remember that there is a connection between truth and righteousness and let 
integrity and uprightness of character be evident in the home, the assembly and the 
work place. 
Special strong sandals (known as caligae) were worn to protect soldiers from sharp 
sticks and other things put in the way to obstruct them when they were on the march. 
Being prepared with the gospel of peace indicates both an awareness of the enemy's 
tactics and a determination to press on no matter what obstacles we face. The 
apostle Paul has already highlighted the spiritual nature of our warfare (Eph.6:12) 
and we do well to learn from the Scriptures the strategies employed by the 
Adversary. It is also clear that we will face many obstacles along the way, some 
being more apparent than others but all with potential for harm. Being prepared with 
the gospel of peace gives us sure footing - as did the studded soles of the Roman 
soldiers' sandals. Living in the enjoyment of salvation provides a firm base to contend 
against evil. As believers we are also bearers to others of the good news of the 
gospel. 
The large Roman shield was capable of covering the whole body. The shield of faith 
is capable of protecting against attacks from all directions. It is obviously true that 
even with the other items of armour we still need faith in our Lord Jesus to sustain us 
in warfare. Wherever the attack comes from, whichever fiery dart is sent, we find faith 
in Him to be the shield that protects us. Be assured that these fiery darts can come 
from many sources and they all have destructive potential. The darts may be harshly 
spoken words, impure thoughts, disappointment in our careers or over loved ones, 
doubts over the veracity of God's Word or whatever. Our Adversary will know where 
best to aim his attack and it will be different for each one of us. Thankfully, for each 
one of us the answer is the same. However hard the battle, however great the 
onslaught, we look to our Lord Jesus to find all we need to quench the fiery darts. 
There is a hymn that has a lovely verse emphasizing this very point: 

When Satan tempts me to despair 
And tells me of the guilt within, 
Upward I look and see Him there 
Who made an end of all my sin. (Mrs. Bancroft) 
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Ultimate victory 
The last item of armour worn by a soldier was the helmet, in our case the helmet of 
salvation. Salvation is the crowning act of God. It is a great reassurance to know that 
no matter how often we fall in battle, or how many times we are wounded, the 
ultimate victory has been assured through our Lord Jesus Christ who has given us 
His guarantee of eternal salvation. We remember His words in Jn 10, 

I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish, neither shall any one 
pluck them out of my hand (Jn 10:28).  

How sad it is for those of our fellow Christians who have been taught that they can 
lose their salvation. In this context they seem to be fighting the battle without the 
helmet of salvation. 
It is also true that the helmet of salvation protects the mind. Many of our battles take 
place in the mind and it is there that Satan will attack us with doubts and fears. This 
can cause great heartache and gives to Satan the opportunity to ask again that awful 
question, 'Has God indeed said?' (Gen.3:1). Some believers attain greater spiritual 
maturity than others and may be more able to defend against such attacks. This is 
not to say that others are easy prey. God's salvation enables everyone to stand. We 
also have use of the sword of the Spirit, the Word of God. We may never understand 
much, but God in His grace helps us to grasp the wonderful, simple truths of His 
Word confirming our faith in the Lord. Thus we can all say with the apostle Paul, I 
know whom / have believed and am persuaded that He is able to keep what I have 
committed to Him until that day (2 Tim.1:12). 
Let there be no doubt that the daily battles faced as we engage in this spiritual 
warfare cannot be won unless we put on the whole armour of God. Even then the 
battles will be hard and on occasions we will wonder if it is all worth it. Yes it is. We 
have eternal salvation, and although it may be hard now, the time will soon come 
when the battle will be over and we will rejoice in the presence of our great King and 
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ. What a thrilling prospect!  
 

Biblical quotations are from the NKJV. 
 
 
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with 
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends 
all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus (Phil.4:6,7 
NIV). 
 
 
 


